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20. Abstract. '(Continued)

The purpose of the HLH/ATC program was to minimize technical cost,
and schedule risks associated with future HLLS system research,
development, test and evaluation (RDTE) and production programs.
This was achieved by design, fabrication, and testing of specific
ATC hardware in three critical air vehicle subsystems:

K(a)_11otox/drive systemrn)
"I•b) Flight control system5s,

Cargo handling system

The HLH cargo handling system described herein consisq of: tandem
pneumatically driven hoists which provide high-speed in-flight
stability with pitch attitude optimization and long-reach cargo
acquisition and delivery for externally slung cargo; a visual
augmentation system to assist the load controlling crewman in
acquiring cargo from a hover under conditions of darkness and
partial visual obscuration; and a static electricity discharge
system to protect ground handlers from shock hazards The develop-
ment program consisted of design efforts, hardware fab ii611n3-,>
and testing necessary to confirm the capability of the hardware •o
meet the design objectives. Results of each major component
development are discussed below.

The hoist system met all design objectives in terms of lifting
capacity, hoisting speed, structural capacity and variable speed
control, including dynamic braking. These characteristics were
confirmed by full-scale hardware integrated tests which demon-
strated 1,800 hoisting cycles with a 29-ton load at 60 feet per
minute and a static pull test of 73 tons. A maximum unloaded
payout speed of 84 feet per minute was achieved but fell short of
the 120 feet per minute objective. A maximum unloaded reel-in
speed of 120 feet per minute was achieved.

The visual augmentation system was adapted from an existing U.S.
Army Cobra Night Fire Control System using an 875 line television
monitor, an orthographic fish-eye lens and superimposed external
cargo handling symbology. The system was demonstrated in the
laboratory and was subsequently evaluated in the Boeing Vertol
Company Model 347 HLH test, bed helicopter.

Both active and passive static electricity discharge systems were
developed and tested on a U.S. Army CH-47 helicopter under desert
conditions. Insurmountable problems were identified in the area
of sensing, which is essential for the active system; therefore,
this approach was abandoned. A passive static electricity system,
consisting of a resistive grounding line, was designed which meets
all program objectives,
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Heavy Lift Helicopter (HLH) Advanced
Technology Component (ATC) Program was to minimize technical,
cost, and schedule risks associated with the future HLH
system RDTE and produccion programs. This was achieved by
design, fabrication, and testing of specific Advanced
Technology Components (ATCs) in the critical air vehicle
subsystems.

The HLH/ATC Program objectives were: to advance the tech-
nology of these critical subsystems components so as to
improve the future HLH system in areas of weight reducLirn,
performance, mission operational capabilities, and product
assurance dualities; to demonstrate these improvements in
critical areas by component and dynamic systems integration
testing; and to provide a credible component cost data base
for a potential HLH system development.

The three design areas listed below were established as
critical air vehicle subsystems:

a. Rotor/drive system
b. Flight control system
c. Cargo handling system

Each was organized into a project which defined and conducted
a program tailored to meet stated objectives. Final reports
were then prepared to document each of these programs. This
document contains the results of the Cargo Handling System
ATC Program.

The Cargo Handling System final report is divided into three

volumes:

Volume I - Cargo Handling System Dusign

Part 1 - Detail Design
Part 2 - Structural Design and Weights Analysis
Part 3 - Static and Dynamic Load Analysis

Volume I - Fabrication of Test Hardware and Fixtures

Volume III- Results of Tests, Inspections, and Evaluations
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PART 1. DETAIL DESIGN

OVERALL CARGO HANDLING SYSTEM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The Cargo Handling ATC Development Program consists of three
major elements.

a. Tandem dual hoist system with optional single-point
hoist capability.

b. Visual augmentation system to assist in acquisition
and deposit of external cargo under conditions of
reduced visibility.

c. Static electricity dissipation system for potential
equalization of the helicopter while hovering in a
high triboelectric environment.

Overall goals and objectives of the ATC program are to develop
and demonstrate:

Hoist

. Payload 28 Tons
* Life 10,800 Load Cycles
* Useful Tension Member Length 100 Feet
. Pickup Configurations Dual or Single Point

Visual Augmentation

* Enhancement of load controlling crewman capability.

Static Electricity

. Shock protection for ground handlers.

16
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HOIST SYSTEM

The major elements of the hoist system that are discussed in
this section consist of the followings

1. The hoist drive, including the static/emergency
brake, air turbine motors for hoisting and
reversing, high-speed gear reduction, lubrication
system, power connectors, speed sensors and
feedback loop, temperature/pressure sensors and
torque sensor.

2. The hoist assembly, including load isolators, cable
cutters, low-speed gear reduction, lubrication
system, tension member angle sensor, and the hoist
span positioning system.

3. Signal/power transfer system conductor reeling
mechanism.

4. Control system.

The pneumatic power generation and distribution necessary for
the integrated rig testing of the hoisting system is described
in Volume II of this report.

Hoist System Criteria

The following specific system requirements were developed:

Hoisting Modes

The system is designed for two hoisting modes:

1. Two-point (Multipoint) suspension mode, utilizing
two hoist assemblies, each capable of independent
and synchrcnous, bidirectional variable-speed
operation at any load.

2. Single-point suspension mode, utilizing the two
hoist assemblies by coupling the suspension system
of both hoists with a single-point adapter and
hook assembly. Variable bidirectional speed-
control capability for variable external load
capacities is required.

Operating Ambienta

Operating ambient conditions are from -65OF to +125OF at
pressure altitudes from 0 to 10,000 feet.

17



The temperature data are based on the U.S. Army Material
Need (MN) document. The altitude limit was selected so as
not to inhibit operations at normally experienced density
altitudes.

Structural Criteria

Structural criteria for the hoist system are based upon a 28-
ton payload. Detail analysis of individual hoist and tension
member design criteria may be found in Part 3 of this volume.

P atic Power

The production HLH will have two sources of pneumatic power:

1. Simultaneous bleed from three main propulsion
engines.

2. APU generated power.

Redundancy. The primary in-flight pneumatic power source is
main enigne bleed air. In the event that one engine bleed
system feils, yet all three engines are opexative, the
remaining two bleed systems shall supply adequate hleed air
to power all pneumatic systems, including full load hoisting.

In the event one engine fails, the APU shall be used.
Full-capacity hoisting power, including the other pneumaticpower systoms requirements, is to be provided by the APU.
Ground operation without main propulsive power shall be
provided Ky the APU-generated pneumatic supply, Electrical
and hyd;+aulic power is provided by APU-mounted hydraulic pumps
and an air turbine motor-driven generator and hydraulic pumps.

Temperature Limitations. The ATC hoist system design was
based on the ai supply temperature within the fuselage being
limited to 4500F.

Hoist System Control, All facets of the total aircraft
pneumatic system control, distribution, priority, andoperation must be compatible for the control of the hoist
system. The hoist system shall be operated by the pilot,
copilot, load-control crewman, and ground-stationed operator.
Control priority is reserved for the pilot.

Performance. The system design was based on the two-point
suspension mode capable of accommodating the design load at a
minimum vertical hoisting velocity of 60 ft/min.

Hoisting velocities with external load capacities less than
the; specified design load capacity shall be increased
proportionately.
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Vertical hoisting velocity objective with zero load is
120 fpm. (Proportionate speed reduction due to tension
member and coupling weight is acceptable.)

The empty-hook payout speed objective at design-day condition
is 120 fpm. This capability is based on zero weight assisting
the reversing rotation. Disconnect or clutching between the
hoisting driver and the drum is not acceptable.

Component Efficiencies and System Losses The system hardware
design was based on component efficiency assumptions and
system loss predictions as follows:

1. Low-speed gearing integral with the hoist drum,
based on approximately 327:1 gear reduction, is
90 percent at design speed and load.

2. High-speed gearing integral with the air turbine
motor driver, based on 10-12:1 gearing reduction,
is 95 percent at design speed and load.

3. Cable bending and miscellaneous losses are 5 percent.

2" 4. Pneumatic power transfer pressure losses between the
generating sources and the air turbine motor driver
are 5 percent of the source pressure absolute.

5. Temperature loss between the source(s) and the
drivers is 10 percent of the actual compressor AT
based on 80 percent adiabatic compressor efficiency
at design-day conditions.

6. Adiabatic turbine efficiency based on design-day
conditions at optimum operating point is 79 percent.

7. The constant-speed, shaft-driven, adiabatic
compressor efficiency is based on 80 percent at
design-day conditions.

Hoist System Design

The initial hoist system concept consisted of two movable
hoists installed in tandem tunnels in the bottom of the
fuselage. Variable span from 16 feet to 26 feet was provided
by mounting the hoists on longitudinal tracks on each bay.
Single-point conversion was accomplished by connecting the
two tension members with an adapter which converted them to a
continuous member. A traveling sheave supporting the
coupling maintained symmetrical loads to the two hoists.
This configuration is shown in Figure 1.

19
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The pneumatic system for the hoist drive was integrated with
the overall pneumatic system for the other air vehicle
subsystems. Telescopic or articulated conductors to the
hoists accommodated the variable spans. The power source is
either dn APU-driven compressor or a main engine bleed, thereby
providing power generation redundancy. A schematic of this
concept is shown in Figure 2.

The evolution of the various elements of this system and the
results of the preliminary design effort to develop the
necessary components to implement the general requirements
and criteria preiously defined are presented in the following
sections.
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Hoist Drive System

Description and Requirements

The hoist drive, alternately referred to as the ATM (Air
Turbine Motor), is pneumatically powered. The pneumatic
power is supplied through simultaneous bleed of three
main propulsion engines or from an APU generated
pneumatic power source. The bleed air is "conditioned"
to the air quality that meets the hoist system criteria.

Two independent motors of identical capacity and perfor-
mance characteristics are required for the hoist drive
system. The air turbine motor design requirements are
based on the criteria defined in the criteria
section supplemented by the added specific requirements
for the hoist drive which are as follows:

1. Each ATM Will be independently controllable
or both ATMs may operate in synchronization.

2. Each ATM housing was designed on an
integrated basis and shall consist of the
following major components.

a. Hoisting wheel
b. Nozzle assembly for hoisting
c. Reversing wheel
d. Reversing nozzle(s)
e. Forced lubrication system
f. Disconnect or clutching

g. Heat dissipation system
h. Airflow controller for forward and reverse

rotation
i. Control actuator
j. Control power generator
k. High-speed gear reducer
1. Output shaft
m. Mounting interface with static/emergency

brake
n. Control interface with static/emergency

brake
o. Signal conductor interface
p. Static brake

3. The output speed from the high-speed gear
reducer at zero load (free-running turbine
speed) will be 8,000 rpm. The gear reduction
ratio is a function of the hoisting wheel mean
diameter selected.
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4. Predicated on impulse turbine wheel design,
the high-speed gearing output optimum operating
point is 4,000 rpm, which corresponds to a
hoisting velocity of 60 fpm.

5. The stall torque generating capacity of the
wheel is based on its capability to react an
86,387-pound vertical load pull multiplied by
the coning angle factor of 1.15 at a lever arm
of .782 feet divided by the low-speed gear
reduction of 328:1 divided by the high-speed
reduction as dictated by the wheel design
(equivalent to 236 ft-lb divided by the high-
speed gear reduction ratio).

6. Each turbine wheel operating at the optimum
point shall be capable of generatincg 78.6 HP
based on 60 fpm hoisting speed. The high-speed
gearing output power shall be 74.6 HP, wh,,.h is
based on 95-percent gearing efficiency.

7. For ATM designs utilizing nonclutched reversing
wheels, the hoisting wheel design capacity must
be increased by an amount equivalent to the
reversing wheel drag torque. Higher airflow
penalties are acceptable only when definite
improvements are demonstrated.

8. The effective nozzle area will be designed for
the required horsepower and for the following
non-design day conditions:

a. For design day ambients under 95*F, the
system capacity shall equal or exceed
design day system capacity.

b. Reduced system capacity at ambient temnpera,
turen above 95 0 F will be acceptable.
However, the percentage change in capacity
is not qreater than the percentage
change in helicopter lift capability
consistent with the typical engine lapse
rate at normal power settings.

c. Empty hook hoisting and reversing velocity
reduction is acceptable provideq the
reduction does not exceed the n4izle
spouting velocity reduction as a result
of colder air supply temperature.
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9. Design day pneumatic airflow requirements are
based on 4.08 pressure ratio and 414*F
temperature available at the turbine.

10. Total design day airflow requirements for both
air turbine drivers are based on 60/40 load
distribution on either hoist.

11. For non-design day conditions, the airflow
requirements will be determined by analysis
based on the APU-driven constant speed load
compressor, applicable transfer losses and the
efficiency deterioration of the air turbine.
The minimum analyses shall be conducted for
minus 65*F 4000-foot condition, 125OF sea
level condition and 95°F 10,000-foot altitude
conditions. The valves, nozzle area design,
and the control system will be designed for
the total operating ambient spectrum.

12. Special provisions to meet 120 ft/min empty
hook hoisting under non-design day conditions
are not required. The speed reduction will,
however, not exceed the theoretical nozzle
spouting velocity reduction based on design
day condition.

13. Total airflow for powered reversing rotation
will not exceed the maximum requirements
defined in 10 and 11.

14. Acceptable hoisting nozzle assembly designs
were:

a. fixed geometry
b. variable geometry
c. partial admission.

Substantiation of either concept is required
by analysis which shall define response
characteristics, size impact, controllability
of the hoist drive system,and turbine
efficiencies.

15. For the purpose of 120-ft/min, empty
hook payout (reversing rotation) installation
of a reversing wheel is acceptable. The
reversing wheel shall have adequate capacity
to overcome the hoisting wheel aerodynamic
drag which is directly coupled (no mechanical
disconnect) through the static brake to the
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hoist drum. The reversing wheel shall be a
module within the ATM housing. Reversing
wheel clutching is acceptable. The clutch
shall be a module within the ATM housing.

lb. The hoisting wheel torque/speed characteristic
in the negative region will be compatible with
the characteristics of an impulse turbine.
These characteristics enable the wheel to
perform the dynamic braking function and to
identify discrete reverse rotation torque/
speed characteristics for a specific airflow
for effective rate of descent control with
load.

17. To minimize the temperature rise during reversing
rotations, installation of additional reversing
nozzles to the hoisting wheel is acceptable.

18. A forced lubrication system will be provided.

19. The heat dissipation requirements are based on
the efficiency of high-speed gearing, bearing
losses and conduction from the air supply tempera-
ture. Additional heat is generated during dynamic
braking and reverse rotation. Heat dissipation
analyses are to be conducted on the basis of
three hoisting cycles per hour, each cycle con-
qisting of: full-speed reversing payout, full

pacity hoisting, ten minutes of no activity,
tull-capacity lowering, and empty reel-in. The
heat sink is ambient air.

20. The type of airflow controller is predicated on
the design of the nozzle assembly. The controller
response characteristics to enable variable speed/
load accommodations and to provide synchronous
speed capability of both hoists are the prime
requirements. For fixed geometry nozzle designs,
the sliding valve control approach (due to linear-
ity) over the butterfly valve control is preferred.
There were, however, no specific valve design
requirements,

21. Acceptable types of control power are electrical,
hydraulic and/or pneumatic. In the event hydraulic
actuating power is used, the motor powering the
lubricating pump is to be utilized for this
function.
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22. The high-speed gear reducer is to be designed
for 4,000 rpm shaft output dictated by the
hoist interface requirement. The gearing
efficiency shall be 95 percent minimum at
design operating conditions. Design capacities
and speed requirements for the high-speed
gearing are consistent with the requirements
defined in 3, 4, 5 and 6.

23. The high-speed gearing output shaft is mounted
through the static/emergency brake and is
directly coupled to the low-speed gearing,
which is integral with the hoist drum. Static
brake design concepts that are mounted on the
high-speed turbine wheel shaft and are integral
within the ATM housing may be considered.

24. The static brake design and its operation
require the highest order of attention due
to its safety function and emergency features.

The following characteristics were therefore

required.

a. The brake is normally "on".

b. During hoisting operation, the brake
release mechanism does nqt function until
the ATM generated torque is adequate to
react the load. Mere substantiation of
pneumatic power availability to the ATM is
inadequate.

c. Brake actuating power is generatud within
the ATM/brake housing.

d. Application of the brake actuating power
shall be gradual and shall not induce
accelerations exceeding the levels for
which the hoist drive system components
(including airframe structure) are designed.

e. Irrespective of the hoist opcrator speed
selection (airflow), the control system
shall be designed in series with the brake
release mechanism with an automatic "dwell"
(zero speed) period when the brake is being
released.

f. The brake mechanism is engaged whenever
zero turbine speed is commanded.
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g. The minimum static holding capability of
the brake is equivalent of 67,500 ft-lb
divided by the appropriate gearing reduc-
tion.

h. The brake "normal mode of operation" is
designed for on-off condition.

i. One full-capacity dynamic braking operation *
under maximum loading and velocity condi-
tions is required before brake corrective
maintenance, repair or replacement, is
required.

j. Brake operation frequent checkout capabil-
ity shall be provided in the control
system and component design. Loss of
brake actuating power automatic signal is
required.

25. The intelligence and sensor data requiring the
ATM control interface consist of the following:

a. Load sensing
b. Tension member angle
c. Hoisting speed, including closed loop

speed control
d. Operator to ATM hoisting command signals
e. Position sensing, including proximity

switches
f. Temperature/pressure sensors
g. Ambient condition sensors
h. Pneumatic power generator status.

26. For synchronous speed control, the concept of
slave and master control shall be employed
wherein the master represents the larger load
carrying hoist.

Air Turbine Motor Design Analysis

Early analysis of the pneumatically powered hoist drive
system power requirements clearly showed that the air
turbine is the most suitable motor for this application.
The other alternative, the positive displacement motor,
was rejected due primarily to its low adiabatic efficiency
(less than 50 percent) and unproven performance at 200
percent over design speed required for empty hook reel-in
and payout capability.
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This would impose intolerable penalties on the engine
bleed capacity and dictate APU capacity above that
currently available within the HLH/ATC time frame.

The pneumatic approach to the hoist drive system was
based on a study• conducted by Boeing for the U.S. Army,
wherein the woight advant&ge for a 20-ton hoist system
of the pneumatic over the hydraulic approach was 203
pounds against 874 pounds, respectively. This, plus the
added advantages of a low-pressure nonflammable power
medium, the capability of dynanic braking, the elimination
of logistics and the inherent capabiltiy of the turbine to
accommodate acceleration loads, resulted in the selection
of the pneumatic hoist drive system.

Turbine Design Considerations. The primary consideration
In turbine design was the axial versus the radial con-
figuration; applicable to both types is the determination
of nozzle design - fixed geometry versus variable geometry.
Availability of either combinations with no major manu-
facturing problems of any system selected has been
established. In a recent program funded by the Air Force
for an advanced technology small engine, one radial and
one axial turbine within the same engine were used as a
result of optimization studies conducted. Table 1 shows
some of the features of axial and radial turbines.

Early in the program it was decided that in order to pay
out (lower) an empty hook, the hoist drive must be
powered for the payout mode. The hook weight is not
adequate to "pull" the hoist in reverse and overcome the
gearing friction. With this in mind, the following tur-
bins wheel and nozzle arrangements were considered:

1. Axial Impulse Turbine With Partial Admission

This design has a nozzle ring with some nozzles
angled in the reverse-rotation direction. Two
air supply ports connect the nozzle to the air
control valve. This would be designed to pro-
gressively throttle the air supply to either set
of nozzles, with a central zero position.

If full reverse speed could be achieved with no
more than 30 percent reverse admission, the maxi-
mum achievable efficiency in the forward direc-
tion should be about 70 percent. The arrangement
is simple, but it will not achieve the performance
target.

i. Stein, D. et al; ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY HIGH-CAPACITY HOIST
DRIVE SYSTEM: Boeing Vertol Company; USAAMRDL Tech. Report
72-21, U.S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development
Labocatory, Fort Bustis, Virginia; April 1972, AD746629.
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2. Axial Turbine With Inner Reversing Blades

This is a full-admission axial - impulse
turbine having a pair of axial 4ozzle rings.
The outer nozzle is designed for forward
rotation, and the inner one is designed for
reverse rotation. Power control is by
throttling.

The rotor has normal blades cut on the peri-
phery, and an additional set of blades cut
through the rotor to provide reversing blades.
These "blades" may be virtually straight-sided
slots, since the gas-approach angle will be
nearly 90 degrees at maximum speed.

Since the reversing nozzles and blades are at
a smaller diameter than the main blades, the
maximum reverse speed could in principle be
higher than maximum forward speed, with the
same nozzle exit velocity.

This arrangement results in the neatest and
most compact ATM design with a sufficient
degree of design flexibility. However, there
could be serious problems in the design and
manufacture of the turbine wheel, which would
be more highly stressed than a conventional
wheel. Given sufficient development time, it
is believed that this approach would give the
best design for the ATM, but the element of
risk is too high for the short development
program required.

3. Variable Nozzle Reversible Radial Turbine

This is a simple radial turbine with a nozzle
ring having an even number of pivoting nozzle
vanes.

With variable angle nozzles, reverse may be
approached either through maximum nozzle area
or through minimum nozzle area. The former
can be done with well shaped nozzles, but it
is very bad from a control point of view. Such
a nozzle would probably have to be used in
conjunction with an inlet control throttle.

Reversing through zero area results in a
limitation in nozzle shape, but the nozzle area
can be used to control power. At maximum
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forward and reverse, the provisional design
seems to give a very reasonable nozzle shape;
in moving from maximtn forward to maximum
reverse, half the nozzles rotate through an
angle of about 40 degrees, while the inter-
leaving blades move in an opposite direction
through an angle of about 14 degrees. From an
efficiency point of view, this should be
better than throttling, even if compromising
nozzle geometry reduces maximum turbine
efficiency, since there will be no additional
throttling losses. However, the basic charac-
teristics of a radial turbine give a high air-
flow requirement at stall, and this is suffi-
cient to eliminate this approach.

4. Variable Nozzle Reversible Axial Turbine

Had tests shown that an axial impulse wheel
could be driven in reverse at the required
speed, the pivoting nozzle design could be
used with an axial wheel. However, the nozzle
mechanism is more difficult to design for
axial directed vanes; also, the performance of
axial turbine nozzles is more critically
dependent on nozzle shape than is the case
with radial turbines. Therefore, the high
element of risk eliminates this approach.

5. Single-Axial Wheel With Combined Radial
Reversing Stage

This is essentially similar to the concept for
a wheel with an inner row of reversing blades,
but it avoids weakening the wheel, at the
expense of complicating the exhaust ducting.

The shape of the wheel provides a good stress
distribution, giving a high bursting speed.
The diameter of the radial stage, complete
with nozzle ring and a side volute, has to fit
inside the nozzle ring of the axial stage.
This should be possible since its design speed
is twice that of the main stage.

The parasitic drag of the radial stage during
normal operation at design speed will not be
too high. A 3-inch radial wheel used on
a Lucas diesel supercharger takes 5.5 hp at
100,000 rpm when the delivery is shut off. At
50,000 rpm, this would reduce the main stage
output power by approximately 2 percent.
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The rotor design is such that it can be
mounted on a single bearing. The air ducting
is complicated by the need to cater to the
radial turbine exhaust, but this does not
appear to be serious. The only performance
shortcoming appears to be the low turbine
brake torque available when hoisting an
unloaded hook, and this can be catered to in
the control system.

6. Twin Wheel Axial Turbine

Although the use of a separate wheel solely
for paying out an unloaded hook seems at first
to be extravagant, there are definite advan-
tages to this approach.

Since it is required to operate at twice the
maximum power, a wheel can be used and can be
designed to give its maximum efficiency at a
speed where the main wheel efficiency is zero.
Also, since windage losses are proportional
to the cube of rpm and the fifth power of
diameter, the additional losses due to the
reversing wheel should be low enough to make
declutching unnecessary.

The main wheel design could be a simple conven-
tional profile designed for maximum fatigue
life and maximum bursting speed. If this
were made from titanium, the bursting speed
ic at least 50 percent higher than maximum
unloaded runaway speed. The design of the
reversing wheel can be carefully matched to
the drag characteristics of the main wheel, to
make excessive reverse speed impossible to
achieve. This drag characteristic can only be
approximately calculated, and it will need to be
established by testing. The only difficulty
appears to be in the design of the turbine
bearings and their lubrication. The arrange-
ment seems to offer the best possibility for
achieving the required hoist performance with
the minimum of design risk.

Turbine Nozzle Configuration The selection process of
the turbine nozzle configuration for the purpose of
hoist-drive control was based on the following configura-
tions:

1. Fixed nozzle design with upstream butterfly
valve control - Figure 3.
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!' 1 2. Variable nozzle design - Figure 4.

3. Partial admission nozzle design - Figure 5.

The bidirectional variable speed control with fixed and
variable geometry nozzle air-turbine motor designs is
accomplished by modulating the airflow into the turbine.

The torque speed characteristics for both nozzle config-
urations are shown in Figure 6.

OUTPUT DRIVE SHAFT
TO HOIST DRUM

PAYOUT
CONTROL SERVOACTUATOR

INLET ,

\FIXED NOZZLETURBINE !
BUTTER FLY
VALVE DIWC~ARGE

Figure 3. Fixed Nozzle.
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OUTPUT DRIVE SHAFT
TO HOIST DRUM

BRAKE AND GEAR

PAYOUT SERVOACTUATOR
CONTROL AND NOZZLE LINKAGE

AIRA

VARIABLE-GEOMETRY
NOZZLE TURBINE

DISCHARGE FULLY OPEN

FULLY CLOSED -ULLY O
POSITI0ON

PTO .SECTION A-A( ( PARTIAL

VARIABLE
GEOMETRY NOZZLE

I,!

Figure 4. Variable Nozzlo. 15
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ACTUATOR LINK VARIABLE ADMISSION PLATE
ASSEMBLY

PORT

TURBINE CASING ASSEMBLY

ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

Figu.re 5 . Partial Admission Nozzle.
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VARIABLE-NOZZLE TURBINE

ASMAX

As1
Ae2Ae3 "_j

A ,.,MAXIMUM TORQUE CAPABILITY

A• DESIGN LOAD

Ag6  DESIGN SPEED
Ae5

DESIGN SPEED(NEGATIV .E) _• _

-60 0 +60
LOAD VELOCITY, VL (FPM)

FIXED-NOZZLE TURBINE

(IrT) MAX 0

WT1 MAXIMUM TORQUE CAPABILITY

11T2 ~ ~ DESIGN LOAD
w1T3

I14 DESIGN SPEEDr4 ,,•(POSITIVE)

DESIGN SPEED •PSVI E
INEGATIVE)

NEGATIVE -0 0 +60 POSITIVE

LOAD VELOCITY, VL (FPM)

Figure 6. Torque Versus Speed for Fixed and Variable
Nozzle Turbines.
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1. Air-Turbine Nozzle Area Analysis

Tha effective nozzle area design, when based on
a hot-day condition, will not permit adequate
flow passage to accommodate at least equal
hoisting capacity for cold ambients. This is
attributable to the fact that the temperature
of the air is much colder with the resulting
lessening of the supplied air specific energy.
The nozzle area design must therefore be based
on some colder design-day conditions. (The
above is based on a constant pressure ratio
operation.) To compensate for the lower
specific energy level, more airflow is required,
which is available from the increased capabil-
ity of air delivery from the compressor at
the low temperature.

The analyses conducted herein were based on a
particular compressor design yielding a 4:1
pressure ratio, which is maintained throughout
the entire spectrum of operating ambients from
-65 0 F to +95°F and includes both 4,000 feet
and sea level operating conditions. Based on
the performance characteristics of the above
compressor, the turbine inlet temperature and
the respective loss1s between the compressor
and the turbine were calculated. On the basis
of degrading turbine performance from the
optimum design-day condition of 4,000 feet,
95°F, the nozzle area required for various
ambients is as shown in Figure 7.

In order to provide the same hoisftng capacity
at 4,000 feet, -65OF conditions, the nozzle
area required is approximately .1 percent
higher than for the equivalent capacity at
4,000 feet, 95°F condition. The corresponding
airflow requirement is 36 percent higher at
the -65 0 F ambient condition.

The effective nozzle area must therefore be
designed for the -65OF condition in order that
no degradation of capacity at this temperature
occurs. The adequacy of the increased air
delivery from the compressor has been estab-
lished.
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2.50

CONSTANT EXPANSION
RATIO, 3.8:1

2.25 S/4000 FT

Az
6

4 2.00

LU

P4N
N
0

1.75

LU

1.50 -

-100 -50 0 50 100

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OF)

*The intent here is to show the required nozzle area
relative variation as a function of temperature based on
85 percent turbine efficiency. In the ATC design the
absolute values indicated do not apply since each hoist
drive is based on a 16.8-ton capacity (.6 X 28 tons) with
turbine efficiencies below 85 percent. The relative
nozzle area values are valid.

Figure 7. Nozzle Area Required for a Constant Hoist of
23 Tons* at 60 Feet Per Minute Versus Ambient
Temperature.
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2. Analytic~l Data Substantiation

Substantiation of analytical data has been
considered the prime order of importance in
this study effort. Toward this objective,
design support tests were conducted and test
data of representative wheel configurations
were collected.

The results of these tests are reported in Volume III of
this report.

Turbine Selection Summary The performance characteris-
tics of radial and impulse turbines were investigated;
the significant parameters affecting system design were
compared. These parameters were: overspeed capability,
impact on performance under variable ambient operation,
turbine wheel diameter, gear reduction requirements, and
acquisition and design. A comparison of radial and
impulse turbine wheels is particularly significant in
the investigation of the dynamic braking.

Based on analytical performance data of the respective
wheels, and on the bAsis of the test data, the following
conclusions are drawn:

1. The axial wheels are more suited for variable-
speed/load hoist control, due to their linear
torque speed characteristics.

2. The radial wheel must be approximately 1.4
times larger in diameter than the axial wheel.
The ATM housing is therefore larger.

3. The radial wheel in reverse rotation does not
provide the discrete torque intelligence
necessary for the rate-of-descent control for
hoisting applications.

4. The radial wheel ratio of free-running speed to
optimum operating speed does not permit
unloaded hook hoisting speeds to be equal to
those of the axial wheel.

5. The stall torque of the axial wheel is higher
than that of the radial wheel.

6. The variable-geometry nozzle design for the
radial wheel is less complex than that for the
axial wheel.
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7. Neither the axial nor the radial turbine pro-
vides high-speed (200 percent) empty-hook
payout capability.

8. The efficiency of both wheels is nearly the
same.

9. No significant difference in fabrication of
either wheel exists, nor is there a substantial
cost difference.

Based on the above, the axial wheel and fixed geometry
nozzle have been selected as the most appropriate for
this application.

Hoist Drive Design

Hoist Drive Assembly

Alternately referred to as the Air Turbine Motor (ATM),
the hoist drive assembly is shown in Figures 8 and 10
and consists of:

1. Hoisting and reversing turbine wheel assembly
2. High-speed gearbox
3. Lubrication system
4. Static/emergency brake
5. Housings
6. Pneumatic supply and control valves
7. Hoist control system

The assembly consists of two axial flow turbine wheels
mounted back-to-back on a common shaft, one set of fixed
nozzle guide vanes for each wheel, associated inlet
scrolls, discharge ducting, labyrinth seals, gearbox, and
brake assembly (see hoist drive components, Figure 9 ).

The detail design of the hoist drive is illustrated by
Sundstrand Drawing EP6003-4510 and EP6003-72, Figures
11 and 12

Materials Selection The revised selection of materials
for the turbine portion uf the design is as follows:

1. Bearings - all M50, except the brake bearings
are 52100

2. All aluminum housingo - A356-T6 castings

3. Quill shaft, high-speed assembly - 8620 case
hardened

4 1t
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4. Brake shaft - 9310

5. Internal brake parts - 6061 T6 aluminum

(pistons, brake seal plate, brake ram)

6. Inlet guide vanes - case 17-4

7. Bearing liners - 4340

8. Containment ring - Inconel 718

9. Turbine diffuser vanes - cast 17-4 (entire
assembly is cast)

10. Gearing - 9310 carburized

11. Turbine wheels and shaft - Rene"95 (discussed
below).

In the reversing (or cable lowering) mode of operation,
the larger 4.66-inch-diameter hoisting turbine is
rotated in the reverse direction at a high rate of speed
by the smaller 2.80"inch-diameter reversing turbine. The
windage or churning loss that is produced by the hoisting
turbine creates a considerable amount of heat which is
partially absorbed by the hoisting turbine wheel result-
ing in a significant increase in the turbine wheel hub
and blade temperature. Extrapolation of initial test
results, and further turbine design analysis gave a
predicted maximum turbine wheel temperature of approxi-
waLely 000'F; this was later substantiated in actual
prototype testing.

Because of this predicted high temperature environment,
a material investigation was conducted to select the
optimum material. Among those materials evaluated were:

1. Sundstrand processed Waspalloy (Sundstrand
MS14.09-01)

2. Carpenter 455 precipitation hardening stain-
less steel

3. Inconel 718 (AMS 5662)

4. Rend 41

5. Rend' 95.

The maximum (or runaway) turbine speed in the reverse
direction is a critical (8000P) stress situation for
the hoisting turbine wheel. The tucbine wheel tempera-
ture reaches 800°F during dynamic braking condition as
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well. Maximum strength at this 800OF anticipated maxi-
mum temperature was the primary selection criteria
during the material analyses. Hub burst strength was
designed with a considerable safety margin at the maxi-
mutn .speed/temperature condition.

Rene 95 high temperature nickel alloy was chosen for its
superior high temperature tensile strength properties.
A powdered metal version of the alloy was chosen rather
than the cast raw mateiial because Rene'95 in the
wrought or cast condition did not forge well during the
early manufacturing process investigations. Forging was
deemed a necessary processing requirement to both reduce
waste and improve directional strength in the critical
turbine wheel hub area. Powdered metal (P/M) Rene' 95
alloy performed well in the manufacturing process in
which the P/M blank size, which started at a 4.5-inch-
diameter slug, was partially extruded to a 3.0-
inch-diameter for the reversing turbine. The 4.5-inch
section was then upset to a 5.25-inch diameter for the
hoisting turbine.

Turbine Design. The turbine and nozzle blading
configurations were designed, with the aid of Sundstrand
computer programs, to produce the required stall torque
and to optimize efficiency at design point.

Due to the relatively high operating speeds of the ATM,
particular attention was devoted to establishing a con-
figuration which would operate subcritical at maximum
operating speed. All calculations for the hoisting
turbine wheel and nozzle designs were based on 4,000 ft
-95*F ambient conditions.

The design point of the turbine was dictated by the
stall torque requirement at the output shaft. Addi-
tional design conditions consisted of:

1. Hoisting 60% of a 28-ton load at 60 ft/min
(80 ft-lb at 4,000 rpm),

2. Hoisting an empty hook at 120 ft/min
(8,wOO rpm),

3. Paying out an empty hook at 120 ft/min
(8,000 rpm).

The stall torque generation requirements for the hoisting
wheel were based on accommodating 60% of a 28-ton load
at 2.5g, which corresponds to torque of 238 ft-lb at the
ATM output shaft.

The reversing turbine design power was based on design
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support test data and projected estimates of the windage
losses of the hoisting wheel. These estimates were
based on a 4-inch-diameter wheel run at 40,000 rpm and
corrected for gas density, speed, pitch diameter and
the ratio of blade height to pitch diameter.

The bearing on the reversing turbine end of the turbine
shaft is sealed off with a labyrinth seal. As origin-
ally designed, this seal permitted a significant amount
of oil loss during normal operations. This became
apparent in the early phases of the design development
testing. This leakage problem was solved by machining
the labyrinth grooves frow the rotating member (turbine)
and placing them in a bushing which was pressed into
the housing. The diametrical clearance was reduced to
between .003 inch and .004 inch and the labyrinth grooves
were pressurized with air.

Subsequent test showed that the leakage problem has
been resolved. The pressurized labyrinth grooves were
incorporated in the design.

Preceding the design development tests, the initial
turbine wheel design for the ATM was configured for the
lollowing:

1. Hoisting Turbine

No. of stages - 1
Arc of admission - 100%
Rotational speed (60 ft/min hoisting) 43,600 rpm
Power output - 94 hp

Inlet total pressure - 51.8 psia
Inlet tctal temperature - 874 0R
Exhaust static pressure - 12.7 psia
Overall total/static pressure ratio - 4.08
Mass flow - 1.21 lb/sec
Velocity ratio - .415
Specific speed - 66.5
Specific diameter - 1.07
Turbine efficiency - 79%
Stall torque at turbine shaft - 19.1 ft-lb
Turbine pitch diameter - 4.0 in
Blade height at L.E. .582 in
Blade height at T.E. - .722 in
No. of rotor blades - 66
No. of nozzle guide vanes - 27
Nozzle throat area (total) - 1.357sq-in
Nozzle area ratio - 1.185
Nozzle angle - 14.30
Rotor inlet blade angle - 28.40
Rotor exit blade angle - 24.88
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Rotor space/axial chord ratio - .544
Rotor axial chord - .35 in
Rotor maximum thickness/axial chord - 33%
Rotor aspect ratio - 1.86

The hoisting turbine was designed as a single-stage, full
admis:;ion, predominately impulse type blades with cascade
nozzle guide vanes. Five percent reaction was incorpor-
ated in order to reduce adverse pressure gradients in the
rotor blade passage and the endwall surfaces. The 5 per-
cent reaction was thus intended to improve turbine
efficiency.

2. Reversing Turbine A

No. of stages - 1
Arc of admission - 00%
Rotational speed - 87,000 rpm
Power output - 31 hp
Inlet total pressure - 51.8 psia
Inlet total temperature - 8740R
Exhaust static pressure - 12.7 psia
Overall total/static pressure ratio - 4.08
Mass flow - .418 lb/sec
Velocity ratio - .456
Specific speed - 69.4
Specific diameter - .98
Turbine efficiency - 75%
Turbine pitch diameter - 2.194 in
Blade height at L.E. - .386 in
Blade height at T.E. - .490 in
No. of blades - 53
No. of nozzle guide vanes - 21
Nozzle throat area - 0.572 sq-in
Nozzle area ratio - 1.185
Nozzle angle - 14.90
Rotor inlet blade angle - 33.2°
Rotor exit blade angle - 28.80
Rotor space/axial chord ratio - .522
Rotor axial chord - .25 in
Rotor maximum thickness/axial chord - 33%
Rotor aspect ratio - 1.86

The reversing turbine design was identical to that of
the hoisting turbine design philosophy. Based on design
support test data, the reversing turbine output power
was to overcome the hoisting wheel windage losses
estimated to be 31 hp at 120 fpm cable speed, when
based on design day conditions of 4,000 ft -95 0 F.

The above turbine wheel configuration was tested under
"sea level" conditions.
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This test is reported in Volume III of this report. The
ýl '1test results indicated that the design was inadequate

for the following reasons:

1. The hoisting turbine power was below design
due to lower than anticipated airflows.

2. The reversing turbine power was below design.

3. The windage losses of the hoisting turbine
were higher than expected.

4. The stall torque was inadequate.

5. The turbine efficiency was low.

As a result of these tests, effort was directed toward
the redesign of the dynamic components of the ATM.

Several methods of "piecemeal" fixes were evaluated.
These included reduction of clearances, development of
windage control devices to limit the losses, and
attempts to enlarge and clean up the nozzle passages.
Minor improvements were achieved; the basic problem,
however, was the hoisting turbine wheel, which was
designed for limited reaction (rather than pure impulse,
and with tapered blades. The prime reason for this
design was to meet the efficiency objective. However,
this design reaulted in w~ndage lopses which were far
greater than theae exparienced durign the deign
support test phase with a pure impulse wheel.
Therefore, it was devided to redesign both the hoisting
and reversing wheels, redesign both nozzle assemblies,
and modify the housing to accept a separate nozzle ring
rather than one that was part of the casting. This
integral design resulted in poor quality and control of
the flow passage surfacoes.

Turbine consultants were engaged for the purpose of
resolving the payout speed and Stall torque problem.
Detailed turbine configuration trade-offs were con-
ducted by Sundstrand and consultants to determine the
optimum redesign con'!iguration. It was decided that
impulse blading woýuld be incorporated in both wheels,
and nozzles would be redesigned to provide higher
airflow and efficiency,

Hoisting Turbine. Parformance at see level conditions
indicated a stall torque of 205 ft-lb as compared with
the 236 ft-lb design estimate. This was partially
caused by the low airflow of 1.28 lb/sec vs. the 1.46
lb/sec design value. The reduced airflow is attributa-
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ble to the low nozzle flow coefficient of .86 as
compared with .95 used in the design. It is believed
that the relatively long narrow nozzle flow passages
cause boundary layer buildup and reduced flow coeffi-
cients.

A turbine wheel incorporating a small amount of re-
action was used in the initial design for efficiency
reasons; however, this provides a turbine torque-speed
curve somewhat flatter than a pure impulse turbine
characteristic, thus tending to reduce stall torque and
increase maximum reel-in speed. Generally, an impulse
turbine will produce superior stall torque for the
same airflow. In order to achieve the stall torque
objective,it was decided to provide a redesigned tur-
bine having the following features:

1. A reduced number of relatively short nozzle
passages.

2. Increased nozzle throat area for increased
airflow.

3. An impulse turbine with symmetrical blading
for improved stall torque characteristics.

Hoisting Turbine Windage Losses. A motoring test of
the hoisting turbihe, drivein--- the reversing direction,
revealed that the windage and friction was 69 hp rather
than 37 hp as used in the design. Of the 69 hp, only
8 hp was friction.

A detailed analysis of the windage problem was conducted
by Sundstrand,and it was concluded that possibly the
reaction blading with the flared axial height passage
might be contributing. Also, it was evident that
blade height was a key factor. From references it was
determined that turbine windage is a function of blade
height to the 1.50 to 2.0 power, From the original
design support test conducted with two Wheels of
identical pitch diameter of 4.0 inches, it was deter-
mined that the windage horsepower is affected by the
blade height (L) and varies as:

Windage hp= L"

A reduced blade heiqht hoisting turbine, therefore,
seemed very desirable from the standpoint of windage
reduction.
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Hoisting Turbine Design Analysis The objectives of the
no7Mstlng turbine redesign were:

1. To increase the stall torque to meet the
original design objectives.

2. To reduce the reversing windage to permit the
reversing turbine to meet payout speed.

These objectives were to be achieved by designing an
efficient enlarged nozzle operating with an impulse
turbine having reduced blade height. It was necessary
to increase the airflow to fully provide the stall tor-
que and at the same time reduce the turbine blade annulus
to reduce the windage hp in the reversing direction.

The initial design of the nozzle and turbine used
relatively small nozzle and turbine angles, for example,
140 for the nozzle exit, 28.40 at the turbine inletand
24.88 at the turbine exit. This was done for the purpose
of maximizing efficiency. The small angles result in
greater turbine blade height, however, with correspond-
ing greater windage. In general, greater torque per
unit airflow is obtained with smaller angles due to the
increased velocity turning in the wheel. Due to the
great importance of turbine windage,it was decided to
increase the angles,permitting larger airflow with
reduced blade height.

A number of designs covering nozzle angle range of 16*
to 240 were analyzed. Generally, the higher angl3s
provide less torque, lower efficiency, and reducad reel-
in speed. Assuming a velocity coefficient of .95 in
the nozzle and .90 across the wheel with 1.50 lb/sec flow,
the following stall torque estimates are obtained for
three nozzle angles, with turbine angles matched for 00
incidence at rated speed.

*Nozzle Angle Turbine Angle Stall Torque

140 250 251.
le: 310 245.
22 36.90 234.

*Includes 5 percent allowance for leakage and
miscellaneous losses.

At rated speed of 4,000 rpm the comparison of torque
and efficiency is as follows:
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Nozz_.*.e Torque Erriciency*

14! 144. .735
18 138. .705
22 130. .665

*Includes 5 allowance for leakage and other losses.

The higher nozzlo. ena turbine angles will tend to reduce
the maximum reel-in saed. Some margin currently exists,
however, at that condii:ion. The above tabulated trade-
offs were studied for a number of designs,and the 180
nozzle was tentativey selected.

A specific hoisti'ng turbine design was thtn determined.
It conUisted of .he fllowing:

Nozzle angle 180
Turbino angle 310
Expansion in nozzle to 20 psia at exit
Further expansion in wheel to 14.6 psia
Nozzle height .52 in
Turbine blade height .60 in
Nozzle area 1.52 sq in
Estimated efficiency 72%
Estimated stall torque 239 ft-lb
Turbine thrust at maximum reel-in speed 145 lb
Estimated turbine windage 54.8 hp
Turbine blade root stresses 80,000 psi at 8,000 rpm
Nozzle velocity coefficient .96
Nozzle flow coefficient .96
Turbine wheel velocity coefficient .92
Allow 10% for all additional losses (leakage,

windage, etc.)
Airflow* 1.50 lb/&ec
Altitude Sea level

(*Nozzle may be reworked to 1.60 lb/sec flow at sea
level.)
The windage losses in the turbine when operating in
reverse were analyzed by Sundstrand and by a consulting
firm who searched all available information relative to
reverse operating turbines. Two methods were used in
arriving at the windage hp values. Both methods checked
closely At approxLmately 50 hp at 7,500 rpm. Sundstrand
used blade length to the 1.8 power in calculating windage.
This was checked by the consultant using other references.

Turbine blade stresses were calculated at 80,000 psi in
tension at the blade root. Using 186,000 psi yield for
Rene'95,a 53% speed margin exists at the yeild point.
Using 230,000 psi ultimate,a 70% over-speed margin exists
to burst.
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The velocity diagram for the hoisting turbine is shown in
Figure 13.

Velocity Triangles
4000 rpm

Velocity in ft/sec (mean dia)

Relative inlet velocity

17990 Absolute inlet velocity
Inlet A slute inlet velocit

velocity
945 765 ' __•l•

-3 31 Blad speed •

Relative
exit 2 01 499 Exit axial velocityvelocity

Blade 123
speed Exit whirl component

CV - .96 Nozzle

C - .96 Nozzle
CV - .92 Wheel

Allow 10% for all additional losses.

Figure 13 . Hoisting Turbine Design.
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Hoistini Turbine Wheel and Nozzle. The nozzle is
converging/diverging expanding to 20 psia (sea level)at the nozzle exit. Further expansion to 14.7 psia

takes place in the gap between the nozzle and turbine.
Turbine blade height is greater than nozzle height to
permit this expansion to take place. The nozzle
diverging section is rather short to minimize boundary
layer buildup and maintain a high nozzle efficiency.

The turbine blade height is reduced to reduce windage.
As a result, blade angles are increased in order to
provide adequate airflow.

The overall design provides an optimized trade-off of
stall torque, hoisting torque, payout speed and reel-
in speed. Payout speed is emphasized in the design.

Nozzle:
Exit angle - 180
Throat area - 1.52 sq-in
Exit area - 1.74 sq-in
Airflow - 1.50 lb/sec
No. of vanes - 17
Nozzle height - .52 inEstimated flow coeff. - .90

Turbine Wheel:
Type of blading - impulse
Blade angle - 310
P.-ch diameter - 4.00 in
BI i height - .600
PaL 'ge area - 3.40 sq-in
No. of blades -. 66
Blade chord - .350 inr
Estimated output stall torque at S.L. - 250 ft/lb

Nozzle coefficients of .96 velocity coefficient and .96
coefficient of contraction were used in formulating the
design.

The hoisting nozzle and the hoisting wheel configura-
tions are shown in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. For
comparison, the initial design of the hoisting nozrles
and the wheel configuration are shown in Figures 16 and
17.

A comparison of the redesigned and the initial hoisting
wheel torque versus speed generation capability is
shown in Figure 18
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.030 An

__ 1.688-in Rad.

.196-in Dig.

.52-in Vane Height

.358 In17 Vanes
Scale 4 X Size

s25 inFull Rad.

Figure 14 . Redesigned Hoisting Nozzle.4
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.35 LO1

.2042 in Rad.
A I

.1904 in Pitch

,008 -. 004 in Rad.

.1141 in Rad./4
31 0 ,

Blade Height .600in
Pitch Dia. 4.000 in
66 Blades
Scale - 4 X Size

Figure 15. Redesigned Hoisting Wheel.
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.70 in R -8.00 in R

.103 in Dia. ;
(TYP)

.465 in

.015 in

[ At

.158i n320 in 5 X Si;e

F igure 16. HLH Hoisting Turbine Nozzle Guide Vane Profile

(Initial Design).
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10 X Size

.010 in
Tip R.

.•1904 in /

85in R

28.4.

•" 24.80

.35 in Chord

Figure 17. HLH Hoisting Turbine Blade Profile

(Tnitial Design),
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Both redeisgned nozzles (hoisting and reversing) will be
fully machined to provide good surface finish and minimum
friction losses. Also, a reduced number of nozzle vanes are
being used to reduce the flow surface area, which should
result in higher nozzle coefficients.

Reversing Turbine. The reversing turbine must provide suf-
ficient power to drive the hoisting turbine backwards at
maximum payout speed. This power requirement is composed of
the windage hp of the hoisting turbine running backwards plus
the friction hp of the machine.
Based upon design support testing conducted at Sundstrand,
this windage and friction value used in the initial design
was 37 hp at sea level. The reversing turbine was therefore
designed to produce 37 hp at maximum payout speed.

Actual output of 20 hp occurred at approximately 5,000 rpm
(see Figure 19). Analysis indicated a low airflow for the
nozzle area provided. An airflow of .43 lb/sec was obtained
through a .572 sq-in nozzle throat area. This corresponds
to a .75 nozzle flow coefficient as compared to .95 used in
the design. Overall turbine efficiency at maximum hp was
44%. Poor performance at the turbine nozzle was believed to
be a major cause of the low airflow and also the low effi-
ciency. A flow check of the nozzle, without the turbine
installed, did not yield increased flow.

An analysis of the turbine wheel indicated that an increa-ed
blade solidity would improve turbine efficiency. This could
be best accomplished by widening the blade chord.

The reversing turbine was of the reaction type in order to
obtain maximum hp at high velocity ratio (U/Co). Maximum hp
should have occurred at 8,000 rpm; however, output leveled
off at 5,000 rpm, indicating insufficient reaction. It was
concluded from analysis that a redesign of the reversing
turbine should incorporate the following features:

1. A reduced number of relatively short nozzle
passages.

2. Increased nozzle throat area for increased
airflow.

3. A turbine wheel with wider chord to provide
higher turbine solidity.

4. Much increased turbine reaction to irovide
maximum hp at maximum payout speed.
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Reversing Turbine Design Analysis. Based upon the
hoisting turbine estimated reverse windage, the reversing
turbine must produce 50-55 hp to provide maximum payout
speed.

Whereas the hoisting turbine operates at rated load at
.414 U/Co, the reversing turbine must operate at .460
U/Co. This is past the efficiency peak for such a small
turbine and relatively high reaction must be built in.

The design selected has a number of features intended to
provide maximum hp at high payout speed. First, the
nozzle is designed converging to the throat with no
diverging section. Throat pressure is 32.0 psia. In
this way the nozzle is enlarged as much as possible in
the space available and passes a maximum of flow.
Expansion takes place to 20 psia at the turbine inlet,
providing reaction of 5 psi across the turbine. Turbine
annulus area is increased from the previous design as
well to provide maximum flow. Nozzle angle of 180 was
selected to retain sufficient air turning at high speed,
thus retaining high-speed torque. Nozzle area is now
.84 sq-in compared to the previous .57 sq-in; however,
the flow rate is doubled from .43 lb/sec to .84 lb/sec.
Efficiency is expected to increase from 44% to 60%.

p Refer to Figures 19, 20, and 21 for estimated hp, velocity
triangles and blade profile curves, respectively.
Provisions have been made to rework the throat flow area
from .84 sq-in to .93 sq-in if necessary.

In order to improve the solidity, especially toward the
rotor O.D.,the blade chord was increased from .250 in to
.320 in. The number of blades was reduced from 47 to 43
to provide sufficient spacing between the blades at the
root for manufacturing and tooling reasons. The two
revisions provided optimum turbine solidity.

A specific reversing turbine design was then determined.
It consists of the following:

Nozzle angle 184
Turbine angle 320
Nozzle height .45 in
Turbine blade height .50 in
Turbine pitch diameter 2.25 in
Turbine blade chord .320
Nozzle expansion ratio 1.86
Turbine expansion ratio 2.19
Expansion in nozzle to 32 psia
Expansion in nozzle/wheel gap to 20 psia
Expansion in wheel to 14.7 psia
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Velocity Triangles
8000 rpm

Velocity in ft/sec (mean diameter)

Relative inlet velocity

Inlet 600 Absolute inlet velocityaxial 496 •27 180
velocity18

660
B elade speed

, -. •iR e l a t i v e
"' • velocty i4 550 Exit axial velocity :

/ - 8 6 0
Blade speed i

32 Exit wh'irl component

Nozzle CV - .95
Nozzle Cc = .95
Turbine CV - .90

Allow 14% for additional losses.

Figure 20 Reversing Turbine Design.
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13 Vanes (Reversing)
SVane Height -. 45 in

Scale - 4 X Size

Full Rad.

".144 in Via.

I•,-,-ý .062 in Rqf.

.200 in Rad. .276 in +.001 4
Pitch

,• \• .030 in

.440 in
Ref.

Figure 21 Blade Profiles (Reversing Nozzle).
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Nozzle area .84 sq-in
Airflow .82 lb/sec
Estimated efficiency 60%
Nozzle velocity coefficient .95
Nozzle flow coefficient .95
Turbine wheel velocity coefficient .90
Allow 14% for all additional losses (leakage,

windage, etc.)
Nozzle may be reworked to .93 lb/sec flow
Altitude - sea level

Nozzle Redesign. A description of the redesigned ATM
nozzles is as follows.

Reversin' Turbl-ne Nozzle. The nozzle is converging only
in orer to -ovide E maximum of flow in the space pro-
vided. Downstream expansion takes place in the gap
between the nozzle and the turbine wheel and -also in the
turbine wheel itself. A reaction design is provided to
yield peak hp at the design condition of 120 ft/min payout
speed.

Nozzle:
Exit angle - 18*
Throat area - .84 sq-in
Airflow - .82 lb/sec
No. of vanes - 13
Nozzle height - .45 in
Estimated flow coeff. - .90

Turbine Wheel:
Type of blading - impulse
Blade angle - 320
Pitch diameter - 2.25 in
Blade height - .50 in
No. of blades - 43
Blade chord - .320 in
Esto.mated output at design speed - 50 hp

The reversing nozzle configuration is shown in Figure 21.
The blade configuration for the reveraing turbine wheel
is shown in Figure 22. For comparison the initial design
of the reversing nozzle and the blade configuration are
shown in Figures 23 and 24,

Bearing Modification. The axial turbine thrust increase-
with turbine speed. If the turbine areas are sized to
pass the flow at the design speed, usually about half of
the maximum speed, then the flow area will be inadequate
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43 Blades
Revers ing

Pitch Dia. - 2.250 in
Blade Ht. - .500 in
Scale - 4 times size

.320 in

320 b

.0035 in Rad.

.007 in

.1644 in Pitch

1 i.1085 in Rad.

.1887 in

Rid.

Figure 22. Redesigned Blade Configuration (Reversing
Turbine Wheel).
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.55 in .__1 i.8

.3 i

.07 in Dia.:

NM

Figure 23. HLH Reversing Turbine Nozzle Guide Vane Profile.
(Initial Design)
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at maximum speed. The turbine flow will self-adjust by
building up pressure upstream of the wheel, thus creating
an axial thrust.
Thrust values determined for the hoisting turbine are
negligibl up to 4,000 rpm then rise rapidly to 145 lb
at 8,000 rpm. The reversing turbine maximum thrust issmall, about 20 lb at 8,000 rpm (see Figure 25).

Bearing B-10 life for the original .4724-inch bore JL01
new departure bearings (1.1024 inch OD ) at the maximum
thrust condition was 109 hours. They were considered
IlLarginal for this application. Larger,.5906-inch bore
JL02 new departure bearings (1,3780-inch OD) have been
selected for the redesigned ATM. The design B-10 life
of this bearing is 450 hours,which occurs at maximum
reel-in speed.

Lubricant Change. Design support tests conducted with
the initial KMW design used MIL-L-23699 lubricant.
Testing revealed that viscous drag losses (between brake
disc) of this lubricant were higher than with MIL-L-7808
lubricant. The lubricant for the redesigned ATM was,
therefore, changed to MIL-L-7808.

Major Redesigned Items. The major items that were
redesigned are illustrated in the following figures:

Hoisting nozzle guide vanes Figure 26
Hoisting turbine wheel housing Figure 27
Hoisting labyrinth seal area Figure 28
Hoisting turbine wheel Figure 29
Reversing housing Figure 30
Reversing nozzle guide vane Figure 31

*Hoisting and reversing tur-
bine wheel assembly Figure 32

*The hoisting wheel was fabricated from Reno; 95
material. The reversing wheel material is
Inconel 718.

Lub System. An integral geair type pump, mounted in the
gearboxxsiupplies 2.5 GPM at approximately 65 psi. This
lube and scavenge pump consists of two standard "gerotor"
elements. Each gerotor element consists of a six-tooth
rotor, keyed to the drive shaft and meshing with a
seven-tooth internal gear. The internal gear rotates "IP
in an eccentric ring which is capable of rotating 1800.
This half revolution of the eccentric ring permits the
flow direction to remain unchanged regardless of the
direction of shaft rotation (see Figure 33).
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This schematic shows the pump element Inner
configuration used in the ATM gearbox. Rotor
Note that flow direction does not
change when rotation is reversed.

Outer
Rotor

Rotation

Discharge, Inlet

Stop Pi rlPi
in Hsg. Pin Eccentric

Groove, Ring

Rotation -

DischarInlet

Pin

Element Inlet
Bore "Port
Dicharg *Bearing
Port Bore

Figure 33. Pump Element Configuration.
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Both pumping element inner rotors are pin driven on a
common shaft which is supported on bronze bushings at
both ends. The pump elements are sized as follows:

Pumping area per revolution of element chosen is
0.2 square inch per revolution.

35 20 70
Design operating speed is 87000 x 109 x 7-0 x 8-5
6,580 rpm.

Required displacement is calculated as follows:

Lube = 2.5 al x 231 cu-in x 1 min = .088 cu-in
min gl 6580 rev rev

Scavenge = 0.5 x 231 x 1 .018 cu-in
M-8O rev

Required width of pumping elements is then:

Lube: .088 cu-in/rev x 1/.2 rev/sq-in = .44 inch

Scavenge: .018 x 1/.2 = .09 inch

Approximate inlet pressure required to fill lube
element with no cavitation is P = pV2

2gc

Where: P = oil density
V = mean pumping sector velocity
gc - accel. of gravity
V = 6580 rev x .87" ft x 1 min =25 ftmmn 12 Frev 0 s-c sec

P = 61 lb/ft 3 (at 601F)
gc = 32.2 ft/sec 2

P (61) (25\2 4.1 psia
T2) (32.2) (1T4)

This is equivalent to an altitude of 31,000 ft. At
altitude design day conditions, ambient pressure is 12.7
psia, a more than adequate inlet pressure.

One GPM is metered through spray nozzles directed at the
high-speed bearings and splines. The remainder of the
oil flow is used for brake cooling. A second internal
gear pump capable of 0.5 GPM scavenges the ATM end
bearing cavity and returns the scavenged oil to the sump.
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The lube system also contains a replaceable cartridge
type filter, and a combination filter bypass valve,
pressure differential indicator. The oil sump is an
integral part of the gearbox and brake housings. Oil
sump size is determined by the heat dissipation require-
ments of the brake and gearbox and contains five pints
of oil. The sump case contains a combination drain plug
and magnetic chip collector, and an oil level sight glass
plug.

Lubrication and Bearing Modifications. In the design
development tests conducted with the initial design, ATM
bearing failures were experienced. The analysis of the
bearing failures indicated that the failures were due to
inadequate lubrication.

The ATM/brake lubrication system was reviewed and several
modifications were incorporated. Low system pressures
(typically 15 psi vs. 50 psi at rated speed) that had
been experienced throughout the program were initially
attributed to side clearance losses, pump cavitation,
and minor _!Pviations from design porting. A flow measure-
ment of the lube pump output revealed this was not the
case. The .5-inch W.H. Nichols gerotor (P/N 6020) pro-
duced 2.1 GPM at 4P00 RPM brake speed, indicating signi-
ficant losses elsewhere in the system. A thorough check
of all lubrication lines revealed two errors in
orifice sizes. In the first case, a 0.62-inch-diameter
orifice for the brake bearing was discovered where a
.025-incI,-diameter orifice should have been. In the
second instance, a pipe plug for a .025-inch orifice had
been inadvertently omitted from the assembly, leaving an
effective orifice of nearly .125-inch diameter.

After these errors had been corrected, several refinements
to the system were implemented. The .025-inch-diameter
orifices were increased to .030-inch diameter to lessen
the chance of plugging. At the same time, the orifice
for the brake plates was reduced from .125-inch diameter
first to .070-inch diameter and finally to .060-inch
diameter, since even under emergency stop conditions,
negligible brake plate wear was encountered.

The current oil distribution is summarized in Table 2.
The revised system delivers 2.1 GPM with a pressure of
59.12 psi at the design speed.
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TABLE 2. LUBE ORIFICE SUMMARY.

Size Flow.
Location (In.Dia.) Quantity (GPM)

Brake Plates .060 1 .780

Turbine Brgs. .030 2 .304

Pinion Brgs. .030 2 .304

Gear Meshes .030 2 .304

Quill Shaft .030 1 .152

Brake Brgs. .030 1 .152

Idler Gear .030 1 .152

*Calculated @ 4,000 RPM Brake Speed.

High-Speed Gearbox. The gearbox is an integral part of
the air turbine motor, brake assembly. It reduces tur-
bine speed by a ratio of 10.9:1 by means of two spur
gear meshes. The first mesh is 32 pitch with 35 and 109
teeth; the second mesh is 20 pitch with 20 and 70 teeth.

The high-speed pinion is coupled to the turbine shaft by
a piloted, splined quill. A tachometer drive gear,
which also functions as a breather, is driven off the
jackshaft, as is the lube pump drive gear. The turbine
and pinion shafts are supported on spring loaded,
angular coLitact ball bearings. The remaining gear shafts
are supported by roller bearings.

The gearbox and brake are lubricated with high tempera-
ture turbine oil per MIL-L-7808. The internal gear
type pump, mounted in the gearbox, will supply 2.5 GPM
of lube oil at approximately 65 psi.

A sectioned view through the high-speed gearbox may be
seen on Figure 10.
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Static/Emergency Brake. The brake consists basically of
a spring loaded disk pack and an air actuated releasing
piston. The brake is normally "ON" with the load
aRplied by two concentric helical compression springs.
The brake contains porting such that a continuous supply
of oil is flowing through the plate-separator clearances
during operation. Two electric switches are also part
of the braking mechanism.

One switch senses angular displacement between the
separator plate spline ring and the housing. This
ensures that sufficient turbine torque is applied to
the system prior to brake release. A second switch
senses axial displacement of the releasing piston,
thereby assuring that the brake has been released.

Brake Design Parameters

1. Provide sufficient brake pad area to prevent
fusion of the brake disks.

2. Ensure deceleration of the load will not
exceed 2g.

3. Ensure reasonable stopping distance if load
deceleration is less than 2g.

4. Ensure turbine deceleration torque does not
exceed turbine stall torque (236 ft-lb).

Brake Plate Modifications. A mechanical problem
develope3 during the early phase of the design develop-
ment testis described below.

In the first test with the ATM and brake, a
problem developed with the brake plates. The
separator plates used (.060 in thick) were easily
distorted by any slippage of the plates under
full clamping force. This distortion was caused
by the high temperatures generated when the brake
shaft was rotated with no inlet pressure to the
brake valve. In subsequent testing, the brake
and separator plates rubbed, causing the friction
material on the brake plates to wear away. A
photograph of a set of failed brake and separator
plates is shown in Figure 34. Note that the plates
near the center of the lower stack were distorted
to such an extent that the friction material was
completely worn away.
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A fix to this mechanical problem was found and consisted
of the following.

The brake problem has been solved by removing one
brake plate and one separator plate and increasing
the thickness of the separator plates to .084 in.
The capability of the brake to perform to design
specifications has not been compromised by this
reduction in the number of plates.

The addition of these thicker (and more rigid)
separator plates has resolved this problem.

Brake Sizing Air pressure available to lift off
sprIngs:

Maximum pressure - 43 psi
Minimum pressure - 31 psi
Piston area - 30.2 in2

Maximum lifting force - 1300 lb
Minimum lifting force - 935 lb
Brake disc size: OD 7.00-inch, ID 4.825-in
Plate thickness - 0.070 in
Liner thickness - 0.022 in
Number brake plates - 6
Brake area (total) - 220 in 2

Number of separator plates - 7
Thickness of S plates - 0.084 in
Total brake stack height - 1.272 in
Total surfaces - 13
Clearance per surface - 0.0156
Total clearance - 0.180 in
Allow piston travel of 0.180 in

Outer Spring Data

Preload - 270 lb
Preload length - 2.08 in
Maximum load - 400 lb
Wire diameter - 0.365 in
Free length - 2.535 in
Spring 0 D - 2.7 in
Total coils - 5.00
Spring rate - 609.94 lb/in
Working stress - 60,409 psi
Solid stress - 65,475 psi
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Inner Spring Data

Preload - 205 lb
Preload length - 2.30 in
Maximum load - 350 lb
7.ire diameter - 0.295 in
.- ee length - 2.841 in
C~pring O.D. - 1.900 in
• t.al ccils - 6.75
Spring rate - 506.13 lb/in
W,)rking stress - 71,430 psi
Solid stress - 87,828 psi

Moments of Inertia (at the brake) lb-ft sec 2

Turbine and gearbox - 0.0984
Brake - 0.00096
Gearbox drum and load - 0.00588

Total 0.1053 lb-ft sec 2

Total Energy Dissipated

Turbine energy - 45,600 lb-ft
Load deceleration energy - 2,720 lb-ft
Load holding energy - 47,200 lb-ft
Brake energy - 460 lb-ft

Total energy - 95,980 lb-ft

Heat Generation - Emergency Stop/Temperature Rise
During an emergency stop and assuming that all energy is
momentarily absorbed in the separator plates, the heat
rise of these plates is calculated as follows:

AT - • wheii E = system energy to be dissipated, BTU

Cp - spec ht of plates, BTU/lb-OF
W - weight of plates, lb

Eu BTU
E - 95,980 lb-ft x 0.00128

C 123 BTU

cp - 0.107
W - • (72 - 4.8252) (.084) (7) (0.285) - 3.385

AT - 123 - 340F.10 x 340 M

This value is low enough to ensure a reasonable margin
to take care of nonuniform loading, design assumptions,
etc.
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Hoist System Valving

The pneumatic supply for each hoist drive is controlled by a
valve package consisting of an on-off valve and modulating
valves for the hoisting and reverse turbines. In addition,
there is an on-off valve controlling the air supply to the
brake release piston. Location of the valves when installed
on the hoist may be seen in Figure 35, and a summary of valve
requirements is shown in Table 3.

The on-off valve is supplied by Whittaker Controls of
Los Angeles, California, their part number being 22664. The
valve is a 2-1/-inch aluminum body, solenoid pilot actuated
butterfly on-off valve with an 18-to 30-volt DC continuous
duty solenoid. The actuator operating pressure is 30 psig to
50 psig. The electrical receptacle mates with a MS 3116E-12-
8S plug. Figure 36 shows the valve while attached to the
bifurcated duct.

valve operation is as follows; A 28-volt DC signal to the
solenoid positions the pilot valve, which in turn pressurizes
the piston actuator cavity. Mechanical linkage moves the
butterfly vane open. The piston is spring loaded closed.
When the solenoid is de-energized, the pilot valve vents the
piston cavity to atmospheric pressure, resulting in the
buitterfly vane closing the bleed air passage. A schematic
of the valve is shown in Figure 37.

From the downstream side of the on-off valve the air duct
bifurcates and attaches to the two parallel mounted modulating
valves, one valve controlling air to the hoisting turbine
wheel and the other valve controlling the supply to the
reverse turbine wheel. These two valves are identical. The
valves are supplied by Parker Hannifin to their part number
2720110 and are 2-1/2-inch steel body butterfly moduliting
control valves. The valve operating pressure is 30 PSIG to
65 PSIG, with a proof pressure of 120 PSIG and burst pressure
of 240 PSIG. The valve response time from fully closed to
fully open to a step change in current from 0 to 250 milliamps
is .255 second maximum. The valve inlet flange is per
Marman P/N 4560-250S and the outlet flange is per Marman
P/N 4550-250S. The electrical receptacle is per
MS27479EIOC5P.

The torque motor, pilot valve, and actuator portion of the
modulating valves were qualified for the L-1011 fixed-wing air-
craft air turbine motor. The valve is illustrated in Figure 38.

The modulating valve operation is as follows: The electronic
controller supplies current (0 to 250 milliamps) to the torque
motor, which positions the pilot valve. The pilot valve, being
ported to both sides of the actuator piston, pneumatically
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locates the piston. Mechanical linkage from the piston
positions the butterfly vane to supply the required bleed
air mass flow. A schematic of the modulating valve is shown
in Figure 39.

A 2.5-inch-diameter flexible duct from one modulating valve
connects to the air inlet of the hoisting turbine. The other
modulating valve outlet is reduced to 1.5-inch diameterand a
1.5-inch flexible duct connects to the inlet of the reversing
turbine.
Downstream from the on-off valve and before the inlet to the
reverse turbine modulating valve a half-inch-diameter tapping
directs air to the brake solenoid valve mounted on the
brake assembly. This valve is a ti-ree-way two-position,
normally closed, solenoid operated valve with an 18-32 volt DC
coil. The coil is protected in an explosion-proof and water-
tight solenoid enclosure. The rated operating pressure is
10 PSIG to 200 PSIG. Electrical receptacle is per Bendix
P/N JT02R2-12-4P. The valve is supplied by the Automatic
switch Company to their part number HVA-162-743E. Figure 40
illustrates the valve.

The solenoid valve is used to pneumatically release the brake
assembly, which is normally "ON". Air pressure at 45 PSIG is
supplied to the brake valve. When the valve is enerqized, the
air pressure moves the brake piston, which releases the brake.
By de-energizing the valve, the brake cavity is vented to
atmospheric pressure; therefore, settinq the brake. A
schematic of this valve is shown in Figure 41.
Hoist Control System. The control system desiqn is shown sche-
matically in the functional logic diagram shown in Figure 42.
A description of the HLH control functional logic diagram is
as follows.
The speed command from the control station provides a variable
reference to the speed comparator. This AC signal has an am-
plitude proportional to command speed. The phase with respect
to the reference phase indicates direction of command speed,
up to down. The AC speed command is converted by means of a
synchronous phase demodulator to a DC voltage whose amplitude
is proportional to command speed and whose polarity is a
function of the direction of commanded speed. The range of
the DC signal is + 5.0 VDC for + 120 ft/min or +8000 rpm
(41.67 mV/fpm or U.625 mv/rpm).-

The DC speed oommand provides the reference input of a sum and
difference amplifier which functions as a speed comparator
whose variable speed input is derived from dual magnetic speed
and direction sensors on the output shaft of the ATM gearbox.
The magnetic speed sensor outputs are converted to DC by a
frequency to voltage converter and a six-pole low-pass active
filter. The phases of the two magnetic speed sensor outputs
are compared to sense direction of rotation of the output
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Figure 40. Brake Solenoid Valve.
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shaft. This information is converted to a DC voltage
whose amplitude is proportional to speed and polarity as
a function of direction. Two other inputs to the refer-
ence input of the speed comparator modify the speed
command. These will be discussed later.

The conditioned cable tension signal is used to limit
the maximum command speed in the down direction to 60 ft/
min when a load of 16.8 tons on either hoist is detected.
The velocity limitation between 60 and 120 ft/min
approximately proportional to load between 0 and 16.8
f-ons. The up velocity control is not limited by the
-ible tension.

The output of the speed comparator difference amplifier
is inverted and integrated in parallel circuits. These
outputs are then summed together to yield a signal in
which the speed error is zero and thus a Type 1 control
s~atem. The output of the summer is a voltage propor-
t:Lonal to the valve angle required to achieve the
commanded speed. This output is split to the up and to
the down valve voltage to current converter circuits.
Claxnps are provided in each branch to limit the maximum
current to 300 mA and the unused polarity of the signal
to zero mA. The up and the down valves are provided with
indIvidual amplifiers and compensation circuits since
they will in all probability have different requirements.
A poLarity reversal is required in the down valve
amplifier.

Valve disable switches (MVD) are included for each
modu•.dting valve to close the modulating valves when
tha ON/OFF air valve is closed (HVE). The modulating
valves will also be commanded to close if a malfunction
is detected by the malfunction detection system (MDE).

The two additional inputs to the speed command summing
amplifier which modify the speed command reference vol-
tage are the sync speed error and the torque release
ramp. These circuits generate voltages which add to or
subtract from the demodulated speed command voltage and
therefore modify the hoist velocity to meet the immediate
demand.

The sync speed error is only present when the two hoists
are operated simultaneously and the sync command is
present. In this case the difference between the de-
modulated speed signals from the two ATM's is integrated
to produce two error signals of opposite polarities to
drive the slower hoist up in velocity and to drive the
faster hoist down in velocity.
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A deceleration control circuit is used to slow the
hoists to a rate of approximately 20-25% of the speed
command when the end of permitted cable travel is
sensed at 7 and 95 feet. The cable limit switches (top
and bottom) are used to stop the hoists at 2 feet or
100 feet. Either limit switch disables the speed command
and prevents further response to the speed command. When
zero turbine speed is detected, the brake and ON/OFF
valves are closed. This condition is maintained until
the speed command is returned to null. The system can
be removed from the limit switches by commanding a
speed in a direction opposite the limit switch which
has been tripped. In the synchronized mode the decelera-
tion is initiated by the decel sync logio which monitors
both cable length comparator circuits. The first hoist
to reach the end of permitted travel decelerates both
hoists.

The end of permitted cable travel is sensed by a cable
length transducer and a cable angle transducer. Both
of these signals are DC voltages with the same range as
the speed command voltages. The cable length signal is
compdred with a fixed down reference voltage and an up
reference voltage which is also proportional to the
cable angle. At zero degrees cable angle the fixed
upper limit predominates,but as the cable angle increases
toward 30 degrees the up limit is reduced so that the
deceleration control will stop the hoist before 30
degrees is reached.

The second input which modifies the speed command
voltage is the torque release ramp. This circuit is
used only during the start of the hoist or reverse mode.
Its purpoim is to verify that the turbine is capable
of holding the load prior to releasing the brake. This
is accomplished by disconnecting the speed command and
generating a short "up" speed ramp until the torque
limit switch on ATM output shaft closes. This torque
signal is stored and used to reset the ramp to zero and
enable"the brake release solenoid driver. Since
turbine speed is still zero and an up or down speed
command is detected, the proper logic is set up to
release the brake. A brake off switch indicates that
the brake has released and this signal is used to
reconnect the speed command. During'synchronous opera-
tion, both brake off signals must be present before the
speed command is reconnected. The system will now
respond to the speed command until it is removed or
until the cable limit comparator detects the end of the
permitted cable travel. Either of these conditions will
cause the brake logic to set the brake when turbine
speed is reduced to less than 150 rpm. A valve driver
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consisting of a static switch amplifies the low level
logic signal to energize the brake release solenoid.

Zero turbine speed is determined by monitoring the demod-
ulated magnetic speed sensor sigiial with a voltage window
detector, consisting of a pair of level detectors. When
the DC voltage proportional to turbine speed is less than
the prescribed level representing zero speed (150 rpm),
a positive output is generated to the brake release
logic and removed from the deceleration control circuit.

During synchronous operation the fore hoist speed command
signal is used as the speed reference for both hoists.
An analog switch disconnects the aft hoist speed command
from the aft speed comparator and connects the fore speed
command to both reference inputs of both speed compara-
tors. This assures that any tracking differences between
the two speed command signals will not affect synchronous
operation.

A null command is generated within the controller by
monitoring the speed command demodulator output with a
window detector. The detector also generates an up or a
down command to 'enable'the cable limit circuits and the
underspeed detector. The speed command null signal
provides one of the "enablew signals to the torque test
circuits and the valve control circuits.

A malfunction detection system monitors turbine speed and
output shaft speed. The two overspeed detection systems
are redundant. The logic is configured so that if each
hoist is used independently, detection of an overspeed
will shutdown the hoist involved, but if the two hoists
are operating in sync, any one malfunction will jut down
both hoists simultaneously.

The primary overspeed circuit is a tracking overspeed
detector which monitors the ATM output shaft via the
demodulated magnetic speed sensor signal. This detector
reference is the absolute value of the speed command
signal plus a voltage equivalent to 15% of the full-
scale speed command to determine the overspeed trip
level. This voltage is delayed during negative slope
changes on speed command (such as reducing the speed
command to zero) by a period equivalent to the ATM system
response time. Since the variable reference follows the
actual speed command, it must be prevented from falling
below the turbine speed signal until after the turbine
speed has been allowed to decay to zero or at least below
the reference. Thus, for low-to-medium speeds this
circuit will be able to track the actual speed command
and generate an overspeed shutdown well before the turbine
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reaches 110% of maximum speed.

An underspeed detector is also used to detect loss of
control. Three seconds after the speed command is
initiated, the underspeed detector will cause the ATM to
shut down immediately if the hoist velocity is less than
one-half oZ the command speed.

The secondary overspeed detector is fixed at 110 percent of
maximum speed. Its input is from a third magnetic speed
sensor which is located on each turbine shaft. The
magnetic speed sensor signal is conditioned and shaped
to drive a one shot multivibrator whose on time is equal
to one-half the period of MPU frequency at 110% turbine
speed. This output is filtered by an active low pass
filter to obtain a DC voltage proportional to turbine
speed. This proportional voltage is compared with a
fixed DC reference voltage in a level detector. If the
turbine speed exceeds the 110% limit, the proportional
voltage will exceed the fixed reference and the level
detector output will switch to and latch up in the
overspeed shutdown mode. It will remain latched until
the system power is removed.

Control System Sgeed Sensor Modification. During design
development testing of the initial design hoist drives,
three tach-generator failures were experienced.
After the first failure, the method of mounting was
examined and found to be deficient. The tach-generator
vendor was contacted for recommendations and, as a result,
design changes were made to provide better alignment and
support of the outer casing and a damped, but resilient,
connection to the shaft. After these changes were
incorporated, two additional tachometer failures
occurred. Since five were ordered originally, the
program was left with two operational tachometer .
The vendor was contacted for replacements and a-
month delivery was quoted. Since the program could not
tolerate the 4-month delivery time, it was
decided to review the function of the device in the
system for alternate approaches to providing the same
function.

The advantages of the drag cup tachometer are:

Small size
Speed sensitivity
Directional sensitivity
Constant carrier frequency
Brushless
Linear with speed.
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The disadvantages that developed as a result of this
application are:

Difficulty in mounting
Poor vendor support
Temperature sensitivity (.l%/*C)
Cost.

In order to overcome these disadvantages and still
retain some of the advantages of the drag cup tachometer
it was decided to use a magnetic pickup (MPU) assembly,
comprised of two MPU's mounted to provide a 90
electrical phase displacement with respect to one
another in sensing gear tooth position. In this manner,
direction of rotation as well as velocity can be obtained
from the signals present. 'The breather gear would be
modified for this by adding 45 slots to the face. With
a gear rotation speed of 7000 rpm at a hoist speed of
120 fpm, 45 teeth will give an MPU output frequency of
5250 hz. Since it has been determined that the applica-
tion of the brake can be tolerated at a i aximum hoisting
speed of 2.4 fpm, without reducing brake life, the speed
sensing circuits must be designed to operate down to
105 hz without introducing cogging or unduly compromising
the dynamic compensation of the speed control loop.
This can be done by using a high order filter in the
MPU signal processing circuitry.

Another advantage of the MPU approach is that a phase
locking circuit can be designed into the synchronizing
circuit thus providing zero speed error bctween the
two systems during steady-state operation.

The redesign of the circuitry replacing the tach-
generators with the magnetic pickups was completed and
tested with the initial ATM design. The performance
was satisfactory. The redesigned ATMs have the same
circuitry utilizing the MPU's instead of the tach-
generator.

Figure 43 illustrates the'hoist control Unit.

1
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Figure 43. Hoist Control Unit.
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HOIST

Design Concept

The hoist design concept as presented in the proposal is
reflected in Figure 44. The dcsign represented one assembly
of a 22.5-ton capacity dual-hoist system of conventional
single-drum level-wind design based upon a 1.0-inch-diameter
tension member. Informal in-house studies had rejected the
single-point payout (SPP) hoist,as concepts then developed
reflected a heavier design than the level wind (LW) hoist.
Selection of the low-speed gearing arrangement was the result
of a study cotparing the following gear systems:

Fixed ring differential system
Four planetary system
Fixed sun differential system
Three-spur, two-planetary system
Two-spur, two-planetary system.

The system selected was a triple-planetary single-spur
arrangement as shown in Figure 45.

Preceding the selection of a dual, movable, hoist concept for
the proposal system, a number of alternate arrangements had
been considered including:

Fixed hoist with movable sheave
Reeved cable system
Hoist installed in line with fuselage.

The fixed hoist with movable sheave would eliminate part of
the complexity of moving the complete hoist. However, the
additional cable length required a reduction in cable fatigue
strength due to the additional henO over the sheave, together
with cable fleet-angle problems, caused a considerable
increase in projected system weight.

The reeved cable system has the potential of halving the
tension member load. The requiremen: for doubling the cable
length with the attendant accommodation problem, cable fatigue
due to additional cable bending over sheave, and installation
problems eliminated this alternative.

A hoist installation in-line with the fuselage provides a lift
consistently on the aircraft center line. However, the
resultant sheaves required to accept the longiLudinal cable
angles made this unattractive from . weight and cable fatigue
comparison.
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Preliminary Deployment Concept Trade Study

Subsequent to the proposal submittal and prior to the contract
award, a concept for a SPP hoist was developed that was
potentially competitive with the LW winch in installed weight
with the following advantages:

1. No lateral C.G. shift as the load is lowered or
raised.

2. Attachment of an external pod is simplified as
location of tension member is always on the air-
craft longitudinal centerline.

3. Simple design eliminates a level-wind mechanism
and its lead screws, ball-nuts, and drives.

The principal disadvantage was the increased length of the
hoist, requiring a wider structural tunnel.

A preliminary design was evolved of the SPP hoist to a depth
sufficient for a weight comparison witi the conventional LW
hoist design submitted in the proposal. The two design
concepts are as follows:

Level Wind Hoist

The LW hoist concept is essentially the same as that
shown in the proposal and a cross-section of the hoist
comparable with the SPP design is shown in Fiqunre 46.
The side-load rollers are attached to traversing
carriages mounted on a pair of lead screws. The lead
screws terminate at the hoist side frames, supported
in bearings and driven from the cable drum to synchron-
ize movements. With the cable fully stowed, the hook
will exit from the tunnel approximately 9 inches
from the aircraft centerline on the LH side. With 100
feet of cable deployed, the cable will be atpproximately
9 inches from tha aircraft centerline on the RH side.

Single-Point Payout ifoist

The SPP hoist concept is shown in Figure 47. The
reduction gearing, primary drive, ATM and brake will be
essentially the same an those for the LW hoist. Whereas
in the LW concept, the final drive is direct from the
gearbox to the inside of the druml in the SPP design the
final drive isto a central support tube extending from the
gearbox housing to the far Lupport frame. At a location
coincident with the aircraft centerline, a flanged disc
with integral ribs is mounted on the central support tube.
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The outer rim of this disc mounts a number of linear
ball race housings. Grooves on the inside surface of
the cable drum match the linear ball races. The balls
then support the cable drum and transmit the driving
torque. The cable drum has a closure disc at its far
end which locates on the central support tube. The
outer drum is therefore free to move laterally while
under torque. The cable exits between two side-load
rollers supported on the hoist lateral frame members.
As the cable pays out,the drum will move acrosa the
aircraft. A locating roller supported on the hoist
frame and running inside the drum cable groove ensures
the alignment of cable and drum.

The cable drum is the most significant component in
assessment of hoist weight,and due to the SPP design
always providing support to the drum at the point of
load application, a significant reduction in drum wall
thickness can be obtained.

Using the LW hoist configuration as a baseline, the
weight difference for the SPP hoist is:

Drum -70 lb
Level-wind mech nism -69 lb
Pall spline units +23 lb
Center support tube +31 lb
Center support disc +40 lb

Total - lb

This study concluded that the concept for a SPP hoist
was a viable candidate for the HLH hoist design.

Hoist Configuration Study

Release of the HLH ASRD reflected an increase in the cargo
handling system capacity requirement from 22.5 tons Aa
proposed, to 28 tons. This increase in hoist capacity
resulted in the projected tension member diameter increasing
to 1.18 inches. As manufacturing facilities for cables in
excess of 1.0 inch diameter were limited, and to reduce the
size of major components such as the cable drum, a number of
configurations for dual-cable hoists were evolved.

The advantages of a dual-cable hoist include:

1. Small cables have greater flexibility and higher
strength/weight ratios than large cables.
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2. Use of handed pairs of cable permits the use of the
rotating type of cable construction and eliminates
torque on the paired system. Rotating cables
generally have higher strengths than nonrotating
cables.

3. A dual-cable system provides a possibility of
developing a "condition comparator" system to give
indication of cable deterioration.

4. Smaller diameter cables are easier to handle, store
and install. Cable drums and main support bearings
are smaller and easier to fabricate.

Three basic configurations of dual-cable hoist were considered:

Twin Drum In-Line

The configuration shown in Figure 48 consists of two
drums mounted on a common axis, driven by a centrally
positioned low-speed gearbox. The drums would have
opposite handed helices such that with the cables fully
up, the cable spacing would be approximately 16 inches;
when fully down, the spacing would be approximately 42
inches. The lower end of the cables would terminate at
an equalizing beam. The cables pass between side-load
rollers as they leave the drums; these rollers are
mounted on lead-screws and synchronized to the drum
rotation to ensure correct positioning of the cable.
Configurations with 24-inch-and 18-inch-diameter drums
were considered. The 18-inch-diameter configuration
was rejected due to excessive width requirement. With
cables fully out,the limit for lateral angle, retaining
load sharing on the cables, is approximately 160. This
angle is a function of the length of the equalizing bar
and to obtain the 300 angle capability required by the
ASRD, this beam would have to be approximately 34 inches
long, increasing the tunnel width to 82 inches. A
tunnel width in excess of 70 inches would involve a
considerable structural weight penalty.

Single Drum, Twin Cable

The configuration shown in Figure 49 is essentially
similar to the single-cable level-wind hoist. The prin-
cipal difference is the drum has a two-start helix,
permitting two identical cables to be wound side-by-side.
The side-load roller arrangement will require a third
roller. The equalizing beam will be short and there
will be no side-angle restrictions. The disadvantage
of a level-wind hoist, i.e.,the cable moving across the
aircraft, is inherent in this design.
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Twin Drum, Parallel

The arrangement of two drums side-by-side driven from a
common ATM and high-speed gearbox would permit either a
level-wind or a singlu-point payout configuration. The
configurations are shown in Figures 50 and 51.

This arrangement results in a relatively compact unit
with no geometric restrictions to the lateral cable
angles. Advantage can be taken of using smaller drums
without the unit width being excessive.

A summary of the estimated weight and principal characteris-
tics of the four configurations is shown in Table 4.

Configurations maintaining a single-point payout have some
advantages over the level-wind system as presented previously.

An additional advantage of the single-point payout is the
reduction in the maximum reaction at the structure interface.
For example, the reaction of a corner mount fitting for an
ultimate cable tension of 145,000 pounds vertically of the
hoist arrangement shown in Figure 51 would be 36,250 pounds.
For the configuration shown in Figure 50 , the maximum
reaction of a corner fitting could be as high as 87,000
pounds. The configuration shown in Figure 51 utilizes a
sliding drum concept requiring the use of multiple linear
ball race units as splines. Although a new concept for
application to the hoist design, there did not appear to be
any significant technical problems.

In addition to the hoist weight comparison, this study also
considered the effect of installation weight. The cargo
hoist system proposal weight breakdown included 175 pounds
for track and fittings, of which 140 pounds was for the load-
reacting fittings on the tunnel side wall. Additionally, the
structure weight breakdown had 300 pounds allocated to
direct backup for the hoist installations. Considering this
as one total, 440 pounds, and adjusting for the increased
load due to the system capacity increase, results in 440 x
1.25 - 550 pounds of installation structure.

Assuming that this 550 pounds is a direct function of the sum
of the maximum reactions of the level-wind hoist illustrated
in Figure 50 and is comparable to the proposal installation,
the structure weight will vary, as shown in Table 5,
based on the installation geometry shown in Figure 52.

The total system and structural backup weights for the four
configurations are shown in Figure 6.
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TABLE 4. ESTIMATED WEIGHT AND PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICSOF THE FOUR CONFIGURATIONS.

Single
Tunnel Lateral Point •P)

Cni. Weight Width Cable or Cable M 0 E_¢
Co fi ...... (Lb) _(In) An le Travel(INi

Fig. 48 1369 64.0 + 160 SP 4 4

Fig. 49 1244 61,0 + 300 + 12.5 3 1

Fig. 51 1142 56.0 + 300 SP 2 2

Fig. 50 1202 44.0 + 300 + 8.8 1 3

*Preliminary weight analysis. Includes: Cable Drum; Drum
Support Frame; Low-Speed Gearing; Level Wind or Equivalent
Mechanism; Provisions for Cable Cutter.

Drum thickness determined by stress unit based on SMR 364 and
use of Carpenter Custom 455 steel of 280,000 psi ult. strength.

Order of preference as defined by Product Assurance Group in
terms of Maintainability M and Reliability R.

Side Wall Reactions: 1
Maximum R1 = (A-BW

A

Maximum R2 = (A-C)W
A

-- CABLE C
DOWN CABLE

W A UP R2

Figure 52. Structural Interface.
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TABLE 5. WEIGHT IMPACT OF STRUCTURAL REACTIONS.

.Stru c tural
Config. A B I C MAX R] MAXR R +R Wt(Lb)

Fig. 48 64.0 32.0 32.0 .5 W .5 W W 40•

Fig. 49 61.0 15.5 20.5 .75W .66W 1.41W 570

Fig. 51 56.0 28.0 28,0 .5 W .5 W W 405

Fig. 50 44.0 11.0 15.4 .75W .65W 1.40W 567

Structural Weight - 68% Allocated to Structure
32% to Hoist System

Structural Weight Proportional to R1 + R2

Thi structural weight was integrated with the hoist, cable and
remaining system weights to provide the overall system weight
comparison shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6. SYSTEM WEIGHT COMPARISON.

Two Hoist
Drum & Two Re- Struct.*
Support Cabl3 Instl. maining Wt. Inc. System

Config. Assys. Assys. Struct. Weighit Total in Total Total

Fig. 48 2738 542 405 975 4660 275 4395

Fig. 49 2488 542 570 975 4575 387 4188

Fig. 51 2284 524 405 975 4188 275 3913

Fig. 50 2404 524 567 975 4470 385 4085

Remaining Weigbt: Tncludes ATM, Isolators, Cable Cutters, Span
,ouitioning Syste-m, etc.

ctural Weight: 68% of installati bn weight carried as
structure weiqht in aircraft weight
breakdown.
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The parallel twirn-drum as a SPP configuratiozn was selected as
the basis for development due to the favorable installed
weight forecast, the possibility of measuring individual
cable tensions and the redundancy of the low-speed gearing.

Extended Reach Impact

The weight impact of an increase in useable cable length
beyond 100 feet is shown in Figure 53.

The delta of 13.35 pounds per additional foot of tension
member length was derived from detail considerations of drum
size, frame size, tension member and signal conductor lengths,
and the necessary structural changes resulting from the
increased tunnel width required. A further problem with
cables in excess of 100 feet was the inability to obtain a
suspension system natural frequency above 1.5 Hz considered
as the desirable lower limit for the desired suspension
frequency range.

Selected Concept

The selected concept was established as a twin, p• rallel drum,
hoist with cable payout on the aircraft centerline.

The design load capability requirement of 33,600 lb and
ultimate capability of 150,000 lb was determined as shown
in Part 3 of this volume. Operating speeds of 60 ft/min at
design load and 120 ft/min at no load with drive input speeds
of 4000 rpm and 8000 rpm, respectively, were established from
the contract requirement and the interface with the hoist
drive.

The design life of 10,800 cycles and cable angle capability
of 300 forward and lateral, 40o aft, result from the basic
criteria established in the criteria section of this volume.

Concept Development

The selected hoist supplier, Western Gear Corporation of
Lynwood, California, developed the basic configuration into
a detail design. A key design feature of the twin-drum,
single-point payout configuration is the practical applica-
tion of a recirculating ball spline support and drive system
for the cable drum. Beaver Precision Products of Troy,
Michigan, designers and manufacturers of precision ball-spline
and ball-screw actuators, were contracted by Western Gear to
design and produce the drum suppoft spline system.

Western Gear developed a mathematical model of the supporting
framework to provide a design tool for a minimum weight
design. The mathematical model presents the structure as a
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series of elements between node points with the mathematical
analysis to derive stress levels and deflections for each
element or node. This data is presented in a form compatible
with available computer facilities such that the properties
of each element can be revised and a new analysis obtained
rapidly. Use of this program permitted the design to be
reviewed and adjusted for optimum stress levels at ultimate
loads while retaining acceptable deflections at design and
limit loads. Use of this program permitted weight reductions
in the main bearing and gear support frames subsequent to
freezing the design concept.

A major area of the hoist design not amenable to accurate
analysis was the drum wall thickness requirement. In the
selected configuration using the sliding drum supported by
linear ball races, the drum design becomes stiffness critical
rather than strength critical. To prevent jamming of a
loaded drum over the ball supports when the drum traverses
(see Figure 54 ),the spline manufacturer dictated that the
drum radial deflection should not exceed .014 inch. To
provide information on radial deflections,a design support
test was conducted by Western Gear where a section of drum
was subjected to loads induced by a wrapped cable, and the
deflections were measured. The test was repeated for a total of
three drum thicknesses. This test is described in Volume III
of this report.

As a result of this test, a drum wall thickness of .34 inch
was determined to be adequate . Two further tests were
conducted prior to completion of the detail design. One
test established that the selected drum material and finish
would show satisfactory wear characteristics when abraded by
the tension member, and the second test applied an ultimate
load to the ball spline and support structure to ensure
adequate strength. These tests are described in Volume III
of this report.

Preliminary Hoist Design

The configuration of the hoist is shown in Figure 55. The
air turbine motor, high-speed gearbox and brake assembly is
mounted above zhe twin drums and drives the two low-speed
gearing assemblies through two shafts with bevel gears at
either end. The input to the low-speed gearing is throughthe axis of drum rotation.

The low-opeed gearing is a simple three-stage planetary
system with each stage driving a common outer ring. The
third-stage planets are mounted on an end plate that can
rotate about the drum axis.
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Rotation is prevented by the load isolator attaching to an
arm integral with the end plate. The opposite end of the
load isolator is attached to the hoist frame, thus the load
isolator reacts all the torque applied by the cable over the
drum.

The outer ring gear forms the housing for the gear assembly
and has the drum support member extending to the bearing in
the winch bearing support frame member. A driving flange is
mounted on the drum support member at the point of cable
payout. The outer surface of the driving flange mounts 12
equally spaced linear ball spline utiits. These units have
return tubes to permit the balls to recirculate and eliminate
ball skidding.

The inner surface of the cable drum has 12 longitudinal
grooves to match the ball spline units on the driving flange.
The drums are therefore free to move axially while being
restrained radially by the ball spline. The drum has a
closing flanqe at the far end with a sliding bearing on the
outer surface of the drum support member.

The outer ring gear is supported by a large diameter bearing
at the load isolator end of the hoist and in turn supports
the gear end plate with its integral load isolator arm.

The cable leaves the drum and exits from the hoist between
two structural members designed to react side loads due to
lateral cable angles. Between the side-load members and the
drums the cables pass through the two cable cutters. The
cutters are mounted on individual carriages and are free to
move along the length of the side-load beam as the cable
longitudinal angle changes.

The cable hold-down assembly is a fully floating ring and
roller arrangement located by tie rods to the gear support
frame. The assembly is therefore independent of drum and
support deflections. A pair of profiled rollers engage in
the drum groove to provide tha drum translation force.

A major problem throughout the concept development phase was
the projected hoist weight.

Three major areas with potentidl for weight reduction wereexamined at the Preliminary Design Review. These areas were:

1. Drum Support Spline
2. Drum Support Structure
3. Frame Design.
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At that time, the unit weight was projected at 1,400 pounds.
A subsequent design review on September 28, 1972, revealed
that some progress had been made in reducing the weight in
these areas, and identified weight savings in two further
areas.

1. Cable angle sensing arrangement. A revised
concept resulted in a weight reduction in the
order of 5 pounds per hoist.

2. Side load beam wear plates. Reduction of
thickness of the steel wear plates from .064
to .032 inch reduced the weight by 4 pounds
per hoist.

The critical design review reflected an estimated weight
based on detail design drawings of 1,270 pounds.

Detail changes made during the hoist fabrication resulted in
the actual weights of the assemblies ranging between 3,225 and
1230 lb.

Further areas with potential for weight reduction include:

1. Side load beams. The two side load beams are
currently fabricated as titanium welded assemblies.A design utilizing 7075 aluminum extrusions may
result in weight savings. A change in the design
criteria to reduce the inertia factor when the
cables are at high lateral angles would result in
a proportional change in side load beam weight.

2. Side frame members. The existing design of forward
and aft side frame members reflects machined parts
from 7075 aluminum billets. A fabricated box
section beam with integrated mounting fitting
would be more efficient.

3. Bearing and gear support frames. The bearing and

gear support frames are machined from 7075 aluminum
plate stock. Consideration should be given to the *
use of closed die forgings for these parts with an
evaluation made of a material change to 6AI-4V
titanium. The use of closed die forging& would
possibly permit the economic use of titanium with
the frame sections revised to reflect the higher
allowables.

4. Drum support member. The drum support structure is
machined from a 4340 steel hammered forging.
Alternative designs using drawn tubes may result in
a lighter weight structure.
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5. Reduced number of "dead" wraps. The drum and
support design dictates a minimum length of drum
from the payout point necessary to accommodate the
ball spline. This length results in approximately
4-1/2 dea, wraps with 100 feet of cable deployed.
Tests have shown that three dead wraps are required
to dissipate the load to an acceptable value at the
cable button. A design should be developed with
the objective of reducing the 4-1/2 dead wraps to 3
while retaining a satisfactory support geometry.
Additionally, the possibility of increasing the
design capacity of the drum button to further reduce
the number of dead wraps should be investigated.

6. Drum end plate. A material change for the drum end
plate from steel to titanium woul! result in a weight
saving in the order of 3 lb per drum.

7. Miscellaneous details. A review of the roller hold-
down assemblies and the miscellaneous details and
fasteners could result in further weight reductions.

Design studies are required in all these areas to establish
the actual weight delta possible. A preliminary estimate
suggests that some 75 lb could be removed, resulting in a
hoist weight in the order of 3150 lb.

Detail Desi jn

The assembled hoist is shown in Figure 56. The detail
design is illustrated by Western Gear drawing 42198R100
reproduced as Figure 57.

The principal assemblies of the hoist are:

Frame Assembly
LH & RH Support Structure
LH & RH Drum Assemblies
LH & RH Planetary Drive Assemblies
Bevel Gear Assemblies
Roller Assemblies

Frame Assembly

The hoist frame assembly consists of seven major
elements. The bearing support frame, gear support
frame, isolator beam, together with the forward and aft
side frames are machined from 7075-T651 aluminum. The
left-and right-hand side load beams are welded titanium
subassemblies. Figure 58 shows the initial frame
assembly set up for line boring of the bearing housings.
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7075-T651 aluminum was selected as the principal frame
material due to its high strength/weight ratio with
satisfactory stiffness characteristics, ready avail-
ability and good machinability. Titanium was selected
for the side load beams due to the need for a high
strength weldable material.

The gear support and bearing support frames provide
housings for the bearings that locate and hold the drum
support structure and are in turn attached to the
forward and aft side frames. Additionally, the gear
support frame has the drive unit attachment pro7-isions
between and above the bearing housing bores. The
attachment consists of three shear pins and a quick-
release clamp, permitting rapid assembly or removal of
the drive unit.

Lifting points are also provided on the gear support
frame, consisting of two profiled plates each attaching
to two bolts in the upper frame area. At the same
locations, brackets are mounted to provide a means of
holding and adjusting t.-e load isolator attachment arm
prior to installing the load isolator. The side frames
have provisions at either end for support fitting
attachments.

The isolator beam is also attached to the side frames
parallel to the gear support frame; the load isolator
being located between the two merabers.

The titanium side load beams are positioned between the
side frames and disposed such that the cables pass out
through the slot formed between the two beams.

Attachment to the side frames uses a titanium shear plug
and tension bolts. The side-load beams have a curved
surface of 10.0-inch radius presented toward the cable
such that the beams will support the cable when the
cable exits at a lateral angle and hence react the side
ic¢¶s resulting from the angle. The curved surface of
the Leam has a replaceable hard-chrome plated steel
wear plate to resist abrasion from the cables.

The beam is of a built-up box section with internal ribs.
The curved su-face and end attachment provisions are
machined after welding. The upper surface of the beam
supports a track and retention member for the cable
cutter carriages.

Diagonal tie rods are installed between the side frames
to increase the horizontal plane stiffness of the
assembly.
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Support Structure and Drum Assembly

The LH and RH structure and drum assembly are essentially
of opposite hand except that the LH assembly has
provisions for the length sensor installation and cable
up limit switches.

Included in this assembly are the following major
componentsz cable drum, ball spline flange, closure
flange, and cen-tex t structure. Figtire 59 -
shows these components.

The cable drum is fabricated from vacuum melt 9310 steel,
helically grooved on the outside to suit the cable and
longitudinally grooved on the inside to suit the support
spline. The twelve equally spaced grooves for the
support spline are case-hardened to a Rc56-60 value
while the basic drum is hardened to Rc32-42. The cable
groove has a .74 inch lead and a groove configuration to
suit a .70 diameter cable, the RH drum having a IIH helix
and the LH drum a LH helix. Protective finish is
electroless nickel plate.

Supporting the drum at the point of cable payout are
twelve linear ball bearing units mounted on a flanged
disc assembled to the center support structure. Each
linear ball bearing unit has an integral return tube
for the balls, felt seals to exclude dirt and a grease
fitting for lubrication. Material used for the flange
is 9310 steel case hardened in the ball groove area,
with an electroless nickel finish.

The closure flange incorporates the cable drum terminal
and has a low friction sliding bearing mounted to its
inner diameter. Attached to the cable drum by a series
of bolts, the closure flange provides support for the
drum end as it slides along the center support structure.
The pocket for the cable terminal has provisions for a
quick-release pin to retain the cable terminal when
installed. The closure flange is also 9310 steel with
an electroless nickel finish. The slidj •g bearing is a
Teflon impregnated cloth lining bonded to a steel
housing.

The center support structure extends from the low-speed
gear housing to the bearing support frame. Fabricated
from a 4340 steel forging, the support structure is heat
treated to a hardness of Rc32-38. Attached to the gear
housing at its outsidn diameter the support tapers down
to the location for the ball spline flange and continues
as a parallel tubular section to the supporting bearing.
The finish of this component is electroless nickel plate.
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Planetary Drive Assemblies

The LH and RH planetary drive assemblies are essentially
identical except that the third-stage carriers are of
opposite hand.

The three-stage planetary system has the input to the
first-stage sun gear and the output from the common
ring gear that also forms the cylindrical housing of
the assembly, with an overall reduction of approximately
274:1. Sun gears of all three stages are free to float
between their planet gears to ensure uniform loading on
all planets. The third-stage planets are mounted on a
carrier supported by a set of taper roller bearings in
the cylindrical housing. An arm extends from this
carrier outside of the housing to attach to the upper
end of the load isolator. This carrier can then rotate
relative to the housing and to the main supporting frame
within the limits of the load isolator movement. All
the torque due to the loaded cable operating over the
drum is reacted through the gearing by the load
isolator. All gears are machined from 9310 vacuum melt
steel forgings. Gear teeth are carburized and hardened
to Rc 6 0- 6 4; core and uncarburized areas are Rc35-42.
Lubrication of the planetary system is by grease to
MIL-G-21164. During the demonstration program
MIL-G-83363 grease was evaluated in one hoist
assembly.

The principal subassemblies and components of the
planetary drive are: housing, first-stage planetary
assembly, second-stage planetary assembly, third-stage
planetary a!;sembly, sealing plate, and main support
bearing.

The housing has the internal ring gears for the second
and third stage together with the support teeth for the
first-stage ring gear machined on the inside surface.
An external flan re provides attachment locations for the
center support structure on one end of the cylinder; the

4 opposite end has a mounting surface for the main support
bearing.
The first-stage planetary assembly includes the input

shaft/sun gear; carrier with integral sun gear for the
second stage; three planet gears and a ring gear. Tho
input shaft extends from the second-stage bevel drive,
past the third-and second-stage planetaries and
terminates as the sun gear. The planets are mounted
to the carrier by ball bearings. The ring gear locates,
and is retained, inside the housing.
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The second-stage planetary assembly consists of three
planet gears mounted by two-row spherical roller
bearings to the carrier. The first-staqe sun gear is
an integral part of the carrier hub.

The third-stage planetary assembly has five planet qears
mounted to the carrier by two-row spherical roller
bearings. The carrier includes the load isolator
attachment arm and has two taper roller bearings mounted
to the outside diameter. These bearings locate and
support the assembly inside the housing. The carrier
is machined from a 4340 steel pancake forging.

The sealing plate is located inside the housing at thu
flanged end. This plate, machined from 7075-T651
aluminum alloy, seals the planetary gearing from the
center support structure and provides the end restraint
for the three sun gears.

Outside the housing, adjacent to the third-stage carrier,
the main support bearing is located. This single-row
spherical roller bearing is located in the gear support
frame, and together with the bearing located on the
center support structure, provides the support for the
principal rotating components.

Bevel Gear Assemblies

The input drive from the air turbine motor and high-
speed gearbox enters the hoist above and between the
two drum centerlines. The first-stage bevel gearbox
takes the drive through 90* and has two outputs. Each
output drives into a second-stage bevel gearbox by a
torque shaft, where the drive is again taken through 900
into the planetary drive systems. The two second-stage
boxes are similar except that the output of the RH box
is opposite to that of the LH box, providing the oppo-
bite rotatloaL neceasary to the two cable drums. The
gears are machined from 9310 steel, with the teeth
carburized and heat-treated to Rc60-64. Housings are
machined from A356 aluminum alloy castings. All three
assemblies are lubricated with MIL-L-23699 oil.

The first-stage assembly has a female spline to accept
the ATM drive; the spline being part of a coupling
incorporating a spring loaded brake. Insertion of the
ATM drive spline forces the coupling to move axially,
separating the tapered face on the coupling away from a
mating face that is part of the housing. When the ATM
drive is withdrawn, the two faces contact and provide a
brake to prevent the drums rotating. The coupling
drives the pinitin, which in turn drives the two output
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bevels. Input and output gears are supported by pairs
of single-row ball bearings. A magnetic chip detector
is incorporated in the drain plug; a dip-stick and vent
plug are mounted on the upper surface of the housing.
This assembly has a speed reduction ratio of approxi-
mately 1.19:1.

The second-stage bevel assembly has input and output
bevels supported by pairs of single-row ball bearings
mounted in the housing, which is attached to the gear
support frame. The output bevel provides support for
the input shaft to the planetary assembly. A tubular
drive shaft connects the first-and second-stage
assemblies. This shaft may be disassembled to permit
one drum to be rotated independent of the other when
necessary for initial met-up or adjustment. This bevel
assembly has a 1:1 speed ratio. The housing has a
magnetic chip detector, oil level might gage and com-
bined filler/breather plug. The elements of the bevel
gear assemblies are shown in Figure 60.

Roller Assemblies

The LH and RH roller assemblies are generally similar
but of opposite hand. The assemblies have two principal
functions:

1. To traverse the drums during cable payout
or reel-in.

2. To hold down the cable to the drum under
conditions that tend to place the cable in
compression.

Each assembly consists of two aluminum alloy plate rings
with eight rollers of various configurations mounted
between the rings. The rings are installed around the
drum assemblies and are located from the gear support by
two link assemblies. d'l•dl movement is prevented by a
link between the LH and RH assemblies together with a
pin and slot joint at the drum horizontals centerline.
This arrangement allows the ring assemblies to follow
the deflections of the cable drums.
Each assembly has three steel contoured rollers that
locate in the cable drum groove. An the drum rotates,
the helix of the drum groove, restrained by the con-
toured rollers, forces the drum to translate along
its axis. To permit the drum to rotate without moving
axially, necessary when assembling or removing a cable,
the contoured roller may be withdrawn from the groove
by rotating the eccentrically mounted roller shaft. A
lock pin ensures positive positioning in the engaged or
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disengaged positions. Five additional rollers are
arranged with a nominal clearance above the installed
cable to prevent the cables leaving the drum. These
rollers are machined from aluminum alloy with a inoly-
urathane cover. Two of these rollers have a larger
diameter portion at the gear support frame end to
provide location on the drum when the cable is removed.
All rollers are mounted on a pair of single-row ball
bearings. These assemblies are shown in Figure 61.

Miscellaneous Features

Additional features of thu hoist not included in the
preceding descriptions of major assemblies consist of;
cable cutter carriages, cable angle sensing mechanism,
cable length sensor and limit switch arrangement.

To provide emergency means of jettisoning the load in-
flight, a cable cutter is assembled about each cable.
The cutter is mounted in a 17-4PH investment cast steel
carriage with four rollers attached. The rollers are
located in the rails mounted to the top surface of the
side-load beams, permitting the carriage to move along
the beam as the cable departure angle changes. The LH and

RH carriages are similar except that the LH carriage has
the cutter mounted slightly higher than in the RH
carriage to minimize interference between the carriages
at extreme cable angles. The carriages are shown in
Figure 62. Teflon lined bearings are installed in each
carriage to mount the cable cutter. The LH cutter has
an extended bearing to provide an installation surface
for the cable angle sensing mechanism. The RH cutter
must be positioned before the two cables are installed;
the LH cutter can be installed subsequent to the cables.

The cable angle sensing mechanism provides an electrical
signal as a function of the longitudinal or lateral
angle the cable makes relative to the vertical center-
line of the hoist. This signal is ased together with
cable tension, to compute the load weight and provide a
displacement signal to the flight control system. The
signal is provided by linear transformers, one for
longitudinal angles and one for lateral angles. The
longitudinal angle sensor is mounted on a bracket
rotating on the extended bearing for the cable cutter on
the LH carriage assembly. The sensor shaft has a lever
arm lirked to a point on the cutter carriage such that
rotation of the bracket causes equal angular movement of
the sensor shaft. The outer end of the bracket mounts a
curved arm; each end of this arm has nylon rollers
that contact the cable. Changes of cable angle result
in rotation of the bracket due to the nylon rollers
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Figure 61. Roller Assem~blies.

Figure 62. Cable Cutter Carriage Assemblies.
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following the cable. An extension to the lower portion
of the curved arm has mounting provisions for the
lateral angle sensor with the centerline of the sensor
in a longitudinal plane, i.e., parallel with the side
load beams. Pivoted on this centerline and clamped to
the sensor shaft is a lever arm extending down below
the side load beams. The lower end of this lever mounts
two side-by-side nylon rollers that straddle the cable.
Side movement of the cable will deflect the two :ollers,
rotating the lever arm and hence the angle sensor. The
cable angle sensor mechanism assembly can be seen in
Figure 63. The bracket, curved arm, and extended lever
are investment castings in stainless steel.

The cable length sensing mechanism is shown in
Figure 64. A signal that ii a function of the length
of cable deployed is provided by measuring the number
of turns of the cable drum from the cable up position.
The linear transformer is mounted to the stationary
bearing retainer of the LH drum support structure by
means of an inner housing. The sensor input shaft is
attached to the outer housing located and keyed to the
rotating bearing retainer by means of " 48:1 speed
reducing gearhead. Thus, the 20.5 turns of the cable
drum, approximately 100 ft of cable result in
approximately 154V of sensor shaft rotation, the output
signal being a function of shaft rotation.

While the control circuit for the hoist drive operation
provides speed reduction at each end of the cable travel
through the length signal, overriding limit switches are
provided for up and down limits. There are two up limit
switches, one for normal cable up that ensures the
swaged cable end fitting does not pass through the cable
angle sensing mechanism and another for a "stowed" up
position, where the cable is up such that the swaged
end is between the side load beams. These switches are
proximity sensors, mounted on individual brackets at
the bearing support frame. The brackets attach by two
of the bearing retainer bolts, permitting adjustment in
intervals about the center support.

The target is mounted on a bracket attached to two bolts
on the drum end plate, also adjustable for radial
location. As the target passes in front of the switch
within apjiroximately .20 inch, the switch will operate.
Cable fully out is limited by a micro switch operated by
the drum as it approaches the gear support frame. The
switch is actuated by a lever deflected by the drum, the
switch beinig mounted on a bracket attached to the gear
support frame.
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Figure 63. Cable Angle Sensor Mechanism.
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The requirement to m intain the natural frequency of the
external cargo Espenn.ion system between 1.5 and 2.0 Hz was
recognized through the extensive experience and experimental
programs with external).y suspended loads conducted with the
CH-47 helicopter.

An oLjective ,-f a 2.0 Hz upper limit resulted from this
experience,which showed that suspension fiequencies must be
kept ',elow 75% rf the 1/rev frequency of the rotor to avoid
res~..nance of the L~ad.

The 1.5 Hz lower Ainit was set to avoid coupling with normal
pilot control inputs.

Figure 65 illustrates the projected suspension system
natural frequency without load isolation.

WAircraft = 70,000 lb,--O'
1.0-Inch

Wcargo = 45,000 lb Dia. Cables

5.

S4. Vertical Suspension Frequency
Vertical

Suspension 3. 1/REV
Natural
Frequency 2 1 Z -

(hz )

., 1.5 -2.0 HZ Desired Isolation

_ Frequency Range
o i iL I I I I i

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Cable Length (ft)

Figure 65. Vertical Suspension Natural Frequencies.
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Recorded data on the cffect of a resonant load on the cockpit
vibration level for a CH-47A carrying a 12,000-lb external
load is shown in Figure 66. An HLH vibration level
objective line is also shown to indicate the necessity for
the load isolators.

08 22,530 lb - CH-47A

1/REV with 12,000 lb
Cockpit Floor .06 Resonant Load
Vertical
Acceleration .04 i22,530lb

(g's) CH-47A
without Load

.02 _ _ _ -_ _ _

HLH objective0 1- , II I I

0 20 40 60 80 100

Airspeed (knots)

Figure 66. Measured Cockpit 1/Rev Vibration.

Several methods of introducing the isolator into the suspen-
sion system were considered. The simplest, most direct
method would be to install the isolator between the coupling
and the end of the tension member. However, this installation
would increase the height of the coupling substantially and
also eliminate any active or semiactive system.

Also considered was the suspension of the complete hoist
assembly by the isolators. Design layouts established that
this would be a complex and heavy method, increasing the
problems of hoist repositioning. The selected method was to
install the isolator such that it would react the torque of
the cable over the drum. Isolator movement results in drum
rotation. The basic hoist is static, simplifying mounting
and position changing. Additionally, the isolator is
essentially between the load and the hoist low-speed gearing,
providing some shock load protection for this assemblv.

Due to the variable length of cable that is available with
the HLH hoist system, the isolator schematic as presented in
the proposal was for an active oil/air system where thee
spring rate changed with changing load by means of regulating
the air pressure within the isolator. The schematic is shown
in Figure 67.
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"igure 67. Load Isolator Schematic.
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Preliminary Criteria and Configuration Development

Subsequent to the contract awardfurther dynamic analysis
together with a review of the mechanization of an isolator
installation indicated that a liquid spring could possibly
fulfill the isolation function. In order to establish a
physical envelope, the following criteria were developed:

1. Isolation would be limited to hoist loads between
10,000 lb and maximum load.

2. Isolation would be active to 1.5 g on maximum load.

The selection of the load range was based upon experience with
external loads carried by the CH-47. This experience estab-
lished that when the external load to aircraft weight ratio
is below 0.3,there is no requirement for isolation. Exper-
ience with external loads has also shown that at high load
weight to aircraft weight ratios inertia factors were unlikely
to exceed 1.5 g.

As an alternate system, discussions were held with Kaman
Aerospace Corporation to explore the application of their
Cable Operated Zero Impedance Device (COZID) to the HLH/ATC
load isolator requirement. The COZID is an anti-resonance
device, as opposed to an isolator, and has the desirable

F characteristic of a tuned frequency independent of external
load weight. Analytically, it is the only concept which
meets all established load isolator requirements, including
the grouping of suspension frequencies between 1.5 and 2.0 Hz
to avoid control coupling and vertical bounce. The COZID is
fully passive, mechanical, and possesses a minimal sensitivity
to temperature changes.

The COZID concept was reviewed and a layout of a possible
configuration to suit the hoist envelope was completed and is
shown schematically in Figure 68. In this configuration,
the hoist torque is reacted by a spring member; the torque-
plate movement is amplified and rotates a tuning weight on a
radius arm. Maximum arm movement is limited to 40 degrees.
A four-phase development program was proposed to produce ATC
hardware.

Following a review of the development effort, the COZID
configuration was eliminated as resolution of the problems
of mechanization appeared to be beyond the resources of the
ATC programand detailed studies of liquid sprinq character-
istics modified by installation geometry offered a more
economic solution.
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Figure 68. COZID Load Isolator Concept.
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Requirements and Criteria

The general requirements and criteria for the load isolator
were:

1. Prevent amplification of steady state 1/rev induced
vibration of the aircraft.

2. Reduce the possibility of pilot induced oscillation
at I/rev.

3. Make fuselage natural frequencies independent of
cargo mass.

4. Damp out transient vertical responses of the
aircraft/load system caused by gusts or other
disturbances.

The load isolator criterion is illustrated in Figure 69.

Data from the tension member development program was used to
predict the tension member spring rate and plot isolator
requirements for varying tension member lengths.

The load isolator desired characteristics to obtain the
maximum range of cable lengths within thu suspension natural
frequency range of 1.5-2.0 Hz are shown in Figure 7o The
resulting effect of this spring rate when integrated 4ith the
installation geometry is shown in Figure 71.

Load Isolator Preliminary Design

The principal problem in the use of a liquid spring for the
load isolator is that of temperature compensation. The
specification temperature range of -65*F to +160@F would mean
that the initial load on an uncompensated spring could range
from 0 to 16,000 lb. Three systems for temperature compensa-
tion were considered:

1. Electrically heated unit
2. Hydraulic pressure compensation
3. Air charged recuperator

The electrically heated unit would normally be operated at,
or cinse to, the upper specification limit. Problems assc-
ciated with this approach include:

1. High installed system weight
2. Need for electrical supply to the isolator
3. Lower reliability due to the addition of electrical

components
4. Long warm-up time required before system is active.
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* MINIMIZE RESPONSE TO 1/REV ROTOR FORCES
BY TUNING SUSPENSION MODE FREQUENCIES
TO .75/REV OR LOWER.

2.0 HZ
1.5 HZ I 2.59 HZ

.75 aZ 1.0a
6.

5. 11%4. CRITICAL
4.

DISPLACEMENT DAMPING
AMPLIFICATION

2.
1, L 1.25• 

• ,,•_,L

0
0 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0

SUSPENSION NATURAL FtEQUENCY
I/RiEV FORCING FREQUENCY

* RESULTING DESIRED ISOLATION MODE FREQUENCY
RANGE IS 1.6 TO 2.0 HZ FOR A 1/REV FREQUENCY
OF 2.59 HZ (156 rpum).

KEEP SUSPENSION NATURAL FREQUENCIES ABOVE
1.6 HZ TO AVOID AIRCRAFT CONTROL PROBLEMS.

Figure 69. Load Isolation Criteria.
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REQ'D SPRING RATES
FOR 2.0 Hz FREQUENCY

5000 20' CABLE
•it

10' CABLE .
0 ' CABLE •

4000

RESULTANT SPRINGRATE DUE TO LOAD

3000 ISOlATOR

Sbring Rate 90' CABLEýb/in)9' AL
S80 ' CABLE

29000• 70' CABLE

REQ'D SPRING RATES
FOR 1.5 Hz FREQUENCY

1000

OBJECTIVE: KEEP ISOLATOR SPRING RATE BETWEEN 1.5 1z & 2.0 Hz

0 5000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000
Cable Tension (1b)

Load Isolator Struke - 7.5 Lnches
Cable Diameter - 0.72 Inch

Figure 71. Isolator Equivalent Spring Rate.
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The hydraulic pressure compensated unit required the isolator
fluid pressure to be exposed to the aircraft hydraulic system
press via a stepped piston unit. The aircraft hydraulic
system thus provided a reference pressure for the unit each
time the aircraft was prepared for flight. Problems assoc-
iated with this approach included:

1. Need for a hydraulic supply to the isolator
2. Complexity of additional hydraulic components

reduces reliability
3. High installed weight.

The air-charged recuperator design has a separate recuperator
chamber attached to the liquid spring. Fluid on one nide of
the recuperator piston is charged to the minimum spriAlg fluid
pressure by an air or nitrogen charge in the recuperator
chamber. The recuperator piston has differential areas such
that the fluid charge is in the order of twice the air or
nitrogen pressure. While the liquid spring is fully extended,
the recuperator fluid has direct passage to the spring fluid.
Initial movement of the spring rod closed a valve, isolating
the spring fluid from the recuperator. This concept is shown
in Figure 72.

The addition of the recuperator reduces the effect of
temperature change on the spring characteristics; however,
the volume of fluid required to provide satisfactory compen-
sation over the -65o to +165 0 F range resulted in a unit
weight heavier than the target. Alleviating this requirementto a range of -25 0 F to +125 0 F results in a reduction in
weight to the target. This does not inhibit high temperature
operation and only constrains low temperature operation below
-25 0 F in that to maintain full isolation capabilities, a
minimum cable payout will have to be established until the
unit warms up. Since this is accomplished in a relatively
few cycles, it should impose no operational constraint.

The air charged recuperator system was selected. The
decision was based principally on the fact that the isolator
is a self-contained unit independent of the aircraft systems,
with a resultant improvement in reliability and weight.

The unit that was selected is a nitrogen-charged recuperator
compensated liquid spring, which has been developed into the
design described below. Eight load isolators were pro-
duced to this design with an additional unit for test purposes,
Development testing was conducted in parallel with production,and initial results showed the need for modification to the
units to reduce the unit stiffness at the low temperature
extreme of the environmental range. The reduction in stiff-
ness was obtained by increasing the displaced fluid volume
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approximately 10%. Changing the piston rod diameter from
1.3125 inches to 1.25 inches provided the required 10% volume
increase and retained positive margins for the unit strength.
Existing piston rods were reworked to the new diameter. New
gland packs and gland nuts were required. The isolator is
installed on the hoist assembly reacting the torque through
the third-stage planet carrier. A combination of installation
geometry and liquid spring characteristics results In the
spring rate/cable tension curve necessary to limit the
suspension system natural frequency below 2.0 Hz and above
1.5 Hz for the maximum practical range of cable lengths.

General Description

The load isolator consists of a liquid spring using high
compressibility silicone fluid with a nitrogen-charged
recuperator chamber built into the assembly. The piston rod
lerminates in a clevis end which mounts over the hoist
planetary reaction arm and includes a load cell for axial
load sensing. The cylindrical spring fluid housing has a
self-aligning bearing installed to suit the hoist rtounting
provisions, splitting the fluid volume into two inter-
connected areas. Below the spring fluid housing is the
recuperator chamber. The recuperator piston has differential
areas such that the working fluid pressure is approximately
twice that of the nitrogen charge. When the liquid spring
is fully extended, the recuperator fluid has direct passage
to the spring fluid, providing the datum pressure, to par--
tially compensate for pressure changes due to temperature
variation. Initial movement of the piston rod closes a
valve isolating the spring fluid from the reOLperator. Maxi-
mum fluid pressure at full stroke is approximately 23,000 psi.

The recuperator piston provides a visual indication of the
correct fluid volume; a pressure gage indicates the nitrogen
pressure. Figure 73 shows two load isolators.

Detail Design

Tuie detail design of the isolator is shown on the Dowty Rotol
Assembly Drawing 200646102 (Figure 74 ).

The pressure cylinder is machined from maraging steel heat
treated to 260,000 psi. The spherical support bearing for
the isolator is installed at approximately mid-length,
causing the internal volume to be sp-'t into two areas.
Machined passages connect the two volumes. Each end of the
cylinder is threaded on the inside diameter; the larger
cavity has the end cap containing the gland assembly installed,
the other has the recuperator cylinder. Adjacent to the
support bearing, a passage connects a valve seat installed in
the base of the larger cavity to an external fittinq and tube
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connecting to the recuperator cylinder.

The recuperator cylinder machined from 4340 steel heat treated
to 200,000 psi is completely sealed from the pressure cylinder
except for the external tube connection. An integral piston
and rod can move inside the recuperator, with the piston rod
extending through a sealing nut closing the recuperator. The
base of the piston rod, external to the cylinder, contains
an MS28889-1 charging valve and a pressure gage. The
sealing nut has an indicator rod assembled and marked to
provide a visual indication of the piston iod position and
hence in conjunction with the pressure gage reading an indi-
cation of the correct fluid quantity. Nitrogen fills the
volume inside the piston rod and above the piston; fluid
fills the area below the piston,which is vented to the pres-
sure cylinder by the external tube.

The gland assembly, in! ,alled in the pressure cylinder at the
opposite end to the re )erator, includes the gland housing,
sealing gLind, cnd glajid nut. The sealing gland is clamped
between the gland nut and the piston guide tube. The pi ýton
guide tube extends to the base of the cavity and traps the
valve assembly to the pressuie cylinder. The piston rod
passes through the sealing gland, being supported by the
guide tube when the rod movss into the cylinder. When fully
extended, a lip on the piston reacts the valve from its seat
by means of a tubular link. On initial movement of the pis-
ton rod the valve is closed by a spring contained in the valve
housing, ensuring'the recuperator fluid has passage to the
spring fluid only when the piston rod is fully extended.

The hollow piston rod is machined from maraging steel heat
treated to 275,000 psi tensile stvength. A detachable fork
end is assembled to the external end of the piston rod such
that the end load is reacted by a shoulder on the rod; the
attaching bolt being installed in oversize holes. The fork
end has a strain-gage type load sensing element bonded i its
outside diameter with an aluminum protecting shroud. An
MS27497 type connector is provided for the 28-volt supply
and output wiring.

The assembly is filled with silicone fluid type CPT3801
through a charging valve in the pressure cylinder adjacent to
the support bearing. Bleed screws are provided at the outer
end of the piston rod and through the fluid area of the
recuperator to ensur!ý complete filling. The gland nut
contains a reservoir for lubricating oil.
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HOIST SUPPORT AND SPAN POSITIONING (TRAVERSE) SYSTEM

Proposal Configuration

Studies directed toward the definition of an optimum. span for
the dual-point lift system indicated that no single span would

satisfy all the projected loads for the HLH. A prime require-
ment for the HLH will he the placement and extraction of 20-
foot-long containers from the hold of containerships. To
ensure cable clearance inside the hold, it is essential that
the lifting span be less than 20 feet. Also, the requirement
to use the dual-point lift as a single-point lift by the
addition of an adapter would be more readily fulfilled by a
short lifting span. To accommodate a 40-foot-long load,
however, requires a lifting span in excess of 20 feet to
obtain the maximum advantage from the dual-point lift system.
Flight tests conducted in 1969 with a two-point system on a
CH-47 helicopter had shown t1it good load stability could be
maintained with lifting span to load length ratios in the
order of 0.6. Based on this ratio, the minimum lifting span
for a 40-foot container would be 24 feet. A lifting span
variable between 16 feet and 26 feet was selected as a design
objective, these limits ensuring compliance with the above
requirements.

Integration of the hoist installation within the proposed
structural configuration of the HLH fuselage, and main-Laining
the allowable CG envelope, dictated a maximum movement of the
aft hoist of 50 inches. The boundaries of this movement
being limited by major structural members. The forward hoist
installation was therefore configured for a 70-inch travel.

It was originally conceived that the hoist lifting span would
be infi ' nitely variable between the maximum and minimum limits.
Studies'of the structural requirements to fulfill this objec-
tive showed weight penalties in excess of 1,000 lb over the
use of discrete lifting locations at each end of the hoist
travel. Additionally, no operational requirement was foreseen
that would require lifting spans other than those established
by the installation geometry, i.e., 16 feet, 26 feet and some
intermediate span. Typical cargo characteristics and appro-
priate lifting spans are shown in Figure 75.

The proposal. therefore presented the basic arrangement for the
forward hoist to have a 70-inch travel and the aft hoist a
50-inch travel. With these dimensions, four separate lifting
spans would be available: 16 ft-0 in, 20 ft-2 in, 21 ft-10 in
and 26 ft-0 in.

Trade Studies

Subsequent to the contract award, a study was completed on
alternate methods of moviiAq the hoist aýjsembly between
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operating locations. Two basic systems for positioning the
hoist wore considered and developed to a depth sufficient to
establish weight comparisons. The two systems compared were
roller and track and swinging arm arrangements. These concepts
are illustrated in Figure 76. A weight analysis based on
electrical actuator/capstan-drum and cable powered systems
did not show any significant weight advantage for either
concept.

A reliability review did show that the reduced number of
critical functioning parts on the track and roller system
would result in an arrangement with higher reliability.
Based on this review and an assessment that the roller-and-
track system would involve a lower-risk design, the decision
was made to proceed with this concept.

The pneumatic duct interface was considered as part of this
study and several duct arrangements were compared, as shown
in Figure 77. A distribution duct consisting of two
articulated lengths was selected as the preferred arrangement
to avoid the potential problems associated with telescopic
tubes.

As a result of interface studies with the Airframe Design
Group, revised fuselage structural concepts were devised
which permitted two equal length hoist tunnels,each allowing
a 60-inch hoist position change. This chtnge provided three
lifting spans: 16 ft-0 in, 21 ft-0 in, and 26 ft-0 in; and had
the advantage of simplifying the structurdl design and reduc-
ing the tooling and the number ot different partS. The span
positioninU system would also be simplified, and all parts of
tho actuating arrangement would be common to both bays.

It was also established that a single-level track would he
used rather than a bi-level track to reduce the weight.

A study was conducted to establish the possibility of showing
an overall weight saving by increasing the length of the
hoist frame to permit using three airframe fittings per side
in each bay instead of four. The study established that the
existing geometry of hoist frame and four airframe fittings
per side was lighter.

Requirements, Criteria and Objectives

The principal requirements and criteria include:

1. Hoist position nway be changed in flight or on the
ground.

2. Hoist will not ch.nge position when carrying a

load.
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Telescopic Duct

-JArticulated Duct

]Figure 77. Pneumatic Duct Arrangements.
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3. Hoist position changes will be accomplished within
1 mi4nute,

4. hoist positiý)ning system will be designed for a
mninimum life of 5,400 position changes. This number
is based upon an aircraft design life of 3,600
flying hours; three hoist cycles per flight hour
and one position change every second hoist cycle.

Preliminary Design

The design developed for the ATC Program is based on
supporting the hoist by four roller fittings and locking into
the airframe by two retractable lockpins. The four rollers
are mounted at a single level requiring one rail on each
sidewall. At the load position the rollers engage in shallow
depressions in the load-reacting fittings. The rollers are
configured such that when repositioning, the aft roller will
not engage in the forward roller fitting, and the forward
roller will not engage in the aft roller fitting, providing a
smooth transition.

The two lockpins are mounted on the forward member of the
hoist frame and are actuated by a single actuator and linkage
system, also mounted on the same frame member.

The hoist is repositioned by a dual cable arrangement powered
by an electrical motor/gearbox/capstan assembly, electrically
interlocked such that operation is only possible with no load
on the hoist. Viigure 78 shows the cable arrangement schema-
tically.

Design Support Testing

An ultimate test was conducted on a roller assembly (Figure
79 ) to establish the lateral load capability of the support
bearing retention, resulting in a failure load approximately
50% above ;he design ultimate requirement. Other areas of
the design were amenable to analysis.

The system actuator was functioned at design load and demon-
sBtated at design limit stalled load.

With these ereas of design confirmed, the following deoign
was committed for fabrication and installation in the Inte-
grated Test Rig.

General Description

The span positioning system involves two areas of effort:
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1. Components and systems directly mounted to the
hoist assembly, and

2. Hardware and systems mounted on the Integrated Test
Rig module.

Generally, the hoist-mounted hardware reflects flightworthy,
lightweight design, while the module-mounted hardware, with
the exception of the system actuator, represents rig design
with no effort made to produce lightweight hardware.

The rig module consists of two longitudinal channel members
of welded steel construction, spaced to accept the width of
the hoist assembly and with sufficient length to accommodate
the hoist at either end of the 5-foot travel.

Lateral members join the module ends and provide mounting
surfaces in the test rig. The basis for the module concept
is the provision of a completely built-up hoist assembly
together with all the span positioning hardware and to
function and adjust all the positioning features prior to
installing in the 70-foot-high tower.

The hoist is supported by four roller fittings that operate
in two sets of rails positioned on the module longitudinal
channels. Two lockpins, retractable by a single actuator,
are mounted on the forward hoist frame member. These lock-
pins engage in slots in the module when the hoist is in an
operating position. Electrical interlocks ensure the hoist
will not operate until the pins are completely engaged.

Two cable circuits extend along the length of the module,
attach to the hoist and, by an arrangement of pulleys,
assemble around a single electrically powered capstan drum.
Figure 80 shows the hoist mounted in the module.

Detail Design

The hoist mounted components consist of roller mounting
fittings, rollers, lockpin assemblies, linkage and linear
actuator. The module mounted hardware consists of upper and
lower rails, rail attachment plates, pulley attachment brackets,
pulleys, capstan actuator and actuator mounting provision
cable circuits and limit switch for hoist position and
lockpins.

Hoist Mounted Components

Boeing Vertol Drawing 301-11534 (Figure 81)
shows the span positioning hardware installed on the hoist.
The four rollers are machined from stainless steel, with
a spherical bearing assembled at their center. This
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bearing is restricted to align in a roll plane only, the
objective being to ensure roller and track alignment
under high loads. A keyway in the bearing ]lore mates
with a key on the mount fitting to retain the radial
location of the alignment feature. The spherical surface
rotates on a Teflon impreqnited fabric liner. Each
roller h,,3 a circumferentiwl. groove machined central to
the tread to match a Flange along each track, providing
al ignment and reacting side-loads from the hoist. The
two rollers on the drive side (1,11 side) of the hoist are
restrained axially while the RII side rollers are free,
within limits, to move axially to line-up with the track
width. The forward and aft rollers have differing
configurations of tread width and groove depth such that,
in conjunction with the track configuration, the forward
rollers will not locate in the track recess for an aft
roller, or the aft roller in the forward recess. This
feature provides for a smooth position change.

The roller mounting fittings are machined from 4340 steel
heat-treated to 180-200 kips. Each fitting is attached to
the hoist with four bolts; a cylindrical extension on
the fitting engaging in a recess in the hoist frame for
vertical load transfer. The two forward fittings extend
forward of the ho st frame and provide support for the
two lockpin assemblies.

Each lockpin assembly consists of a sliding pin, spring-
loaded to the engaged position, and assembled in a housing
attached to the forward hoist frame. The principal
parts of the system are machined from 4340 steel. At the
center of the hoist. frame a bellcrai~z lever is linked
to each locking pin by an adjustable tubular link and
powered by a Barber-Colman actuator SYLC 50237. The
actuator is attached to the hoist frame by a shouldered
pin.

Module Mounted Hardware

The upper and lower rails are machined from mild steel
stock with inserts of 4340 steel at the load reacting
locations. The track has an integral flange to match
the hoists support rollers and shallow recesses at the
load carrying positions. Attachments to the module side
wall are through four mild-steel doubler plates shimed as
necessary to maintain track alignment and spacing. The
doubler plates contain slots for the hoist lockpins at
each operating location.

The positioning cable system is shown on Boeing Vertol
draving 301-11634 (Figure 82 ). Pulleys are stondard
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5-inch-diameter aircraft items mounted on mild steel
brackets welded to the module. The single capstan drum
actuator is shown on Western Gear Corporation drawing
181RA51R189(presentod as figure 83), and illustrated on
Fiqure 84. The capstan drum is supported by two bearings
installed in a mounting bracket at each end of the drum.
Attached to the lower mounting bracket, inside of the
drum, is the removable reduction gear and drive motor
as:4elnbly, the final reduction being through a single-
sLage planetary with the internal gear mounted directly
to the drum. The electrical drive motor is a 28V 400
cycle unit of approximately 0.25 hp. The reduction gear
provides a final drum speed of 4 rpm, resulting in a time
of 48 seconds for a hoist position change. Provisions
are included on the actuator for manual operation by
depressing and rotating a squared shaft at the upper end
of the drum.

Electrical limit switches are actuated by the hoist at
each end of its travel, stopping the positioning actuator
and initiating lockpin insertion. When fully home, the
lockpins operate limit switches which signal that the hoist
is positioned and ready to operate.

Hoist Installation in the HLH Prototype

As part of the efforts to reduce weight and cost of the HLH
prototype, the longitudinal span positioning capability of
the cargo handling winches has been eliminated and provision
made for an 18-foot fixed winch span. This change was possible,
as recent flight tests have indicated that it was not
necessary to preserve the .6 span ratio, that is the ratio
between the lead length and the distance between the winches,
in order to stabilize lightweiqht containers.

To determine the effect of the fixed 18tfoot span on an empty
40-foot container, a wind tunnel program was run at the
University )f Maryland. Various arrangements of suspended
20-foot and 40-foot containers at scaled empty weights were
flown, Suspension lengths were also varied from 10 feet to
30 feet and asymmetrical configurations utilized to investi-
gate longitudinal attitudes.

Results of these tests indicate that the empty 40-foot con-
tainer is much less sensitive to suspension configurations and
longitudinal attitudes than the empty 20-foot container. They
also indicate that an 18-foot winch span is suitable for both
20-foot and 40-foot containers.

The installation of the hoist in the ai.frame will therefore
have the four roller mounting fitting assemblies replaced
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with fittings permitting direct attachment to the airframe.
The locking pin assemblies and actuator will he removed from
the hoist frame. Figure 85 illustrats the hoist instal-
lation in the IILII Prototype.

Figure 84. Span Positioning Actuator.
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CABLE CUTTER

Requirements

Cable cutter requirements were initially defined as listed
below and shown on Figure 86.

1. One cutter assembly for each cable.
2. Dual knives in each cutter.
3. Dual powder charge for each knife.
4. Dual initiator with a dual bridge wire for each

knife.

Proposals were received from four experienced manufacturers.
These proposals included one from Frankford Arsenal using
only one cutter. Their past experience indicated that one
cutter would always cut the cable.

An evaluation was conducted which included a reliability
study of possible combinations of single or dual knife
applications. The basic premise being that the cables would
be completely cut when required and that they would not fire
when not required to assure safety of the aircraft and
personnel.

Figure 87 shows the reliabiliLy figures with the combinations
of single and dual cutters, initiators, powder charge, and
bridge wire. These were evaluated for reliability, redun-
dancy and hardware complexity.

The cutter assemblies (1 through 8) shown in Figure 87 are
described below. All assemblies have dual powder charge.

1. One knife, one initiator, and single bridge wire
for each initiator.

2. One knife, one initiator, and dual bridge wire for
each initiator.

3. One knife, dual initiator, and single bridge wi.re
for each initiator.

4. One knife, dual initiator, and dual bridge wire for
each initiator.

5. Dual knife, one initiator, and single bridge wire
for each initiator.

S. Dual knife, one initiator and dual bridge wire for
each initiator.
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7. Dual knife, dual initiator, and single bridge wire
for each initiator.

8. Dual knife, dual initiator, and dual bridge wire
for each initiator.

The reliability figures in the study indicate that configura-
tion 3 has the greatest reliability "for operating when
required" except the analogous configurations with dual
knives, and the highest reliability "for not operating when
not required" except for the two single initiator configura-
tions. Therefore, this configuration,consisting of dual
initiators, single knife, and single bridge and dual charges,
was selected as the best compromise for safety and reliability.

The final design, shown schematically in Figure 88 , consists
of:

1. One cutter assembly for each cable.
2. Single knife for each cutter assembly.
3. Dual powder charge for each knife.
4. Two initiators with a single bridge wire for each.

The initiator is a standard MIL-I-23659C unit as proposed by
Frankford Arsenal. The proposal per Frankford Arsenal was
accepted by AVSCOM, St. Louis, for the initial contract of
the ATC Program. Subsequently, design and initial testing
were completed.

Testing at Frankford Arsenal confirmed the satisfactory
operation of the cutter over the required temperature range.
Interface requirements with the hoist resulted in two changes:

1. To provide a longer bearing surface by reducing the
diameter of the end cap, and

2. Replacing the holes provided in the anvil retainer
to facilitate assembly with four equally spaced
slots.

A description of the cable cutters supplied for the ATC

Program is presented below.

Detail Design

The assembled cutter consists of the following principal,
parts: body, blade and piston assembly, initiators, cartridge
head, anvil, anvil retainer, and cable liner. These parts,
together with an assembled unit, are shown in Figure 89.
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The cylindrical body has external threads at either end with
a through bore to suit the blade piston. The blade piston is
retained to one end of the body by a copper shear pin that
also aligns the blade to be normal to the cable. The cartridge
head containing the dual initiators and propellant is assembled
to the threaded portion of the body at the piston end.
Opposite to the piston end of the body the anvil retainer,
with the anvil assembled, is threaded such that when fully
engaged the anvil is touching the cable liner. The body has
a longitudinal slot to permit assembly about an installed
cable. The nylon cable liner is split longitudinally, also
to facilitate installation. The body, anvil retainer, cartridge
head and blade are machined from steel; the piston and anvil
are from aluminum alloy. With the cable and cable cutter
carriage installed on a hoist, installation of the cutter
requires the body, with the piston, blade, cartridge head and
ignitors preassembled, to be inserted through one side of
the carriage with the slot about the cable. The anvil
retainer, witlh the anvil preassembled, is then threaded to
the body through the opposite side of the carriage. The two
halves of the cable liner must be assembled about the cable
before the anvil retainer is fully installed.

The outside surface of the anvil retainer and the body
between the cartridge head and the cable liner provide Lhe
bearing surface for the cutter in the carriage.
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SUSPENSION SYSTEM

The principal elements of the suspension system consist of the
tension member, the coupling, the signal transfer system, the
single-point adapter and the extension pendant.

Design Requirements and Proposal Configuration

The suspension system presented in the HLH/ATC proposal was
based on a system requirement for a 22.5-ton payload. The
dual tandem hoist configuration necessitated a 1.2 factor to
accommodate asymmetrical loads, which together with an
acceleration factor of 2.5 and ultimate factor of 1.5 required
each of the tension members to have an ultimate capacity of
101,000 lb.

The proposed configuration utilized single steel cables of
nonrotating construction with integral wire rope cores for
the tension members. Electrical conductors for signalc and
power transfer between the aircraft and the coupling were
enclosed within a sheath surrounding the tension member. The
proposed diameter of the tension member was based upon dev-
elopments in materials and construction permitting a 20%
increase in cable strength above existing capacity.

The ATC ASRD reflected a requirement for an increased capacity
system of 28 ton payload. This requirement, together with a
reassessment of aerodynamic and system geometry factors,
results in the suspension system requiring an ultimate strength
capacity of 300,000 lb as derived in Part III of this volume.

A review of the tension member needed to match this
ultimate strength requirement showed that each hoist would
need a cable in the order of 1.25 inch diameter. Cable
diameturs in excess of 1.0 inch present severe develop-
ment problems due to the limited number of facilities
capable of fabricating such cables. This consideration,
together with the weight penalties associated with the
large-diameter hoist drums required, resulted in the
selection of a dual cable tension member concept.

Each tension member will consist of two steel cables,
one of left-hand construction, and one of right-hand
construction, terminating at a connecting member or
"equalizing bar" to ensure equal. load sharing. The
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coupling will be suspended from the mid-point of the
equalizing bar. The "paired" cables ensure a torque-
balanced suspension member.

Tension Member

Requirements and Criteria

Multipoint Tension Members - The multipoint (MP)
suspension system consists of two identical (inter-
changeable) tension member assemblies which share the
load on a 60/40 load distribution between hoists.
Each hoist tension member pair will be capable of
supporting 60% of tho maximum payload since the CG
asymmetry may occur either forward or aft of the
longitudinal geometric center of the cargo.

The multipoint tension member capacity, or minimum
breaking strength (MBS), is 150,000 pounds.

Single-Point Tension Members - The single-point
adapter (SP) lift system consists of a cable/sheave
adapter assembly suspended from the multipoint
system.

The single-point load carrying element supports the
froely moving shoave, -oupling, swivel, extension
pendant (if used) and cargo and shares the load
equally in each of its legs under all flight con-
ditions, as shown in Figure 90.

The single-point tension member capacity based on
the load equalization (CG always centered below
the sheave) is 120,800 pounds, i.e.,60,400 pounds
per cable.
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Figure 90. HLH Cargo Handling Suspension System.
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Extension Pendant. The 150-ft extension pendant (EP)
consists of a tension member used between the single-
point adapter and the load. It will be used to supple-
ment the single-point reach of the suspension sysiem.

The pendant tension member capacity (PEP) is based on
lifting the maximum design payload

PEP = 56,000 x 2.5 x 1.5

= 210,000 pounds

End Fittings - Strength Criteria. End fittings will be
provided at both ends of each tension member cable to
serve as the load transfer (interface) to mating parts.

The hoist drum attachment strength requirement is 20,000
based on 3 dead-wraps and a coefficient of friction of
0.05, as shown in Figure 91.

Each end fitting will meet or exceed the criteria shown
in Table 7.

Studies and Analysis Methods

Tension member design does not follow explicit technolo-
gical patterns. Cable design and manufacturing are
largely based on empirical methods, individual manufac-
turing experience and proprietary techniques. Large
safety factors and a broad derating policy are normally
used throughout the industry. Production is geared to
high-volume, low-cost products which meet minimum
specification (catalog) strength levels in order to
achieve high utility under a variety of service conditions.

Since the cable diameter largely determined the hoist
drum dimensions, and, therefore, the hoist weight and
torque requirements, the primary design objective was to
minimize cable diameter. This was done by maximizing
the cable strength-to-weight raLio and by using a finite
life requirement (of the HLH/ATC program) instead of an
infinite life requirement.

The following studies were conducted to meet the above
objectives:

1. Tension member materials
2. Tension member constructions
3. Strength-to-weiqht ratio
4. Stored energy
5. Anticorrosion coatings
6. Nonmetallic tension member feasibility
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TABLE 7 END FITTING CRITERIA.

Design Loads*
End Fitting (Pounds)
(Interface) Limitt JjUltimate

Equalizer Bar 50,000 75,000

Adapter 40,300 60,400
(Single-Point)

Coupling 40,300 60,400

Load Beam

Winch Drum 20,000 30,000

Extension 142,000 213,000
Pendant

*Limit Load - No Yield
Ultimate Load - No Rupture

To provide a preliminary tension member size permitting
the hoist and drive design to be initiated, current
technology cable strengths were compared with cables of
improved strengths known to be under development. This
comparison, shown in Figure 92, uses the data for
MIL-W-1511 and MIL-C-5424 cables as the basis for pro-
duction technology. Known developments, A and B, permit
a broadband projection to be made of possible diameter/
strength ratios of improved cables.

Tension Member Materials

Metallic cables(wire rope) in the HLH/ATC capacity range
are normally made using wire strength specifications in
the minimum range of 230,000 to 250,000 psi, depending
upon wire size. Earlier airborne cargo hoist studies by
the U.S. Army have indicated excessive weights of the
hoist designs, influenced by the use of these materials.

Tension member design for the ATC program was based on
use of the highest strength wire or fibers that could be
produced by existing fabrication processes in the ATC
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time frame (of the order of 350,000 psi) providing a
strenqLh improvement of at least 40%.

Thus, steels which develop tensile strengths in the
300,000 to 400,000 psi range with a high usable ductility
were reviewed. These metals were also to be nonfretting,
formable, and have an acceptable work hardening character-
istic curing useful life. Coatings to improve the corro--
sion resistance of steels were also reviewed.
Usable competitive organic fibers reviewed had exceeding-
ly low density, but had tensile strengths in the range of
300,000 - 380,000 psi, and were resistant to common sol-
vents, chemicals, flame ultraviolet light, pollution,
abrasion and high temperature.

Materials considered for design support evaluation were:
in the metallic category, bright carbon steel as a
baseline, drawn-galvanized carbon steel, and stainless
steels, 18-2 Mn and 17-7 PH; and in the fiber category,
PRD-49-Type III and its companion, Fiber "B".

The materials selected for investigation were based on
the following reasoning:

1. Bright carbon steel as baseline material to
afford a comparison with existing test data
available for different cable constructions.
This material has the best known strength and
ductility but has no corrosion resistance.

2. Galvanized, drawn carbon steel has the best
overall strength, ductility and corrosion
resistance, but not the best strength-to-
weight ratio.

3. 18-2 Mn and 17-7 PH have good strength,
ductility and corrosion resistance, but have
not been applied to cables.

4. A new coating with corrosion and abrasion
resistance is (electroless) Nickel-Boron. Its
use on wire subject to drawing and construction
into cable had not been explored.

5. In organic fibers, Kevlar 49 (PID-49 Type III)
and Kevlar 29 (Fiber B) merited investiygtion
due to their high fiber strength, high modulus.
and exceedingly low density and elongation.
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Materials reviewed and eliminated in the studies include
the following:

Material Rejected For
302 Relative lower strength and ductility

although good corrosion resistance.

NS-355 Relative lower fatigue strength than
carbon steel (also material being removed
from market).

MP-35N Cost prohibitive (by an order of magnitude)
although characteristics are applicable.

Titanium Low fatigue strength and high galling
susceptibility (for available alloys).

Fibers

Boron Stiifness
Graphite Stiffness and notch sensitivity
Glass Poor abrasion resistance
Nylon Low tensile strength and high elongation
Dacron Low tensile strength and high elongation

Tension Member Construction

The tension member design concept is for an all-steel
torque balanced, paired cable assembly. Nonmetallic
fibers to be tested have no previous utilization in
rope construction, necessitating the primary design
being based on a metallic cable.

Previous studies had indicated areas where there was a
potential for significant increases in strength and
fatigue life. A review of existing data showed that the
strength/weight ratio of a steel cable increased as the
diameter decreased. A comparison of cables of rotating
and nonrotating construction showed a considerable
increase in strength for rotating-type cables. These
factors influenced the selection of the torque balanced,
paired cable concept.

Since both cables are attached to a fixed connector
rather than a swivel, both cables are automatically
torque balanced through the connecting member.

Torque-balance will be achieved by using a pair of
cables, each of opposite hand (one left and one right
hand) of the same construction. Each cable will be
designed as a mirror-image of the other to develop
identical strength, torque (of opposite sign), and
elongation under all load conditions. When loaded in
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parallel, as an assembly, they will develop the design
capacity without rotation about their common axis.

A further distinct advantage of the dual-drum approach
is that lang or regular lay rotating cables can be used.
Both of these constructions are stronger than non-
rotating cables.

Use of cables with "fixed" rather than "free-swiveling"
end conditions also provides a significant increase in
available tensile strength from the same cab'e diameter
and construction. This is shown from comparative tensile
tests of four 18 x 7 nonrotating constructions in Table 8.

TABLE 8 . STRENGTH IMPROVEMENT DERIVED
USING FIXED RATHER THAN FREE-ENDED
CABLE 2 (18x7 Nonrotating Construc-
tion.)

One End I Improvement
Cable Free Fixed In Strength

A 100,500 132,000 32%

B 80,000 121,500 52%

C 97,0UO 132,600 38%

D 91,000 128,400 42%

Use of rotating (lang) lay cable instead of nonrotating
constructions (same diameter) provides a 2:1 improvement
in fatigue strength3 with D/d - 0/1 (see Figure 93 ).

The feasible life cycle projections also shown in Figure 93
are based on Navy test data and are shown for constant
load cases for D/d ratio of 20/1 and 24/1 and both non-
rotating and rotating type constructions. Thc minimum
life at a 20/1 D/d and 100% design load, as estimated
for the rotating lang-lay type construction, provides
approximately a 3-to-i margin over the ATC requirements.

Roebling and other manufacturers have recomm-nded lang-
lay wire rope as having greater flexibility, abrasion
resistance and fatigue life for the same strength, grade
and construction. By comparison with regular rotating
and nonrotating construction, the lang-lay has shallower
wire crossing angles. The Navy fatigue data

2. Gibson, P. T.,et al; TORSIONAL PROPERTIES OF

WIRE ROPE; ASME Report 69-DE-34; 1909.
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LOAD BEARING HOISTING CYCLES AT FAILURE
PRESSURE D/d - CONST RUCTIONROTATING NON ROTATING

DESIGN POUNDS LANG LAY '118-7)

DESI..PONDS(6 x 25)

100 40,500 .0073 20/1 36,000 18,40)
125 50,000 .0088 20/1 31,000 16,400

100 40,500 .0061 24/1 41,000-40,000 21,000
125 50,00C .0077 24/1 34,000-40,000 17,600

6x25 LL FW ROUND STRAND WIRE ROPE

W 6x31 LL MODIFIED SEALE WvIREE ROPE

•-104
U-

,., 6x30 LL FLATTENED STRAND WIRE ROPE

LEGEND
S18x7 NONROTATING WIRE ROPE ',

12x6/6x30 NONROTATING WIRE ROPE

NOTE 1)BEARING PRESSURE RATIO %B- -2 WHERE
d-CABLE OIAM- 1 UdD

D=DRUM DIAM-24 INCHES I
U, ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH OF WIRE,PSI
T-CABLE BREAKING STRENGTH. POUNDS NIS

2) FOUR STRESS CYCLES PER LOAD CYCLE

103 010 .004 .008 .012 .016 ,C,20 .02,4

BEARING PRESSURE RATIO

Figure 93. Fatigue Characteristics of Various Cables.
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shows acceptable life expectancy in large-size cables.
Since direct and comparable fatigue data is not availa-
ble, design support tests were designed to include
several lang-lay constructions which could be compared
with data available on 3/4-inch cable of regular-lay
constructions.

This study concluded that both regular and lang-lay
rotating cable constructions would be assessed in the
design support tests.

The maximum cable diameter was limited to 1-1/8 inches.
Cables exceeding this diameter are extremely stiff and
do not lend themselves to practical airborne application
because they require very large drum diameters and produce
excessive weight penalties.

The ilexibility criteria selected for the HLH/ATC design
and development program was 24/1 with an objective of
20/1 established for design support tests. The final
design D/d will bo selected based on the cable life mar-
gin determined from test.

The critical bending stress induced in the tension
member at its point of tangency with the drum or sheave
should be included in the strength criteria. The bend-
ing stress cannot be readily calculated, however, as it
is influenced by many simultaneous factors among which
are relative movement of individual wires and strands,
under load. Industry practice has been to increase the
safety factor or to add a percentage of the payload to
compensate for bending. Normally, demonstration is by a
straight tensile pull test.

To assure the proper incorporation of the bending effect
losses in the ATC program, the design was based on
actual test demonstration of the strength criteria with
one end of the tension member wrapped around a drum.

In the field, the cable life is affected by many degrad-
ing factors including the combined effects of wear,
abrasion, handling damage, random loading, and maintain-
ing lubxication. These were evaluated in design support
tests. A simulated drum interface (drum material, surface,
contour and helix angle) to include the effect of degrada-
tion due to wear and wrap pressure (compression) loading
was used in the design study tests.
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Close conformity between the drum groove and the cable
during operation under load wa- used to provide proper
support for maintaining the cable shape and to afford
proper load distri.bution between adjacent wires and
strands. U.S. Na,)y tests3 have demonstrated a 15% fatigue
life improvement %r.th close fitting cable/sheave grooves.

Accordingly, design support test components were designed
with a +.010 - .000 fit based on cable diameter at no load
compared to the cable industry practice of allowing 1/32
inch groove clearance.

Structural wire cores were selected for the design for
two reasons: (1) an increase of 7-1/2% in strength for
the same cable diameter and (2) elimination of trouble-
some core conductors for coupling signal transfer.

Other benefits derived in using a pair of small-diameter
cables as a tension member are: load sharing between
member elements, a means of condition sensing, higher
flexibility and strength-to-weight ratio, and simplified
producibility.

Strength-To-Weight Ratio

A stringent weight target of 1,7 pounds/foot was selected
for the 150,000-pound design in steel. This is based on
existing high strength cable samples with a margin
(weight reduction) for development based on the low life
cycle requirement. The use of Kevlar 49 in a competitive
strength indicated an achievable weight objective of 1.2
pounds/foot.

Strength-to-weight ratio goals in this weight basis for
the tension member were as follows:

Material Unit Strength/Weight (lb/lb wtj
Carbon Steel 150,000

"1.7 = 88,200

Stainless Steel 150 000
20 - 75,000

Kevlar 150 000
1.2 - 125,000

The lower target for stainless was due to its reported
increased brittleness in wire strengths in the desired
working range of 300,000 to 350,000 psi.

3. Black, R.; MARK 7 ARRESTING GEAR PURCHASE CABLE AND
DECK PENDANT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM% NAEC Report ENG-7625,
Naval Air Engineering Center, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
V nia; May 1970.
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Stored Energy

The amount of energy which can be recovered from the
tension member during unloading becomes important when
cable failures are considered. This recoverable stored
energy can be transformed into spring back of the cable
which could then strike the fuselage or rebound into
the rotors.

An analysis was performed to determine the height of
cable motion after a cable failure. The method4 used
was to determine the velocity of the end of the remain-
ing cable shortly after a cable failure. The resulting
height of motion of the end of the remaining cable was
determined from this velocity.

The approach is to express the initial static displace-
ments due to the load carried by the cable in terms of
cable longitudinal natural modes and to determine initial
conditions for model generalized coordinates. The
total velocity of the end of the remaining cable is then
found at a time equal to one-quarter of a period of the
Lirst longitudinal mode of the remaining cable. At
this time, the total longitudinal displacement of the
cable will first pass through zero and all the initial
strain energy will be converted to kinetic energy.Assuming that the tension member cannot carry compression,
the velocity at this time will determine how high the
end of the remaining tension member can go. The height
of cable motion was found to be a function of the
ratio:

ftu

Ey
where: ftu = tensile ultimate stress in cable

H = modulus of elasticity (Young's Modulus)
y = effective material density - cable weight

per unit length divided by net cable
tension material area.

The larger this ratio, the higher the height of cable
motion. This height can be reduced by the following
changes, either singly or in combination:

1. Arbitrarily increasing nonstructural cable
weight.

2. Increasing the cable material modulus of
elasticity.

3. Lowering the cable stress levels.

4. Jacobsen, Ayre; ENGINEERING VIBRATIONS; McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, New York; 1958;
Page 474
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Of these three possibilities, nonsturctural cable
weight increases and lower cable stress levels are
diametrically opposite tension member design objectives
of low weight and hiqh strength-to-weight ratio. This
leaves increases in modulus of elasticity as the only
area where stored energy considerations can be reflected.
The tension member material/construction selected for the
preliminary design had a modulus of elasticity of 19.7 x
106 psi. This compares with a nominal wire rope modulus
range of 12 to 15 x 106 psi. The 36 x 7 electro-galva-
nized swaged strand lang-lay carbon steel cable had the
highest modulus of elasticity within the group of con-
structions tested.

The analysis indicates, however, that cable springback
sufficient to strike the fuselage can occur at a 1.OG
stress level with cable lengths shorter than about 50
feet. Springback sufficient to reach the rotor plane is
possible at cable lengths less than about 17 feet.

This analysis justifies the requirements for a cable
cutter system at the upper end of the tension members
and the stipulation that inflight load jettison at the
cargo coupling be mechanically precluded.

Tension Member Anti Corrosion Feasibility Study

The tension member development for the HLH/ATC included
the investigation of stainless steels, as well as
carbon steel, in order to select the best candidate
material on a strength-to-weight ratio. The degree of
corrosion resistance of stainless steel depends on the
specific material involved. For carbon steel cable,
zinc coatings have afforded the best corrosion resis-
tance. The proper lubricant for both materials should
also assist in inhibiting corrosion. Stainless steel
cable developmlent was discarded on the basis of the low
strength levels obtained in the early phase of design
support tests. Therefore, an investigation of corrosion
protection of non-stainless materials was essential.

The specific degree of corrosion resistance for field
use is unknown; however, the problem is mitigated by
the HLIH design requirement for a limited life cable
rather than onc of unlimited life.

The objective of this design support study was to deter-
mine the feasibility of using an untried electroless
nickel-boron coating to resist corrosion on high-strength
carbon steel wire and to determine the compatibility
of the coating with the processes involved in cold
wire drawing and wire rope construction. Another
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important attribute of the Ni-Bo coating was its abrasion
resistance. While this characteristic could also be used
to advantage in possibly improving cable life, it was of
secondary importance.

Tests were conducted using nickel-boron coatings and zinc
coatings over nickel-boron on a typical high-strength carbon
steel. Both coatings were compared to drawn zinc coated
wires. These tests are reported in Volume I.L! ul this report.

Test results proved that:
•0 Zinc applied to nickel-boron coating after

drawing, .1 mil thick, did not provide adequate
corrosion protection.

2. Zinc applied to nickel-boron coated wire by the
hot dip process before drawing did not survive
the drawing process adequately to provide
adequate corrosion protection.

Nonmetallic Tension Member Feasibility Study

The objective of the hLH/ATC tension member development pro-
gram was to develop a tension member for the cargo carrying
subsystem using the latest technical advances in materials
and construction techniques within constraints of time and
manufacturing feasibility.

One avenue of pursuit was to determine the feasibility of
using nonmetallic fibers for their high strength-to-weight
ratio characteristics; in particular, Kevlar 49 and 29
fibers for a tension member applicable to the development
of an optimum size/weight hoist.

This feasibility study consisted of two phases of design sup--
port tests. The first phase included static and environmental
tests; the second, an evaluation of fatigue characteristics
and a determination of tensile properties using simple end
termination techniques. The test specimens consisted of
fiber bundles or "building blocks" of 1/8-inch diameter.
variations in yarn twist, fiber finish, and bundle construc-
tion were evaluated to determine their influence on achieving
maximum fiber strength utilization. Tests included tensile
elongation, over-a-drum tensile strength, and bundle fatigue
characteristics when bent over a (hoist) drum. Fiber stresses
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representative of actual conditions were used. Temperature,
abrasion, and ultraviolet deg:,Adation factors were investi-
gated. These tests are reported in Vollme III of this report.

As a result of these tests, the following conclusions were
made. Based strictly on strength characteristics, a cable
suitable for the ATC tension member application (75,000 pounds
cable ultimate with D/d-24/1) could be developed in the range
of 1-3/16 to 1½ inches depending upon conctrliction efficiency.
These tension member designs would result in an estimated
weight saving over the use of steel wire in the tension member
in thiý range of 63 to 40%, respectively. However, in order
to fully capitalize on this weight benefit for the present
hoist concept, the PRD cable must be capable of opcrating at
a lower D/d than now contemplated for steel cable. The fa-
tigue life of each of the 1/8-inch fiber bundle configurations
tested at a D/d of k4/1 was lower than required (10,800 cycles)
at the representative fiber bundle design load (25% of ultimate
strength). However, the data shows a trend of increased life
with larger cable size (36,480 to 48,600 denier) and with the
added protection of an outer abrasive-resistant sleeve. Full-
scale tests must be done to furthur define the influence of
these factors on Kevlar 49 and 29 cable applications.

Ultraviolet degradation and abrasion effects are time depend-
ent losses which rniy be alleviated by jacketing with appro-
priate synthetic material. Increased diametral and weight
effects of jacketing were not included in the projections.
While jacketing will not decrease the Kevlar weight advan-
tage significantly, it will increase cable diameter; a dis-
advantage if outside size is a critical compotitive factor.
Also, the final cable diameter using a fiber construction
will be larger in diameter than now anticipated for a steel
cable design, thereby requiring a longer drum or a new hoist
configuration.

No significant conclusions were drawn relative to the termi-
nul designs used because of the sensitivity to nonuniform
fiber loading within the bundle. However, bundle "center
breaks were achieved with some tabbed samples and the ½-inch
rope tensile tests with epoxy terminals, Indicating the need
for special techniques in terminal fabrication.

Based on the above, it is concluded that development of a
Kevlar configuration with maximum fiber strength utilization,
minimum diameter, and an adequate fatigue life was not com-
patible with the HL[J/ATC time frame.
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Metallic Tension Member Development

In order to establish the optimum configuration for a metallic
tension member, a program of design support test was estab-
lished. These tests also verified the "paired cable" torque
balanced concept.

D*Pg;Ir Support. TIsts consisted of:

1. Paired cable torsion and rotation demonstration
2. Cabln teni.on/elongation measurements
3. Cible bending fatigue tests
4. Cable tension-over-drum testn
5. Tension/elongation tests of candidate wire materials
6. Torsion tests of candidate wire materials

Materials and constructions evaluated were:

Materials Construction

Bright Carbon SLtecl 6 x 36 Regular Lay
Bright Carbon Steel 6 x 36 Lang Lay
Electro-galvanized Carbon Steel 6 x 36 Lang Lay
Electro-galvanized Carbon Steel 36 x 7 Lang Lay
17-7 PH Stainless 6 x 36 Lang Lay
18-2 Mn Stainless 6 x 36 Lang Lay

The two construction configurations are shown in Figure 94.
DutaJ Lis of these tests are included in Volume I1,I of this
report.

6x36 Warrington-Seale, 36x7 Swaged-Strand Construction.
x C(Each of the 36 elements

actually ispa seven-wire swaged
strand)

Figure 94. Sections Through Test Cables.
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Conclusions Drawn from Design Support Tests

Tension member design support testing demonstrated that the
0.78-inch-diameter electrogalvanized, .36x7, swaged strand,
lang-lay, Warrington-Seale construction exceeded the design
performance requirements of the ATC program. The advantages
of the 0.78-inch-dia. 36x7 material/construction combination
over the other steel cables compared are summarized below:

1. Highest tensile strength.

2. Highest strength-to-weight ratio.

3. Highest efficiency.

4, Meets fatigue spectrum loading criteria with
acceptable remaining tensile strength. Bending
fatigue 150% overload for 10,800 cycles had no
perceptible effect on the strength of the cable.

5. Insensitive to drum groove wear due to bending
fatigue (including operation at 150% overload).

G. Material has acceptable corrosion resistance.
There was no significant cable degradation due
to beuding fatigue and salt-fog exposure.

7. Material is insensitive to stress corrosion.

8. ILs construction characteristics are desirable:

a. it has the highest elastic modulus.

b. It develops the lowest torque.

c. it exhibits the least permanent elongation
or constructional stretch and a proportional
limit well above required limit load.

The characteristics of tested 36 x 7 cable are shown in
Table 9. The cable diameter/strength relationship compared
to available cable and origiieal design projections are shown
in Figure 95.

While the 36 x 7 EG&; did not meet the ATC weight objective
selected, it was used as a basis for a lighter weiqht cable
design.
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TABLE 9. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS FOR ELECTROGALVANIZED 36X7
LANG-LAY WIRECABLE (0.78-INCH DIAMETER).

Ultimate Total Wire Aggregate
Wire Tensile Number Breaking Wire

Diameter Strqngth of Load Strength
Wire Location (Inch) (1 0 J psi) Wires (Lb.) •_•b.•

Outer 14 strands 0.046 309 84 514 43,176

Outer 14 strands 0.049 314 14 592 8,288

Int. 7 strands 0.038 330 42 374 15,708

Int. 7 strands 0.041 322 7 425 2,975

Int. 7 strands 0.02') 348 42 230 9,660

Int. 7 strands 0.031 350 7 264 1,848

Inner 7 strands 0.038 330 42 374 1.5,708

Inner 7 strands 0.041 322 7 425 2,975

Core strand 0.056 307 6 756 4,536

Core strand 0.059 306 1 837 837

Total Aggregate Strength 1.05,711

Metallic Area - .330 Sq. Inch
Measured Weight = 1.219 lb/ft
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Cable Preliminary Design

As a result of the higher than required breaking strength
achieved with the 0.78-inch, 36x7 design support cable, a
cable of 0.70-inch diameter of the same construction was selected
for development.

The 0.78-inch-diameter cable used mill run wire,which devel-
oped an average wire tensile strength of 320,000 psi. The
diameter reduction was based on wire drawn to an average of
350,000 psi strenngt and geometry projections of achieved
breaking strength O:rsus cable area. The strength-to-weight
ratio of this new c,51e was estimated to be 76,400 compared
to 50,000 for .75-inch-diameter mil spec cable. Also, it was an
improvement over the 0.78.-inch-aiameter test cable,which had
a strength-to-weight ratio of 71,400.

Calculated weight for the 0.70-inch-diameter cable was .982
lb/ft comp.tred to the weight goal of .85 lb/ft. The cable
weight saving with the 0.70-inch diameter resulted in approxi-
mately 140 lb per aircraft. This was considered to be a worthy
ATC objective. The 0.70-inch-diameter cable configuration is
described in more detail in the paragraph entitled "Cable
Detail Development Design".

Since multipoint and single-point cable strength require-
ments are relatively close (i.e., 75,000 and 61,300 1b,
respectively) the same cable design was used for both
applications.

The preliminary design cable diameter of 0.70-inch makes it
possible to reduce the hoist drum length and diameter. The
D/d for the development cable design basced on the hoist drum
selected is 26.7/1, although tests have shown that a D/d of
20/1 was satisfactory for cable life and wear considerations.

Cable Detail Development Design

The 36x7 wire and strand construction used for development
tests is as shown in the photograph in Figure 96. Details of
the alternate strand sized in the second layer (Warrington-
Scale arrangement) and a comparison of the compacted strands
in the 0.78-inch and 0.70-inch diameters are shown.
Wire and strand characteristics in the right-and left-hand

development test cables are listed in Table 10. Computed
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0.78-in Dia. 0.70-in Dia.

F~igure 96. Cross Sections Of 0.78-Inch and 0.70-Inch Dia.,
36x7 Warrington-Seale Conntruction Test Cables.
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"Aggregate Breaking Strengths" (ABS) were 95,744 lb and
91,478 lb for right-and left-hand cables, respectively.
These strengths were based on average measured wire strengths
of 362,942 psi for the right-lay and 346,770 psi for the left-
lay cables using wires from two sources. To achieve these
wire strengths, a hot dipped galvanized coating instead of
electrogalvanizing was used.

The 4,266-lb difference between the cable strengths was due
to the use of lower strength wires in the 14 outer strands
of the left-lay cable. The complete right-lay cable, as
well as the core and inner layer of the left-hand cable, were
fabricated from wires supplied from one source with a minimum
strength of 30,000 psi over the catalog strength values for
each wire size used. The wires drawn by the second source
had a strength requirement of 20,000 psi over commercial
catalog minimums. Otherwise, except for mirror-image twist,
the cables were to be identical.

The cable size and weight design estimates are based on +.001
tolerance on each wire used. Final characteristics were also
subject to the influence of strand compacting (swaging). The
cables as tested were as follows:

Actual Calculated
gight Left

Diameter, in. .695 .695 .695 to .710
Weight, lb/ft .948 .960 .982

By comparison the design support test 0.78-inch-diameter cable
weight was 1.219 lb/ft.
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Cable Fabrication

A manufacturing problem occurring in swaging of the outer
strands (365,092 psi wire strength) (see Table 11)
necessitated the use of the second source wires in the
left-lay cable. Using these wires, the estimated minimum
breaking strength (MBS) for the right and left cablesbased
on projections of construction losses, were 79,030 and
77,000 lb, respectively.

The pattern of wire lay lengths (pitch of twist within strands)
and L/d ratios in the 0.70-inch cable were slightly larger
than used in the 0.78-inch-diameter cable. This change was based
on cable fabricating experience which indicated that a lower
efficiency would result from use of the high strength wire.
Compensation was, therefore, built into the new cable by
increasing strand lay lengths. A complete dimensional
analysis of the construction of both the 0.78-and 0.70-inch
cables is given in Tables 9 and 10.

End Fitting Description

The tension member design required the development of 100%
end fittings for all cable terminations except where restrain-
ed to the drum (button fitting). (A 100% fitting is one
whose mechanical gripping strength is greater than the mini-
mum breaking strength of the cable.) Withithe selection of
cable construction and wire material completed, a design
basis was needed for cable end terminations (end fittings)
which were compatible with the 36x7 design.

The approach selected was to use the 0.78-inch-diameter 36x7
design support test candidate cable for initial tests. The
swaged type end fitting was selected over the fiege and
spelter socket types from the experience gained during
design support tests. A typical swaged shank/cable specimen
used to develop the end fittings is shown in Figure 97.

Once the basic guidelines for achieving an adequate mechanical
grip were established, tests with the 0.78 inch cable were
discontinued and the final shank configuration was defined
with the 0.70-inch-diameter cable.

End Fitting Design

Tension member end fitting designs were made to conform to
the interface space limitations and requirement as shown in
Figures 98 through 101.
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TABLE ii. GEOMETPY OF 36 x 7 CABLE.

Cable Measurements
Design
Support Development

Cable Physical Property Cable Cable I Cable

Cable Lay Direction Left Right Left
Cable Lay, 1, inch 6.56 5.59 5.34
Cable Diameter, d, inch 0.789 0.695 0.695
1/d 8.31 8.04 7.68

o Outer Layer Strands
Strand lay, 11 inch 1.02 1.04 1.10
Diameter, d1 inch 0.136 0.120 0.119
ll/dI 7.50 8.67 9.24

o First Inner Layer Strands-Large(a)
Strand lay, 12, inch 0.84 0.86 0.90
Diameter, d 2 , inch 0.111 0.098 0.097
12/d2 7.57 8.78 9.28

o First Inner Layer Strands-Small
Strand lay, 1, inch 0.62 0.66 0.69
Diameter, d3, inch 0.084 0.075 0.074
13 /d3 7.38 8.80 9.32

o Second Inner Layer Strands(a)
Strand lay, 14, inch 0.84 0.87 0.89
Diameter, d 4 , inch 0.111 0.099 0.098
14/d4 7.57 8.79 9.08

0 Core Strand

Strand lay, 15, inch 0.98 1.05 1.03
Diameter, d 5 , inch 0.164 0.145 0.144
1 5/d 5  5.98 7.24 7.15

(a) Two layers of strands were made from the same wires and,
theretore, were nearly identical in geometry. Measure-
ments were made after swaqinq. ....
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Fjigure 97. Typical AISI 4130 Fitting After Swaging
Onto a 36x7 Cable.
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Fi-ure B/V Drawing Title

98 301-11149 Interface-Coupling Equalizer Bar
99 301-41170 Interface-Single-Point Adapter
Mn 301-10322 Interface-Hoist Drum
101 301-10271 Assembly, Sheave Envelope

(Coupling Load Beam)

These interfaces required development of configurations of
three end fitting types as follows:

1. Eye with swaged shank
2. Swaged button
3. Eye splice

Standard MS bushing components were used.

End fittings requiring swaging were designed empirically
using AISI 4130 in the normalized condition. End fitting
tests provided swaging configurations within the interface
length limitations, each of which developed full ultimate
cable strength of the 0.70-inch-diameter 36x7 cable. A
sectioned swaged shank specimen representing both the equali-
zer bar and the single-point adapter is shown in Figure 102.
The ,eye,, designs required to become part of the swaged shank
fittings were validated in separate tests.

Each of the "eye" portions of the specimens were heat treated
using MIL-H-6875F procedures - achieving a measured hardness
of Rc 39 equivalent to a tensile ultimate strength of 176,000
psi to minimize the weight of the fitting.

After each eye was defined, the swaged shank and eye design
portion of the fittings were combined into a single component.
Following the test, the eye sections of these terminals were
reconfigured (material added) to assure that the assembly of
the single-point adapter included one left-and one right-lay
cable. Assembly of two like cables was made impossible even
if bushings were omitted from the mounting bolt. These com-
ponents were then fabricated as individual test samples,
differentially heat treated,and evaluated in the static and
fatigue portions of the development test program. The same
procedure was also applied to the development and validation
of thu eye-splice configuration.
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Figure 102. Cut Through Swaged3 Shank Specimlen, 0.70-Inch-

Diameter Cable.
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Commercial hardware was initially evaluated for the eye-
splice for the load beam attachment of the single-point
adapter. Swaging of these commercial duplex sleeves resulted
in severe distortion of the 36x7 cables and failure at the
edge of the sleeve. Failing load levels were unacceptable.
Design of a dual-hole sleeve made development of full cable
strength possible for the eye-splice. A comparison of the
two swaged configurations are shown in Figures 103 & 104, with a
section through the final swaged joint shown in Figure 105.

The drum button tests were limited to static testing only,
since these terminations are only subjected to pure tensile
loading.

The development test fittings are shown in Figure 106.

Tension Member Assemblies

The tension member configurations consisting of the cable and
the various end fittings that were developed are defined by
the following drawings:

SK301-10253 "Tension Member Assembly for HLH ATC Cargo
Figure 107 Handling System"

SK301-11561 "End Fitting, Tension Member, HLH"
Figure 108.

Tension memner weights are presented in Table 12.

Design Development Tests

Static, fatigue and corrosion tests were conducted on a 0.70-
inch-diameter cable ard three end fitting types, based on
HLH/ATC requirements. The following is a summary bf the
results of these tests.

Cable Static Tests (Straight pull and tension-over-drum)

Results of cable static tests were satisfactory. Cable
elongation and torque characteristics were stable showing
only slight nonlinearity at partial load conditions.
The torque balance between left and right cables was
near perfect with design load and 100 ft payout. The
calculated cable twist was approximately 50. Right-lay
cable strength loss due to bending over a hoist drum
(D/id ratio, 26.7/1) was 2.4% of the ultimate load (left-
laý -able bending loss noL determined). The right-lay
cablu efficiency was 81.5% of the aggregale wire strength.
Thi, left-lay cable efficiency was 82.1%. internal wire
breakage (pinging) started 10,000 lb below ultimate
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Before Swaging After Swaging

Figure 103. Approximate Configuration of ESCO Duplex
Sleeve Before and After Swaging.

Web
Separating

Cables

Before Swaging After Swaging

Fiyure 104. ApproxiwAtv Configuration of Battelle-Developed
SSleeve, Before and After Swaging.
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Figure 105. Cross Section Through Eye-Splice Specimen,
0.70-Inch-Diameter Cable.
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(but significantly above limit loid of 50,000 ib)
indicating that optimum load distribution between
strands was not achieved.

Curves showing cable el.Y nci lation and torque characteris-
tics for both riqht-and loft-lay aIre pltt•vd in .1irjuru s
109, 110, 111, and 112.
End Vi.Lti ij It3tatic Tests

In the end fitting static tests, two iailures wo.re
encountered:

1. A swaged shank slipped duo to imperfect
swag:ing, and

2. An eye-splice sleeve split bec~iuse of material
imperfections.

both designs were modified to avoid these problems and
retesting was accomplished satisfactorily.

Fa___tigue rests - Cable/Fitting Assemblies

Fatigue, fatigue combined with corrosion and f~itigue
life cycle tests were conducted using a drum-to-cable
diameter ratio of 26.7/1. Fatigue loading in each case
included repeated bending and tension following a
spectrum Inading schedule. The first two tests, pro-
granmmed 10,800 load cycleuu (one life cycle), were
complut(d with tension member compon, )fs in satisfactory
condition. The extent oC cable streny.h dterioration
due to these testu was determined by L ensicun-over-drum
(TOD) static test. The maximum ultimnate sti:enqth lossus
(referred to pure tensile strength) were higher than
anticipated, and are as follows:

Post-Fatigue Static Ultimate Strenqth LOSS

1. After 10,800 bending/tension cycles = 9.8%
2, After 10,800 bending/tension cycles

and 240 hours of salt-fog exposure = 20.3%,

A 3.8% loss was the acceptable limit to meet design
criteria. Excessive strength loss due to corrosion
require assessment due to the very severe test condition
which is estimated to be much more severe than the field
usage requirements. Fatigue life tests were terminated
by outer strand ftilures after 3.0 and also 3.6 life
cycles. A third sample was subjected to 4.63 life
cycles (50,000 load cycles) without failure. All three
samples survived a limit load static test after 2.0 life
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cycles. A fourth sample failcL the limit load test
after 2.0 life cycles. The results of tension-over-
drum validation test after fatigue testing are tabulated
in Table 13.

Supplemental 0.78-Inch-Diameter 36x7 Tests

The test results shown in Table 13 indicate that some
of the criteria were not met. To understand the dis-
crepancy of performance between the 0.70-inch-diameter
cable and the 0.78-inch-diameter cable, and to provide
a better base for defining design refinements, additional
tests with the 0.78-inch cable were conducted. In these
tests, the efficiency of the 0.78-inch-diameter cable
was established at 88.5% and the TOD bending loss at
1.25% when bent over a 24.1 D/d. (A more severe bending
condition than used in the 0.70-inch-diameter - 26.7/1
D/d test).

A summary of the 0.70-and 0.78-inch-diameter cable
characteristics established by test are listed in
Table!4.

Conclusions and Recommendations from Desiqcn Development
Tests

The tension member tests of the 0.70-inch-diameter 36x7
cable using high-strength (363,000 psi average) galvan-
ized carbon steel wire and end fittings demonstrated
the following:

1. The cable and end fittings (as modified after
failure) met all static criteria.

2. The cable did not meet 75,000-lb bend-over-drum
ultimate strength following completion of 10,800
bending and tensile fatigue cycles under spectrum
loading. The UTS deviation was 5,100 lb.

3. The end fittings satisfactorily met fatigue
criteria.

4. Corrosion criteria is not considered relative to
field use and should be revised for future design
evaluation tests.

5. Supplemental tests of the 0.78-inch-diameter cable
demonstrated its superiority over the 0.70-inch-
diameter in efficiency, lower bending lo-s and
better interstrand load distribution at ultimate
load.
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TABLE 14. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 36 x 7 CABLE.

Values
Design Development
Support

Cable Physical Characteristics Cable Cable Cable

Cable Diameter, Inches 0.789 0.695 0.695

Lay Direction Left Right Left

Weight, lb/ft 1.219 0.948 0,960
,Straight,

Breaking Strength, lb.( Tenston) 93,490 78,000 75,100

Breaking Strength, lb. (TOD) (a) 92,300 76,100 --

Strength-to-weight ratio,lb./lb/ft 76,800 82,276 81,218

Wire Aggregate Strength, lb.(Calc.) 105,700 95,700 91,500

Cible efficiency, percent 88.5 81.5 82.1

Cross sectional area, in. 2 (Calc.) 0.330 0.264 0.264

Elastic modulus, lb/in. 2  19.7x10 6 20.9x10 6 20.9x10 6

Average wire strength, lb/in. 2  320,100 363,000 346,800

Torque at 20,000 lb. tension,lb/in 1.584 1.160 1.120

(a) D/d Ratio 24.1/1 26.7/1
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Bask.d on the results and analysis of the development
tests, it has been determined that a 0.72-inch-diameter
cable using millrun electrogalvanized music wire will
meet HLH/ATC static and fatigue criteria when run on
the ATC hoist (D/d ratio of 26/1).

Revised Cable Design
Based on the 0.78-inch-diajinter 3bx7 construction, and based
on minimum commercial st:re.ngth (mnllirun) electrogalvanized
music wire grade with an average wire tensile strength of
315,000 psi, a 0.72-inchd.3inaeter cable will have an aggre-
gate breaking strength (A.BS) of 95,827 lb. This calculated
ultimate strength assumes the same efficiency as demonstrated
by the 0.78-inch cable. Fatigue resistance (with D/d ratio of 26/1)
shiould be improved over that demonstrated by the 0.70-inch-
diameter cahe, by .mproved wire ductility permitting selection
of strand L/d ratios based on the 0.78-inch-diameter cable
design.

A descr-iption of the 0. 7 2-inch-diameter wire sizes, the L/d'sand
calculated strand and cable strengths are listed in Table 15.
Estimated weight for this cable is 1.04 lb/ft. The strength-
to-weight ratio is estimated to be 79,000 lb compared to
76,800 for the 0.78-inch-diameter cable.

Revised End Fitting Design for 0.72-Inch Cable

Neither weight nor size increases were required in the redesign
of the swaged shank end fittings for the 0.72-inch cable.

Fittings developed for the 0.72-inch-diameter wert identical in
geometry to the specimens used in the 0.78-inch-diareter cable
tests except for the reduced wall thickness required to accom-
modate the larger cable (.797-.804-inch bore). The 19
swaged fittings configured for the larger cable were tested
over the rarnge of slip-to-cabl,2 rupture without failure.
Sufficient test backqround, therefore, exists to reconfigure
the SK301-11561 end fitting designs for the 0. 7 2-inch-diameter
cable without redevelopment with only the following changes:

1. Change cable hole sizes in the -1 through -6
fittings from 0.70-to 0.72-inch diameter.

2. Use the next largest commercial swaging die 3ize oi,
-6 (two-hole) end fitting to maintain the proper
wall thickness.

3. Increase hardness of the normalized section of the
shank for swaging from RB 83-87 Lo RB 85-89 to maintain
+.09 margin of safety in neck down sections of -1, -2,
-nd -3 end fittings.
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ATC Tension Member/MIL-SPEC Comparison

The achievements made in the HLH/ATC tension merribe,: develop-
ment program are shown graphicaliy in Figure 113.

The cable diameter/strenqth relationships of t'e 0.78-inch-diameter design support, 0.70-inch design development and the
proposed 0.72-inch-diameter cables are compared with available
commercial aircraft cable and the original desigi projections.

Thv ATC program size/strength expectations have been exceeded
w;th proportional weignt savings made directly in the cableand reflected in the hoist design. The percentage of strength
improvement pcovided by the ATC cables over the MIL-SPEC
mii imums using a 3/4-inch diameter ds a reference were:

0. 7 8-inch-diameter with millrun wire = 174%
0. 7 0-inch-diameter with high strength wire - 180%
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Extension Pendant Preliminary Design

The proposal concept for the extension pendant consisted of a
single large-diameter nonrotating cable of 150-foot length.
It was to be suspended from the single-point adapter/coupling-
swivel/sheave assembly and supported by a controllable coupling
at its lower end. The control cable was an external circular
conductor supported by the pendant with connectors at each end.

The lift capacity of the assembly was 22.5 tons at 2.5 g and
35 tons at 2.0 g.

The HLH ATC contract established the system capacity as 28
tons at 2.5 g, requiring the pendant to have an ultimate load
capability of 210,000 lb. The extension pendant will be an
item of Ground Support Equipment whose operational require-
ments include:

1. M4inimum weight for ease of handling.
2. Maximum flexibility for ease of handling.
3. Ruggedness to take abusive use.
4. Small package size to facilitate transport.
5. Zero or low torque to minimize load twisting and

cable unlaying.

The pendant load requirement is pure tensile since it will
not be used on a drum or sheave and, therefore, not be subject
to bending fatigue or associated compressive stresses. How-
ever, bending will occur when coiling for transport, and
damage may occur when impacting the ground on release.

Several, concepts for pendant assemblies were studied using
1, 2, 3, or 4 cables with sheave or equalizer bar terminations
at the lower coupling. Table 16 summarizes the pendant con-
cepts considered with the selection factors considered.
Table 17 provides a weight comparison for the cable portion
of the various pendants.

While all multi-cable configurations eliminate "free end"
cable losses, the lowest cable weight would be obtained from
the triple-cable arrangement identified as the tri-line/
adapter concept . The cables are identical to the .70-inch-
diameter ATC tension member components. Torque balance is
maintained by using one LH and one RH lay cables with the
third cable assembled from two half-length cables, one LH and
one RH. Therefore, the resultant asseably uses four cables, two
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at 150 feet and two at 75 feet. This design does require a
complex equalizing fitting at the lower end. Each cable
terminal, together with the coupling attachment, would require
gimballing to ensure load sharing.

The relatively large number of parts required for this design,
together with the complex equalizing fitting, resulted in this
concept beinc rejected.

The next-lightest cable arrangement was the paired cable/
equalizer bar concept. A pair of 36x7 cables of similar con-
struction to the ho'st tension members would require mninimum
diameters of .85 inch. To simplify and reduce construction
cost, a standard cable diameter of 7/8 inch was so] •cted.
This concept requires simple equalizing bats at the lower
terminal similar in concept to the design used for the hoist
tension member.

As the tension member weight was close to the tri-line concept
and significantly lower than any other concept, the paired
cable/equalizer bar was developed into the pendant design.

Proposed Extension Pendant Design

The design developed from the preceding concept is detailed
on drawing SK301-:.1562 Rev. A, reproduced as Figure 114. The
two cables terminate in eye splice fittings at the upper end
and swaged eye fittings at the lower end. The cable is of
36x7 construction using millrun wire. The design is based on
the original .78-inch-diameter cables used for the tension
member design support tests. Swaged cable fittings are designed
by extrapolation of data available from the end fitting design
development tests. The equalizing bar is designed as a steel
machining to reduce the size necessary as an aluminuni fitting
and ensuring physical interface with a coupling,

The coupling is identical to the two HLH couplings to reduce
developmert: cost. The electrical release system would not be
employed; the coupling being opened by ground personnel using
the manual knob only.

The above design is developed on the basis of capability of
releasing the complete pendant from the basic single-point
configuration, thus requiring the single-point coupling to be
zetaiied. An alternate lower weight system would require the
single-point coupling to be removed and the upper ends of the
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cables to terminate in a swaged clevis fitting suitable for
attaching to the single-point sheave side plates. The removed
coupling would then be attached to the pendant equalizing bar.
This concept does delete the ablity to remotely drop the
pendant and increases conversion time by the need to remove
the coupling and install the cable fittings.

The advantages would be to reduce the pendant weight by
approximately 100 lb (coupling weight less weight of adapter
fitting) and provide the opportunity to make the lower coup-
ling releasable from the aircraft by means of an extension
to the conductor cable.

The increased conversion time, and the possibility of sepa-
rating the coupling from the aircraft, prevented this concept
being selected as the pendant design.
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CARGO COUPLING

Proposal Configuration Description

The following is the coupling assembly description that was
presentred in the ITLH proposal document.

For tie 22.5-ton system capacity requirement, each coupling
was designed for 33.75 tons limit load based on the following:

1. Each coupling carries 60% of 22.5 tons,which
results in 13.5 tons.

2. Multiplying this value by 2.5 g load factor we
obtain 33.75 tons.

The coupling proposed incorporated a positive force latch
that protects against inadvertent release and prevents release
when hook load exceeds 1,000 pounds. Weight reduction of
20% was projected by the use of titanium structural parts.
The feasibility of this application of titanium was based on
more than 650,000 hours of Boeing operating experience on
the CH-47 titanium cargo hook. Parts count in the coupling
swivel were also reduced by two-thirds,and size was reduced by
the use of high capacity bearings and dry lubricants. See
Figure 115 for the coupling proposal drawing.

The envelope shaded area depicts an existing cargo hook of
20,000-28,000 lb capacity. The unshaded portion shows the
then expected areas of improvement and envelope reduction to
produce a coupling to fit the 22.5-ton requirement of the
aircraft.

Design requirements included a new high strength swivel of
smaller envelope and a new type of slip ring design to
eliminate corrosion. Higher strength materials such as
titanium were to decrease the weight as well as the envelope.

To accomplish a single.point cargo transport, a single-point
adaptor assembly was designed. Figure 116 shows the installa-
tion ý,f the single-point adapter to the dual tension member
system. It is composed of a sheave and cable assembly
connected at one end to one coupling load beam and connected
to the other tension member through an adapter after the
removal of one coupling. This allows the load C.G. to shift
under the aircraft and maintains equal load sharing between
the hoist tension members at all times.

Subsequently, the cargo system design capacity was increased
from the 22,5 tons to 28 tons. The 2.5 g load factor was
retained. The design effort that follows was based on the
28-ton capacity.
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CARGO COUPLING INOVATIONS
MODULARREDUCE SIZE AND WEIGHT

SLIP RING

NEW OtSIGN ...
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NEW
SWIVEL
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Figure 115. HLH Proposal -Cargo Coupling Asoembly,
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A single coupling design for both the single-and the two-
point suspension modes had been decided upon in the early
phase of the design. The coupling assembly was designed for
an ultimate load of 21.0,000 lb,which accommodates the single-
point suspension mode and is overdesigned for the two-point
suspension mode. The rationale for this decision follows.

1. The capacity of each tension member system when
operated in the two-point suspension mode is based
on a 60-40 percent load split. Coupled with the
additional requirements of accommodating a 30-degree
coning angle plus the added load due to the downwash,
each tension member system is designed to an
ultimate load capacity of 150,000 pounds.

When operating in the single-point suspension mo,-e
the system is capable of an ultimate load capacity
of 210,000 pounds (56,000 x 2.5 x 1.5).

2. The expected design weight of each coupling
assembly is 120 poundo for the 210K design.

3. Assuming a direct ratio of coupling weight to
ultimate load the 150,000-pound unit will weigh
86 pounds.

150K X

a. Referring to Figure 117 we rerjuire two multi-
point couplings (86 pounds each) plus a single-
point coupling of 120 pounds, resulting in a
total weight of 292 pounds.

b. Assuming two 210K couplings are designed per
Figure 118,the total weight equals 240 pounds
(2 x 120) + 10 pounds for an adapter. The
net weight saving is 42 pounds (292 - 252).

c. Engineering nonrecurring costs are less by
using one type of capacity coupling.

d. Manufacturing costs are less for one coupling
design because of less machining setups and
changes in operations.

e. Logistics costs are less for one coupling for
all configurations.
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Two 86-pound couplings at 172 pounds total for the multi-
point load plus an extra 120-pound coupling for the single-
point load.

TOTAL: 172 pounds
120 pounds
292 pounds

86 86

86 86

20

Multi-Point Single-Point

Figure 117. 150,000-Pound-Calpacity Coupling Design.

Two 120-pound couplings at 240 pounds total for both multi-
and single-point modes plus an adapter to replace the one
coupling reinstalled in the single-point mode.

TOTAL: 240 pounds
10 pounds

250 pounds

2 10
12 20

120!

Nilti-Point Single-Point

Figure 118. 210,000-Pound-Capacity Coupling Design.
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Design Criteria and Objectives

The initial design of the coupling was based on the following
principal criteria and objectives:

1. Design capacity 56,000 lb
2. Limit load capacity 140,000 lb
3. Ultimate load capacity 210,000 lb
4. Design life 10,800 cycles

with following load spectrum:

% cycles % design capacity
10 125
75 100
10 50

5 25
5. Normal release system dual electrical
6. Backup release system remote mechanical
7. Ground release system manual
8. Release prevention above 1,000 lb
9. Swivel capability full

10. Signal systems redundant
11. Throat area for two 2x2-1/2-

inch section
slings or two
2-1/4-inch-dia.
rings

Design Studies and Analyses

A number of design studies and analyses were conducted to
formulate the final coupling design. T hese studies included
the following:

1. Open throat load beam versus other configurations
2. Load beam configurations
3. Load beam material
4. Electrical release power requirements

Open Throat Load Beam Versus Other Configurations

The preliminary open throat shape,of either an "L" or a
"C" configuration,was based on the experience gained
during actual in-field conditions over a period of many
years and many cargo hook configurations. The opett
throat is based on ease of loading the hook with a
sling with one motion only, that of slamming the sling
ring into the open throat area. No other design allows
this freedom and quickness of load acquisition in one
continuous motion.
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Cargo hooks used in past installations include those
which require the load beam to be opened first, before
acquisition of the sling. It then must be closed by
hand. All designs of this type double or triple the
acquisition time.

A study of the open throat design was conducted using the
throat area requirement to determine the geometry of the
load beam open throat. It must be large enoigh to
accommodate two large steel shackles 2-1/4 inches in
diameter or two nylon donuts with cross sections of
2 x 2.5 inches. A geometry study of the load beam
opening excursion versus the position of the pivot
point established the general shape of each configuration.

Load Beam Configuration Study

The primary objective was to establish a design weight
differential between an "L" shape and a "C" shape load
beam. A design study was conducted using both the "L"
and "C" shape load beams in order to finalize an accept-
able design which allowed the lightest weight and
*mall9st envelope. This included a study of the operat-
ing kinematics to release the load beam.

The operating mechanism of the load beam was established
by a trade-off of weight versus power to actuate the
release mechanism to open the load beam. While the "C"
shape is heavier, it requires less operating power to
release.

In order to confirm the configuration of the coupling
load beam, a photoelastic stress model analysis 5 of an
"L" and a "C" shape configuration was conducted in
accordance with the ATC contract.

The selected approach employed a two-dimensional photo-
elastic plastic modeling technique which used a constant
thickness model to provide geometric profile information,
as shown in Figure 119.

A three-diminsional model analysis would permit a more
complete determination of the overall stress distribu-
tion in the load beam; however, a two-dimensional model
was felt to be adequate for this investigation since the
most highly stressed plane would be on the centerline
of symmetry,which could be satisfactorily represented
by a flat plastic model. The overall stress distribu-
tion throughout the model would "iso be rendJly apparent.
5. Nutley, W.; TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REPORT -

MODEL 301 HLH/ATC CARGO HANDLING SYST&A COUPLING;
T4oeing Vcrtol Company-; USAAMRDL Technical Report-
73-88, U.S. Army Air Mobility Research aLnd
Development Laboratory, Fort Eustis, Virginia June 1973.
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Since the representation required was at the centerline
of symmetry of, both types of beams, full-scale models
at these planes winrn manufactured from ]/4-inch-thick
Hi;j s t ic. The re2sults of the two-dimensionil photo-

tic test mode ls confirmed the. gencr,al size of an
shape ,which in turn e-tab i ished the type of material;

used.

1u'urtht.,r photoelastic testing ,mould iot. be tef:fective
since the load b1)d, is a thick, high-strungth steel
member that is critical undr ultimate load. The
phiotoela,;tic model only projects the elastic limit of
the iat.oii.al and gives little indication of the load
distribution be.-yond that point. Tt was therefore decided
to sub'ject the coupling load beýam to a Load test to
destruction. With the usa; of strain gagus, the load
and associated deflections can he plotted,from which thi
strength m;irgins can be determinetd and weight saving
modificatio.ns accurately defined.

Load Beam Material Study

A load beam material study was conducted to determine
the type of material to be used. In addition to
Titanium, the following high-strength steels were
considered:

4340M
VASCO Max 250
VASCO Max 300 Low Alloy Steel
Republic 9Nl4Co-.30C
Hy Tuff, Crucible Steel

tArmco PIT 13-8 Mo
Carpent r Custom 455 per

Spec \MS 5617 Maraging Stainless
Carpený.er Custom 455 ELC Steel

per Boeing Spec.BMS 7-213

Titanium was eliminated as a candidate material. The
larger sections required coripared to high-strength
steel resulted in higher monments about the pivot which
offset the superior strength-to-weight ratio of the
titanium.

Low alloy steels were eliminated due to the problems
in providing adequate corrosion protection.

The maraging stainless steels have high strungth without
the corrosion protection problemia. Carpenter Custom
455 was selected as it combined the physical properties
required with availability and relative economy.
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The material was available to Specification AMS 5617 or
Boeing Specification BMS 7-213. The Boeing Specification
was selected since it resulted in better control of the
material properties.

Electrical Release Power Requirements

AC and DC powerced solenoids were cons~idered for the
load beam actuators. AC solenoids are g'.nerally larger,
less efficient, heavier and less reliable than DC
solenoids. DC solenoids were therefore selected.

Previous studies had determined that approximately 140
feet of electrical conductor would be required to
accommodate the full 100 feet of tension membur payout.
The voltage drop in the 140 feet of conductor is
prohibited when a 28-volt DC supply is used. The study
concluded that 115-volt AC power would be the most
satisfactory supply down to the coupling housing. The
supply is then rectified to 67-volt DC for the solenoids.

Design SMuport Tests

A series of subsystem design support tests have been conducted
to evaluate and substantiate the overall design and new
concepts of the coupling system. These included the
following:

1. Push Rod Test
2. Load Beam

a. Ultimate Test
b. Coating Test
c. Sealing Test, including Sand and Dust
d. Latch Test

3. Pivot Bearing Test
4. Pulley Coating Test.

These tests, toqether with the design development tests, are
described in Volume III. From the preceding studies,
together with the design suppoitl and development tests, the
following design was evolved.

General Description of the Coupling

The coupling is designed to ensure that the load beam cannot
be opened, under any mode of operation, when the load is in
excess of approximately 1,000 lb. Normal release for the
beam is electrical; dual solenoids operate the release
linkage; and each solenoid is capable of independent hook
release. A remote mechanical release is available through the
external conductor reeling mechanism in the event of both solenoids
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being inoperative. Additionally, a ground release knob
allows the beam to be opened at the coupling. The load beam
will reltch automatically after the load is dropped from
the hook.

The load beam is pivoted between two halves of a lower housing
and shiped such that rotation is normally prevented by a
compression member also pivoted within the lower housing.
The compression member is linked through an over-center
mechanism, to the release solenoids. The lower housing
mounts a high capacity thrust bearing, retained to the housing
by a special nut. The outer race of the bearing is retained by
the upper domed housing, permitting the lower housing and
load beam to rotate relative to the upper housing.

A diaphragm between the upper and lower housings provides
the mounting surface for the release solenoids and electrical
components. All linkages between the upper and lower housing
are located concentric to the bearing centerline such that
lower housing rotation is not restrained. All the electrical
equipment is mounted within the upper dome, and therefore
has no kotmt-ion, eliminating the requirement for sliprings.

The upper housing is conically shaped, Lerminating in a
single lug, normally attached to the center of the suspension
member equalizing beam. The equalizing beam is pin-jointed
to the ends of each cable of the dual suspension system,
ensuring equal load distribution between the two cables.

Removal of the upper housing provides access to all mechanical
and electrical equipment mounted on the diaphragm.

The load beam is spring powered to the c'.osed position;
loading being accomplished through a pivoted keeper that
prevents the loaded attachment from being removed until the
load beam is actuated open.

To allow the coupling to be used for either single-or dual-
point operations, the design load capacity is 56,000 pounds
with a design limit load of 140,000 pounds.

Figures 120 and 121 illustrate the complete coupling.

Detail Design

While there are no major subassemblies to the coupling, the
design structure may be conveniently considered as three
major areas: upper housing, lower housing, and load beam.
The housings each contain actuation and/or signalling
mechanisms with the swivel thrust bearing being the interface
bý ;-ween the two housings. Figure 122illustrates the major
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structural components of the coupling.

Left to Right - load beam, internal lever, lower housing,
bearing support ring, diaphragm, upper cone with manual
release boot, equalizer bar (1 of 2).

Figure 122. Major Coupling Hardware.

Upper Housing

The upper housing is fabricated in two parts, the bearing
support ring and the domed attachment cover. The two parts
are attached by a series of tension bolts, the diaphragm
being trapped between the two parts. The domed cover,
while basically conical in shape, has projecting housings
to mount the manual release, remote mechanical release
and electrical harness connectors. The apex of the cone
has an integral lug to install between the equalizing bar side
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plates, the connection being made by a quick-release pin. A
bushing within the lug has longitudinal keyways to align the
quick-release pin and to ensure the plunger installed within the
lug will be depressed by a projection on the quick-release
pin to operate an electrical switch inside the dome when used
in the single.point mode. Below Lhe domed cover the bearing
support ring provides the housing for the lower race of the
swivel thrusl bearing and is attached to the cover by 12
tension bolts. The domed cover and the bearing support ring
are machined from 7075-T7351 aluminum alloy. The bearing
support ring has three light assemblies arranged about the
outside periphery for operations in darkness.

Between the two upper housing sections is the diaphragm member.
Fabricated from 7075-T651 aluminum alloy, the diaphragm has
two angle members attached in parallel along chords of the
diameter such that they straddle the diaphragm center.
Attached to each angle is a solenoid with its axis in line
with a diameter of the diaphragm. Each solenoid has an
operating arm with a roller attached. When the solenoids( are
energized, the operating arms lift a lev,•r pivoted between
the two angles,which in turn lifts a push-pull rod located on
the vertical centerline of the coupling. The push-pull rod
has a ball-bearing assembly at the upper end, allowing the
lower portion to rotate without restricting or affecting
vertical movement. The angle members also support three pairs
of micro switch assemblies and the pivot centers for two
switch actuating arms.

At the center of the diaphragm,a signal transfer sleeve is
free to slide in a bushing installed in the diaphragm. The
inside diameter of this sleeve permits thn push-pull rod
actuated by the solenoids to pass without restriction.

Extending from the end of each solenoid is the continuation
of the shaft that supports the operating arm. One solenoid
shaft has a coupling permitting the shaft to be operated by
the manual release knob mounted to the outside of the domed
housing. The other solenoid shaft is coupled to the remote
mechanical release linkage.

The remote mechanical release linkage is operated by the
outer sheathing of the coupling signal conductor cable. The
signal conductor reel provides a relatively constant tension
to the outer sheathing to minimize the effects of air drag
when the helicopter has forward speed. For emergency release
this tension can be increased for a short duration. The
release mechanism must therefore be capable of reacting the
constant tension without rotating the solenoid shaft, and
only operate with the higher tension. Integral with the
operating lever of the release mechanism is a cam 'ace with a
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detent shaped to match a spring-loaded roller. Adjustment
of the Belleville washer spring stack allows the force
required to move the operating lever to be made higher than
the constant tension of the conductor cable and lower than
the tension available for emergency release.

The electrical connections from the signal conductor cable
enter the domed housing through an MS27467 type connector
plug.

Lower Housing

In order to assemble the internal lever, operating linkage
and load beam, the lower housing is split along its vertical
centerline and machined in matched halves. The upper portion
of the housing locates inside the upper half of the thrust
bearing and is threaded to assemble the bearing retaining
nut. This nut, machined from 4130 steel, is configured to
trap the inside diameter of the housing and prevent the two
housing halves from deflecting inward. Machined from 7075-
T7351 aluminum alloy, the housing halves have Teflon lined
bearings installed for the pivot point of the load beam and
the internal lever.

The internal lever is normally in a position to prevent the
load beam being pivoted open. Actuation of the solenoids or
the mechanical release systems causes the central push-pull
rod to release an over-center linkage and lift the internal
lever clear of the load beam, permitting the load beam to
open. The internal lever has a roller in contact with the
load beam, spring loaded by a stack of Belleville washers
such that with a load on the beam in excess of approximately
1,000 lb the roller will be pushed in line with the end face
of the lever. The lever end face and load beam contact face
hi1ve a geometry which ensures that increase in load will
a. ,"ays tend to retain the internal lever in the locked
position. While the nominal lock-out force is 1,000 lb, the
,iystem hysteresis causes the lock-out to be effective at a
load in the order of 1,700 lb when the load is applied, and
to be released at approximately 900 lb when the load is
removed.

Compression of the roller spring stack in the internal lever
also causes a bellcrank assembly to rotate, lowering the
sleeve through the center of the diaphragm and operating a
pair of microswitches. These switches remove all power from
the release solenoids and signal that the load beam is locked.
The lever mounted in the upper housing that actuates the push-
pull rod, and hence positions the internal lever, also operates
a pair of microswitches. These switches indicate a "hook
open" or "hook closed" condition. The two halves of the
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lower housing are joined by three bolts. Two F these bolts
are located to be upper and lower stops for the internal
lever.

The pivot bearings for the load beam are installed in exten-
sions to the lower housing, effectively forming two side
plates. A stop for the load beam in the fully open and
closed position is mounted between these extensionsand
mounting provisions for ther. load beam return spring located
concentric with the pivot bush are provided on one side only.
Also mounted on extensions of the housing is the welded
steel keeper. Spring loaded to the closed position, the
keeper closes the throat of the coupling, preventing sling
donuts on the beam from sliding off until the coupling is
opened. The coupling is loaded by pushing the sling donuts
past the spring loaded keeper which then returns to the
closed position.

Load Beam

The load beam is fabricated in two parts, the beam itself
and the pivot that has an interference fit in the beam.
Both parts are machined from a maraging stainless steel
Carpenter Custom 455; heat treated to Rc43-47. The beam is
configured with a radius of 1.5 inches on the load-carrying
portion of its upper surface. A clock-type torsion spring
rotates the load beam to the closed position after the beam
has been opened. This spring is contained in a housing
mounted to the side of the lower housing concentric with the
load beam pivot.

Single-Point Adapter

The concept of a single-point adapter for converting from a
dual suspension system to a single-point mode has remained
valid from the original proposal to the current design
described here. Flight testing with the 347 helicopter,
proved the concept was practical; development testing with
the coupling has demonstrated the strength of the ATC design.

General Description

Conversion from dual hook to a single-point configuration is
achieved by removing one of the couplings from its equalizing
bar, assembling a fitting attached to a paired cable and
sheave arrangement in its place, and attaching the other end
of the paired cable to the load beam of the remaining
coupling. The moved coupling is now assembled to the sheave,
becoming the single-point attachment. The paired cables are
of identical construction to the main tension member. Figure

123 illustrates the sheave arrangement.
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Figure 123. Single-Poikft Adapter and Coupling Assembly.
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Detail Desg

The single-point adapter consists of the following elements:
paired cables, adapter fitting, pulley and side plate assembly.

The paired cables terminate in individual eyes at one end and
swaged terminals at the other end. The eyes are formed over
a thimble with two swaged buttons to retain the returned
cable end. The swaged terminals assemble into the adapter,
arranged such that the left-hand and right-hand terminals
cannot be interchanged in the adapter fitting, ensuring that
the two cables will always be of opposite lays. The adapter
fitting is machined from Carpenter Custom 455 stainless steel,
with a double clevis to accept the cable terminals. The two
terminals are retained by a single bolt. The fitting then
adapts from the double clevis to a single lug identical to
the lug on the coupling upper housing, and assembles to the
equalizing bar assembly by the same quick-release pin that
retained the coupling.

Assembled on the two cables is the pulley and side plate
assembly. The pulley is a double grooved wheel of 15.4
inches mean diameter, machined from 7075-T651 aluminum alloy
with a hard anodize finish on the grooves. The two identical
side plates are also machined from 7075-T651 aluminum alloy
and extend from the center of the pulley to the attachment
point for the coupling. Extensions of the side plate provide
locations for cable guard pins to prevent the cables leaving
the pulley grooves. Teflon lined bearings are installed in
the side plate for the coupling attachment pin and in the
pulley for the pivot pin. The pulley is shown in Figurel24.

The coupling attachment pin has a projecting key that when
installed will actuate a mode switch inside the coupling to
electrically isolate the coupling still assembled to the
tension member. This azrangement ensures that release will
take place only at the single-point coupling.

Mounted on one side plate adjacent to the pulley center, is a
fairlead to guide the conductoi cable and prevent interference
with the pulley arrangement. Figure 125 describes the single-
point adapter.
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Figure 124. Single-Point Adapter Pulley.
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SIGNAL TRANSFER SYSTEM

Proposal Configuration

The HLH proposal presented a configuration of an external
sheath of embedded conductors that is automatically wrapped
around a single hoist cable. This is shown in Figure 126.

The sheath terminated at the coupling end in a slip ring
assembly.

The hoist end of the system passed throigh a closing die in
which the flat tape was enclosed around the tension cable by
the die and interlocked in place. The closing die extends
below the hoist.

Upon exiting from the cable through the closing die, the
flat tape was stored on a reel drum powered through the
hoist system. Reference Figure 127.

Subsequent to the proposal submission, other methods of
deploying the signal conductor cable were considered. One
concept is shown in Figure 129. The conductor stowage drum
is mounted below the hoist payout area in a horizontal plane
with the tension member passing through the center. The
stowage drum would be stationary with a deployment guide
rotating about the outside of the drum. A constant torque
power device would tend to power the guide to position the
conductor on the drum. Payout of the tension member would
pull out the conductor, cause the guide to rotate and wind
the conductor cable about the tension member. Reeling in
the tension member would permit the guide to rewind the
conductor on the stowage drum.

Trade Study

The ATC contract ASRD dictated a cargo system capacity of 21
tons, increased from the 22-1/2-ton system presented in the
proposal This increase resulted in a reevaluation of tile
tension member and the adolition of the paired-cable concept
in place of the original single cable.

The paired cable tension member resulted in the rejection of
the sheath concept ior the conductor system and precluded
further consideration of the horizontal stowage drum concept
as both arrangements were directed toward a single cable
tension member. Additionally, a new design objective for a
remote mechanical backup coupling release wao introduced and
the preceding concepts could not accommodate this feature.

A trade study was conducted to evaluate three systemst
(1) internal wiring within the center of the tension member,
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(2) a remote electronic signal system with a transmitter
mounted on the coupling, and (3) an external conductor cable
independent of the tension members.

The independent external conductor cable and reel was
selected as this arrangement was compatible with providing
a remote mechanical release and could utilize a signal
transfer concept in the reel to eliminate the need for slip
rings. The same study evaluated several reeling concepts to
meet the following list of design objectives:

1. Compatible with the paired cable hoist
system.

2. Provide the ability to be used as a mechanical
load release of the coupling.

3. Withstand continuous air loads throughout the load
cycles of 3600 flight hours.

4. Follow the excursion of the coupling in whatever
mode is being used without undue or abnormal wear.

5. Provide storage of the signal conductor when the
coupling is retracted or extended in an orderly
fashion and prevent snarling with any portion of
the suspension system, in any operating mode.

6. Provide a power limited constant torque against
the signal conductor to maintain a constant tension
on the conductor.

7. Provide a power limited means of tripping the
mechanical release of the coupling without over
stressing the signal conductor system.

Reel Configuration

The signal conductor reel study evaluated several different
types of reel configurations from the simplest reel with no
deployment control to a sophisticated reel with a level wind
mechanism. From this study, it was ascertained that the
reel should be pneumatically powered, driven by an air
turbine motor as shown in Figure 129.

Air Turbine Motor

An objective was to design the turbine stage to produce the
cable tension/cable speed characteristics specified as
follows:
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1. A steady tension on the cable assembly of
between 80 and 100 lb at cable speeds of
between zero and 130 ft/min.

2. An additional tension jerk on the cable assembly
providing a total tension of 350 lb at zero cable
speed for hook release.

The above characteristics are obtained with an air supply at
the turbine of 51.8 psia and 414*F on a design day of 4,000 ft
altitude and 950F ambient temperature.

The turbine wheel size was chosen to ensure small mass flow
requirements from a low polar moment of inertia system. This
was achieved by using an existing Sundstrand wheel design
with nozzles tailored for this application. The wheel is a
single-stage axial impulse design having symmetrical buckets
generated on the disc by electrochemical milling. Manufac-
ture of the wheel could thus be accomplished with existing
tooling. Three convergent/divergent circular nozzles are
utilized. One supplies air for the steady tension require-
ments. Hook release torque is generated by activating the
additional nozzles. The hook release valve is normally
closed.

Reduction Gear

Initial consideration of the reel design proposed using a
harmonic reduction drive between the air turbine motor and
the reeling drum.

Figure 130 presents the estimated performance of the reeling
mechanism with a 140:1 harmonic drive. The efficiency of
the harmonic drive was assumed to be 75% in both directions.
Due to the low efficiency of the harmonic drive, the cable
would undergo a wide variation in tension over the antici-
pated modes of operation. It should be noted from Figure 130
that the force needed to payout the cable is greater than
the weight of the empty hook. It was decided that it would
be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain the desired
rusults (low variatiou in tension, tension well below hook
weight) with the 140:1 harmonic drive. Figure 131 presents
the mechanical response of the reeling mechanism which would
employ a harmonic drive with a lower ratio (80:1).

The use of the harmonic drive was ruled out after consulta-
tion with representatives of the USM Corporation, manufacturer
of the harmonic drive components. During normal operation,
the harmonic drive would be subjected to a maximum load of
450 in-lb on the low-speed shaft. When the hook release
tension is applied, the load increL.ses to 1580 in-lb, also
on the low speed shaft. In order to shear the shear section,
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the harmonic drive would have to withstand loads of up to
3160 in-lb. An oversized harmonic drive with special
modifications would be required. The bearing which makes
up the wave generator would be specially made for a low
tolerance fit. Even with these special modifications, the
performance of the shear section would be questionable. By
going to an oversized harmonic drive to withstand the shear
torques, the efficiency was dropped to 62 to 65% in the
forward direction and 72% in the reverse direction. This is
due to the fact that at normal loads, the harmonic drive
would be operating at a smaller fraction of rated load,
resulting in a lower efficiency.

The mechanism remains active and supplies cable tension
whenever the helicopter was operating. This means that the
turbine would run away after the cable cutters were used and
the load in free-fall sheared the shear section. From
calculations of the turbine output power and turbine windage,
estimated from design support testing, the maximum speed of
the turbine was estimated to be 36,300 rpm (as shown in
Figure 132). This speed is high enough to cause the wave
generator of the harmonic drive to burst. The gears in
a spur gear reduction would be unaffected, however, by this
runaway condition.

In summary, it was decided to replace the harmonic drive with
a spur gear reduction foi the following reasons:

1. Low overall efficiency of the harmonic drive.

2. Necessity of an oversized harmonic drive, with
further reduced efficiency.

3. Added cost and time required for special
modification of wave generator bearing in
the harmonic drive.

4. Questionable performance of the harmonic drive

during shearing of the shear section.

5. Destruction of the harmonic drive after runaway.

External Round Conductor Configuration

The following requirements were established for the external
conductor:

1. It must follow the coupling excursion without
becoming entangled in other associated systems.

2. It must be resistant to all different environments.
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3. It must be a small diameter to keep air loads to a
minimum.

4. It must be strong enough to sustain repeated
mechanical releases.

5. It must have the ability to be wrapped in three
layers on the storage reel without impairment.

The signal conductor serves the following purposes:

1. It must carry the signals for the condition of the
coupling as to whether it is open, closed or
locked.

2. It must carry the power requirements to actuate
the rotary solenoids to open the load beam
mechanism.

3. It must provide a means of a remote mechanical
backup release system.

4. It must be of a dual construction in that the
inner conductors do not carry the air loads or
release loads imposed upon it.

The breaking strength of the sheath was demonstrated by
design support testing at between 800-900 lb. The effective
mechanical release tension of the coupling was established
at 350-500 lb. The breaking strength is within the
objective 1.5 factor of safety at 500 lb x 1.5 - 750 lb
minimum breaking strength.

Signal Transfer

A primary objective of the entire signal conductor system is
to obtain high reliability. Normally, a signal conductor
that is wound on a reel will require slip rings or some other
sliding electrical interface between the rotating and non-
rotating parts. Slip rings are subject to many mechanical
problems and require maintenance. To increase reliability,
the slip rings have been eliminated in fivor of a single
flat multiple conductor tape that coils and uncoils li'-e a
clock spring. This method allows continuity of the electri-
cal circuitry between the rotating drum and the fixed point
of electrical supply. A solid mechanical connection is
maintained throughout.

A flat, flexible tape with buried copper electrical ribbons,
is used as the transition medium from the rotating' to non
rotating portions of the aircraft mounted reel support This
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tape is wound like a clock spring which may also be reverse
wound over itself. The flat tape is enclosed within a
secondary drum inside of the conductor reel. The operation
of the flat tpe may be seen in Figure 133.

Detail Design

Following the preceding design studies, the detail design
of the signal transfer system was evolved. Figure 134
shows a schematic of the complete assembly, and Figure 135
shows the assembly installed in the test rig.

The complete signal transfer system is composed of the
following elements:

1. The external signal conductor round cable assembly
connecting the coupling to the conductor storage
reel assembly.

2. The flat tape within the storage reel which
eliminates the reel slip rings and permits a solid
mechanical electrical connection from the round
conductor to the aircraft power source.

3. Signal conductor reeling mechanism.

External Signal Conductor

The external conductor cable is composed of 19 copper
stranded wire assemLlies surrounded by a corrosion res~itant
steel braided sheath which also serves as the means of
transmitting power to the coupling mechanical release system.
The cable construction is illustrated in Figure 136.

The braided sheath of the cable is separated from the
conductors at each end of the cable assembly. The electrical
conductors are then looped in order to keep them unloaded
when tension is applied to the supporting braid. Only the
braided end of the coupling feels the mechanical 350-500 lb
release load and the normal 80-100 lb constant takeup tension.
The loads at the drum end are dissipated through a minimim
of three dead wraps on the drum. A stzip-off feature allows
the braided end at the drum to break at 50% of the 800-900 lb
ultimate of the coupling ends. This is to protect the reel
and mechanism in the event of load jettison and cable tension
snap-back.

Flat Tape Conductor

The flat tape internal signal conductor used as the
transition medium from the rotating to the stationary
portions of reeling mechanism consists of 24 bare copper
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I 1. Flat tape inner drum
N rotates with the main cable

drum.

2. Tape wound up on inner
fixed shaft. Main cable is
not deployed.

Fixed shaft (Nonrotating)

Fixed lead to A/C supply
A (Nonrotating)

Tape drum rotates with main drum

3. Flat tape wound completely oi,'
inside of inner drum

4. Main conductor is 50%
deployed.

5. An the main conductor con-
tinuen to be deployed, the
flat tape begins to reverse
itself by wrapping upon the
fixed inner shaft in the
opposite direction.

6. The main conductor deploy-
ment now exceeds the 50%
mark.

C.

Figure 133. Operation of Flat Tape Signal Conductor.
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cz- 7. The flat tape continues to
reverse on itself as the
main conductor is deployed.

8. The tape is shown almost
completely in reverse of
"A" with the main conductor

almost fully deployed.

9. As the main conductor is
wound "in", the tape will
again reverse itself around
"the fixed shaft until it
again is completely wound
upon the main drum in its
original starting position
at "A".

Figure 133. Continued.
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strip conductors 0.006 x 0.065 inch section, embedded in a
Polyimide insulating material, the finished section beinq
2.5 inches wide and .014 inch thick. The 20-foot-lr'ag
tape shown in Figure 137 has one end potted to the central,
stationary, shaft of the conductor reel, such that the
electrical connections are made within the shaft to an MS
type connector on the outside of the reel. The other end of
the tape terminat-es in a rectangular connec-tor that mates
with the external conductor at the inner surface of the drum.
Figure 138 shows the tape assembled to the shaft.

Mandrel Assembly

Figure 138. Flat Tape and Mandrel Assembly.

Signal Conductor Reeling Mechanism

The reeling mechanism contains the following basic components:

1. An air turbine with three inlet nozzles. One
nozzle imparts normal operating torque and the other
two, plus the nozzle imparting normal operating
torque, are used to impart alternate hook release
torque.

2. A gear reduction between the turbine and cable reel.

3. A drum capable of receiving 140 feet of .25-incli
diameter signal conductor cable.

4. A level wind mechanism which distributes the signal
conductor in even layers onto the reeling drum.
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5. A signal transfer mechanism. This mechanism
consists of an electrical conductor tape roll which
is connected to a stationary arbor at its inside
end and to the revolving cable reel at its outside
end.

The air turbine was dc!signed to produce a steady tension on
thu, conductor cable of between 80 and 100 lb at all cable
,;p !c' tds and be capable of providing a tension of approxi-
ma.t(ly 350 lb at zero cable speed for the coupling release.

The turbine wheel size was chosen to ensure small mass flow
requirements from a low polar moment of inertia system. This
wa.Ls achieved by using an existing Sundstrand wheel design
with nozzles tailored for this application. The wheel is a
single-stage axial impulse design having symmetrical buckets
generated on the disc by electrochemical milling. Manufac-
t-:irc of the wheel could thus be accomplished with existing
tooling. Three convergent/divergent circular nozzles are
utilized. One supplies air for the steady tension require-
nments. Hook reaease torque is generated by activating the
additional nozzles. The hook release valve is normally
closed.

Turbine Wheel Design Data

Pitch diameter - inch 4.152
blade height - inch 0.325
Blade clhord - inch 0.25
Blade angle - deg 27
No. of blades 82
Speed at maximnum cable speed - rpm 4,300

Normal Tension Nozzle

No. of nozzles 1
Nozzl.e angle - deg 20
Nozzle throat diameter - inch 0.208
Airflow rate (design day condition)

- lb/sec 0.032
Normal tension range - pounds 60 to 120
Normal speed range 120 ft/min reel-in to

120 ft/min payout
[look Release Nozzle Design

No. of nozzles 2
Nozzle angle - deg 20
Nozzle throat diameter - inch 0.3004
Airflow rate (per nozzle) - lb/sec 0.0667
Hook release tension - pounds 300
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The turbine wheel has an integral shaft supported by two ball
bearings within a cast aluminum housing. The nozzles are
mounted in this housing. A closure plate that also forms
the turbine containment ring contains the exhaust-ports. The
exhaust from the constant tension nozzle is ducted to the
center of the level wind shaft to prevent freezing of the
level wind mechanism.

The air supply for the three nozzles is provided by a single
connection to the aircraft pnoeuatic system. Downstream of
this connection the tube bifurcatesi one line going directly
to the constant tension nozzle, the other line connecting
to a normally g'losed solenoid valve. From the outlet side
of the valvethe tube divides to provide individual
connections to the coupling release nozzles. The valve is
electrically operated "open" when a remote mechanical release
of the coupling is required.

The estimated reeling mechanism performance at sea level, 950
day condition and 4000 ft, 950 day condition is shown in
Figure 139 and Figure 140, respectively.

A 14-tooth gear pinion is attached to the turbine shaft,
providing the input to the reduction ygar assembly. Total
reduction is approximately 64:1. Two jackshafts provide
pinion and gear sets to achieve this reduction with the
final drive being on the centerline of the drum. Jackshafts
and the final drive gear are supported on roller bearings
within a cast aluminum housing. The gears are splash
lubricated by MIL-L-7808 oil. Tab'.e 18 provides the design
data of the reduction gears.

The final drive gear is connected to the conductor cable
storage reel by a short splined shaft, configured to provide
a shear section as a mechanical fuse. This section is
designed to shear when the torque exceeds the coupling
release torque by a factor of 1.5. Thus, in the event that
an external cargo was jettisoned, the inertia of the turbine
wheel would cause this section to shear before the reel speed
could damage the gears or the turbine.

The storage reel is machined from an aluminum cauting with a
6.5-inch outside diameter. The reel accommodates 140 ft of
external conductor in three layers. The reel is supported
on ball bearings at each end beyond the conductor storage
area.

The reduction gear housing closes the drive end of the reel
while the supporting plate for the flat tape conductor shaft
closes the other end. The reel support bearings are mounted
within the reel closure members, which in turn are attached
to the cast aluminum mounting frame.
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The external conductor level wind mechanism is supported on
sealed ball bearings mounted on arms extending from each end
of the reel. These arms are supported on Teflon bearings
concentric with the centerline of the reel such that the
level wind shaft can rotate approximately 1500 about the
drum, permil-ting the level wind to align with the conductor
exit angle. The level wind shaft has L.H. and R.H. helically
machined grooves on its outside diameter such that pins with-
in the follower nut ungage these grooves and rotation of the
shaft results in linear motion of the nut. The shaft is
driven by a chain and sprocket mechanism from the reel. The
follower nut has two nylon rollers to guide the conductor
cable. Rotation of the nut about the shaft is preven'.ed by
a guide bar mounted parallel to the shaft.

Figure 141 shows the assembly drawing of the complete reeling
mechanism.
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CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS

Design JRequirements

The general concept for cargo handling system controls and
displays for the HLH was envisioned initially to be driven by
four primary influencing factors:

1. Thb environmental conditions under which cargo
h. kdling operations are to be conducted.

2. The operational characteristics of the cargo
handling system itself.

3. The accuracy with which cargo must be extracted or
placed.

4. The precision with which aircraft/cargo system
could be positioned in inertial space.

Those experienced in external cargo handling operations have
for a long time realized the limitations associated with
precise aircraft/load positioning under conditions of darkness,
blowing dust or blowing snow. To aid in expanding operations
into this heretofore restricted regime, a means for enhancing
and augmenting a load controlling crewman's (LCCs) normal
vision was considered mandatory. This facet of cargo system
display is so important that it is discussed - a separate
section. Even with a capability for visual augmentation, it
was assumed initially that there is certain minimal informa-
tion required which is not part of natural visual cueing,
even under ideal meterological conditions. These cues
rationally would include information pertinent to tension
member loads, angles and extended lengths, as well as status
of the couplings. Use of vertical scale and/or multi--mode
displays was envisioned to provide these cues. In addition,
it was assumed initially, based on experience in power-lirmited
aircraft, that the operator would need some form of power
display to assure that he would not call for more power than
the aircraft could develop.

Initial concepts for external cargo system controls were
predicated upon a hoist control system which provided both
independent and synchronous, fully-variable speed control of
the two hoists, with hoist speed directly proportional to the
extent of control application, in displacement, force, or
both. Based on consideration of existing helicopter flight
control configurations, it was assumed the external cargo
system controls would he manipulated with the operator's ieft
hand in consort or time-shared with vertical control of the
aircraft. In addition to hoist control, controls requirements
also were onvisioned for manual application of the hoist brake
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and operation of emergency cable-cutting functions.

Studies, Analyses, and Procedures

The HLH Aircraft System Requirements Document (ASRD) contri-
buted to more detailed definition of external cargo system
controls/displays. It defined requirements for anthropometric
and arctic clothing accommodations; system operation without
release of flight controls; normal and emergency control, as
well as release test circuitry; and invocation of MIL-H-46855
as a human engineering guideline to selection and arrangement
of controls and displays. In order to limit technical consi-
deration to those conirol/display concepts which would be
feasible within the HLII ATC program time frame, one of the
first steps in the preliminary design procedure was to pro-
duce an annotated bibliography and state-of-the-art projec-
tion of control/display technology for the 1970-1980 period.
Since neither program schedule nor budget would permit advan-
cement of the state of the art in control/display technology,
a cutoff date of 1971 was established as a limiting date
for technology which could be applied realistically to the
External Cargo System ATC. Established state of the art is
summarized as follows:

Controls: Mechanical, electromechanical, electro-
magnetic, electronic, push-button switches,
modest computer assistance.

Displays: Conventional electromechanical, cathode ray
tube (multi-gun, multi-colored, ported),
vertical scale (electrcmechanical, electro-
luminescent, LED, fiber optic), alphanumeric
(drum counter, vacuum tube, projected, solid
state).

Establishment of Relationship Between External Cargo and
light Control Systems

In order to rationalize the accuracy with which cargo must be
extracted and placed, it was first necessary to define a
composite operational scenario and mission profile represen-
tative of the broadest spectrum of worst case conditions
under which the HLH might be required to operate. This
scenario postulates a general ship-to-shore operation over a
5-mile course length and an approximate 12-minute sortie
cycle time. An additional section of the scenario details
the load controlling mission segment. In order to relate
the cargo handling system to the flight control system in
the context of this profile, several other relationships had
to be considered.
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1. The effect of precision hover system and load
stabilization system on cargo handling operations.

2. The relationship of automatic flight path control
to cargo handling.

3. The relationship of cargo load motion to aircraft
flying qualities.

4. The relationship of ship motion to containership
loading operations.

To gain insight into the relations of 1, 2, and 3 above,
comments from operational pilots were reviewed pertinent to
external cargo handling operations in the CH-46, CH-47, CH-53
and CH-54. Specific parameters considered were:

1. General external load handling capability.

2. Aircraft stability and handling qualities.

3. Capability for all weather cargo operations.

4. Load and load area visibility.

5. Current techniques for external cargo operations.

Particular attention was devoted to the details of CH-54
operatiun because of the aircraft considered, CII-54 opera-
tions most closely resembled those projected for the HLII.
Selected project operational and technical personnel were
permitted to experience cargo handling operations in the
CIh-54 to assure better understanding of the operational control
,ind display problems involved.

V'tnctional Analyses

Using the cited operational scenario/mission profile and
knowledge of capabilities and limitations gained from analysis
of and experience with existing cargo systems, functional flow
diagrams for cargo system operation were generated down to
the third level of analysis.

Determination of Action/Information Requirements

A survey questionnaire was prepared and circulmted to thirteen
subjects representing engineering and operational disciplines.
Subjects were given a baseline list of action/information
requirements, which they were asked to expand upon or reduce
as they saw fit. Justification was required for retention,
addition or deletion of each item. The survey resulted in the
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identification of 66 action/information requirements. Items
desired by a majority (7 or more evaluators) were considered
mandatory for preliminary design. This process reduced the
total number of action/infornation items from 66 to 20.
These items were categorized into cargo and non-cargo system
functions, as follows:

Cargo System Items

Actual Load Weight *Hook Open/Closed
Condition

*1ioist Mode (Configuration) Hook Lock/Unlocked
Condition

*Hoist Speed *Hook Armed/Safe Condition
Cable Extended Length *Hook Test Verification
Cable Tension *Night Vision Augmentation
Hook Position Relative to Load *Dust/Snow Vision Augmen-

tation
Load Position Relative to Load *Emergency Release

Zone
Load Attitude (Pitch)

Non-Cargo System Items

*Absolute Altitude (Wheel *Aircraft Roll Attitude
Height)

*Aircraft Pitch Attitude *Aircraft Heading

Those items marked (*) were assumed to require action controls,
as well as information displays. From this listing, it was
rationalized that all non-cargo system controls would probably
be accommodated through the flight controller/s and that all
non-cargo system display information could be either presented
on conventional flight instruments or integrated into the VAS
at some future date. The VAS control and display also would
accommodate the night/dust/snow vision augmentation require-
ments, as well as those for hook/load and load/zone relative
position information. It was further rationa3ized that the
remaining cargo control system functions could be categorized
into two groups:

Operational Controls Mode Selection/Logic Controls

Hoist Speed Hoist Mode (Configuration)
Coupling Release Hook Armed/Safe
Emergency Release Hook Test Verification

Similarly, cargo system display information was categorized
into two groups:
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Operational Displays Mode/LogicDipay

Actual Load Weight Hoist Mode (Configuration)
11nist Speed Hook Open/Closed Condition
Extended Cable Length Hook Locked/Unlocked Condition
Cable Tension Hook Armed/Safe Condition
Load Attitude Hook Test Verification

In addition, it was realized that all crew stations probably
would require a caution/advisory panel to provide discrete
information relative to subsystems which interface with the
cargo handling system. It is interesting to note that

4 initial requirements for display of cable angle and manual
application of hoist brake were not justified for inclusion.
The supporting rationale for exclusion of cable angle is
that the only real means of controlling cable angle is
through either the alteration of flight control parameters
(attitude, speed, etc.) or through alteration of load pitch
attitude. Both of these information items have been provided
for. Manual application of hoist brake was not required since
the hoist brake system has been designed to function completely
automatically.

Alturnate Concept Definitions

Since the spectrum of available control/display technology
was so broad, initial control display concepts were limited
to two extreme configurations -- one representing an austere,
segregated, electromechanical approach; the other represent-
ing a sophisticated, integrated, state-of-the-art approach.
These two concepts were subjected to in-house review by 22
personnel representing various engineering and operational
disciplines. The main conclusions and recommendations are
summarized as follows:

1. Locate the cable cutter switch to itself or on an
emergency panel, rather than on the normal control
panel.

2. Orient cargo system control/display devices "fore
and aft" wherever possible to correc ate with actual
hoist system.

3. Use words rather than abbreviations on legended
lights wherever possible.

4. Vertical scale presentation of cable length and
tension is more easily interpreted than round-dial
presentation.

5. Scale cable tensions in 200 lb increments, with
each 1000 lb increment numbered. I
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6. Load weight should be the sum of the weights on
each of the two cables.

7. Illuminate the LCC's caution/advisory panel only
when his performance is affected.

8. An overall approach somewhere between the most
austere and the most sophisticated would be
desirable.

The most controversial item of the in-house review ias the
configuration of the hoist speed controller. The simple two-
lever approach presented represented an austere approach, but
fell short of good functional/task relation and anthropmetric
accommodation. Even though the U.S. Air Force Study on Design
and Evaluation of Primary Hand Controllers (AFFDL-TR-71-16,
dated December, 1970) had shown preference for lever type
control for multi-mode operations, there was sufficient
comment from the in-house review to merit reconsideration of
the finger-tip type control.

Description of Control/Display Components

Based on conclusions and recommendations from the in-house
design review, the following cargo system control/display
components and functions were rationalized:

Hoist Controller

Hoist speed command
Hoist synchronization command
Hoist synchronization indication
Coupling release (This function alternately could be

located as a right-hand function.)

Cargo System Control Panel

Hoist power on/off and indication
Hoist span position selection and indication
Coupling armed/safe selection and indication
Coupling locked/unlocked indication
Manual backup hook release
System test actuation and indication

Cable Tension Indicator

Actual lo.d weight
Individual cable tension
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Cable Length Indicator

Extended cable length
Hoist speed (Estimated from rate of change of cable

length.)
Load attitude (Estimated from difference in cable length

for given hoist span.)
Hoist span position (Tell-tale indicators)

Consideration of Safety Aspects of External Cargo/Flight
Control Operations

The basic components,defined above, were reviewed with par-
ticular attention devoted to the safety implications of the
basic concepts. Design reviews, both in-house and with the
customer, resulted in several significant changes in concept
which increased safety and improved operational effectiveness.
These are summarized below:

1. Provide guillotine function to all crew stations
with simple wiring (no interlocks to prevent
guillotining of a stowed hook).

2. Hoist span function at LCC station only.

3. Use pictorial indicators for coupling open/closed/
lock status.

4. Locate hook condition indicator on cable tension
indicator rather than on cargo system control panel.

5. Eliminate hook release test function since it is

superfluous.

Formal Design Review and Design Decisions

The external cargo system and LCC control/display concepts
were subjected to formal design review bv 13 Boeing Vertol
and 9 Army operational and technical personnel.
This review was conduct4'd in conjunction with the Model 347
LCC Station Mockup Review so that the reviewers could visualize
more easily the application of proposed controls/displays to
the actual cargo handling task.

Vendor Proposal Solicitation

A vendor briefing and proposal solicitation for design, mockup
and fabrication of the four cargo system control/display
components was conducted for 22 vendors. As a result of this
solicitation and briefing, the following proposals were
received:
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1. Contoured grip hoist controller

Electro-Development Corporation
Measurement Systems, Inc.
Mason Electric Company

2. Cargo system control panel

Barber-Coleman Company
Canadian Marconi Company
Electro-Development Corporation
Hartman Systems, Inc.
Simmonds Precision, Inc.

3. Cable tension and cable length indicator systems

Canadian Marconi Company
Electro-Development Corporation
Hartman Systems, Inc.
Simmonds Precision, Inc.
Weston Instruments (Cable Length only)

Subsequent to evaluation of the proposals received, the
following sources were selected:

1. Hoist controller - Measurement Systems, Inc.
2. Control panel - Barber-Coleman Company
3. Indicators - Illectro-Ievelopment Corporation

Detail Design

As a result of negotiations and technical discussions with
the subcontracted sources for the cargo system control/display
hardware above, preliminary designs for each of the items of
hardware were finalized. Each item is discussed below.

Contuuied Grip iloist Conti,a' l]r

The current configuration of the contoured grip hoist
controller, based on the Preliminary Requirements Document,
Hoist Control Grip, is shown in Figure 142. The grip is a
palm-rest type providing "'natural use of the thumb" to
control hoist rate, in that up-down motion of the thumb
produces up-down motion of the hoists. The two thumb switches
als, are oriented fore and aft to represent fore and aft
location of the hoists. Experimentation with breadboard
developmental models has shown that the thumb is sufficiently
strong to operate these controls effectively without the use
of a soft rubber covering over the thumb grip to reduce fatigue.
Grip contours have been kept smooth ho permit widest possible
accommodation of differt nt hand sizes and thumb lengths.
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The switches themselves are MS Model 469 solid state, force
switches containing no moving parts, but providing sufficient
displacement to create adequate positional cueing and feel,
even with an arctic gloved hand.

The output signal is directly and. linearly proportional to
the input force. Reliability of the Model 469 switches is
100,000 hours MTBF, double that of the connectors and wiring
used. The lowest reliability item in the grip is the
synchronization command (SYNC) switch, located in the base
of the grip. Its 20,000"-hour MTBF reduces the overitll trip
reliability to an estimated MTBF of 9,000 hours. (MSI points
out that of more than 3,000 such grips in operation in the
field, not one has been returned for repair in over three
years.) In addition to the SYNC switch, a SYNC light is
provided in the top of the grip to indicate to the operator
when the synchronized mode of hoist operation has been
selected. The grip and its switches are easily replaceable.
In addition, the switch mechanisms are repairable. Since
the grip is made around a metal grip shell, RFI/EMI require-
ments can be met easily. In addition, this construction is
less subject to inadvertent damage and is safe during crashes.
All components are available off-the-shelf and already are
qualified to military helicopter environments.

Cargo System Control Panel

The procurement configuration of the cargo system control
panel (see Figures 143 and 144) is closely similar to the
suggested panel configuration in the Prelimina y Requirements
Document, Cargo System Control Panel. Two fully operational
panels were procured. The rectangular switches themselves
are lighted-legended push-button switches, whose characteris-
tics are representative of MIL--STD switches. The control
will permit complete operation of the cargo system from
either of the two locations (cockpit or LCC station)
selected by the control transfer switch. The legends on
both panels will indicate the status of the controlled func-
tions regardless of which station has assumed control. The
mechanical hook release control is a ring-guarded, momci~tary
contact switch which actuates the mechanical hook releaso
sequence.

Iii operation, the control transfer switch selects the panel
location to perform the control functions by "enabling" the
other switches on the selected panel. The OPERATE/STOW
switches are connected to the hoist electrical system" by
switching logic such that the STOW function can occur only
if the hook is unloaded and in a SAVE condition. When the
STOW mode is selected, the hoist will raise the hook to its
highest position and then disable the power to the hoist
assembly. The OPElATE function makes power available to the
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hoist system. The SAFE/ARMED switches enable the electrical
hook replase circuits i.n the ARTMED condition and disables
them in the SAFE position. The PO.S'N switches select the
de,sirod span position of the respective hoist assemblies.

m'}Iy , ,,.bled cMly when the, nook:-; ror un oiaded (]ess th,an
1 ,000. 1])), The I e(, end i.; il]uminitLed whe:n the sole cted
p. ! ( C) I 1w 11,1ý,1 1 ,I CIh '(1 T. 'IL'e c ( r t i onI -. ~, ij(-d( , si.'nf ,d S u ch

halt thie ,.oit :elected mode remai s in ieftect: ip•r• coxlntoL
t vaiwthi or after a power interruption.

'Ti' ctl,, t.in.i on iid ca.ble. length indicating system consists
of an int erk-ic-c el(ectronics unit, a cable tensi.•n indicator,
.~ I TI a c , ]e 7 10 f gth i nd i cator.7

The cable. tension indicator and cable lngth indicator are
shnwn in .igures 145 and 146. The cable length indicator
displ:,-ys to thi load controlling crewman (LCC) the length
of cable payed out from each of the forward and aft hoists
,and in addition indicates the span position of both hoists.

The cable tension indicator displays to the LCC the tension
in each of the forward and aft cables and the total load
weight suspended on the cables. A caution flag is presented
if the: load weioiht exceeds '70,000 lb. In addition, it
displqys; the status of the forward and aft. cargo hooks, locked,
unlocked, or open.

'h ,i nter face electronics unit provides tho interface, between
the ca.rq, handdlinq system sensors and ti., cable !e.,gth and
cablei: tension indi',itors. It computes 11w cabie length,
cbl- 1 , ti,'icn imi totll loid weight from inputs of length,
] i., 1 )Lit, r 1: orce , c.b 1 e angt.1e and the attitude of the

,i'• , r;I. In 11 idditLi on to the si gnals to the indicators,
the lii 1 i ,I- provid,'s warning outputs to indicate load
unbl,,iico, excessive cable tension or load overweight. A
pi ctor i a]. presentation is shown in Figure 147.

Inh•rf~ace Electronics Unit-

i:.fory ofje }ration. The interface electronics unit
provides the interFace between the cargo handling system
tr:nsducers and sq;nsors and the cargo handling system
cable.! lenyth and cable tension indicators.

The interface electronics unit accepts inputs from the
cable length, load isolator force, cable pitch angle
and roll. angle transducers,and provides the necessary
signal conditioning and computation circuitry to provide
analog outputs of cable length, cable tension and load
weight for the indicators.
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Cable Length, The cable length signal to the cable
length indicator is computed as follows:

Two identical channels are used, one for the forward
and one for the aft cable. Each cable length transducer
is a linear transformer which provides a 400-Hz AC
output signal proportional to the length of cable payed
out. This is achieved by gearing the linear transformer
off of the cable drum. The transducer is zeroed at 50
feet cable length and provides an output which increases
in amplitude in phase with the transducer excitation
for cable lengths above 50 feet and increases in ampli-
tude out of phase for cable length below 50 feet.

The linear transformer output is phase sensitive demod-
ulated to produce a DC voltage proportional to cable
length. In addition, the linear transformer excitation
voltage is also demodulated to provide a DC reference
voltage: nominally 5 VDC. The length signal is then
represented as the ratio between the DC signal to the
DC reference voltage. The system thus oper~A+5 ratiome-
trically, thus making the system accuracy independent
of the amplitude of the transducer excitation voltage.
This ratiometric technique is also used for the cable
tension and load weight computations.

The output from the signal demodulator is fed to a
two-segment function generator which shapes the cable
length signal to provide a two-slope curve with a break
at 60 feet. This matches the scale characteristic of
the cable length and allows the indicator to use a
linear feedback potentiometer. (This has the advantage
that an identical linear feedback potentiometer can be
used in the cable tension indicator, as its scale
breaks are also produced by a function generator in
the interface electronics unit.)

The cable length signal output from tht interface elec-
tronics unit to the indicator is thus a three wire DC
signal -reference, signal and common - which expresses
cable length an the ratio between the characterized
signal and the reference voltages. The reference voltage
excites the servo follow-up potentiometer, thus completincj
the iatiometric measurements: i.e., the tape is positioned
proportional to the voltage ratio between the input
signal and the reference voltage.

Cable Tension. Two identical channels of signal
conditiohifng compute the forward and aft cable tension
signals which feed the cable tension indicator. As with
the cable length signal conditioning,the system works
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ratiometrically and in( ides the function generator to
characterize the cable nsion indicator scale break
points.

Each hoist consists of two geared cable drums and two
cables. A load Isolator on each drum measures the
reaction force on the drum which is a function of the
cable tension.

For each hoist, the cable tension is computed by
measuring the force in both the forward and aft load
isolators and then shaping these signals to a function
which represents the cable tension to load isolator
force relationship as determined by the mechanics of
the hoist. The resulting signals are sumned to produce
a signal proportional to the total tension on the two
cables of the hoist. A warning output is provided if
the tensions in each cable differ by more than a preset
level. For the development unit this was set to 5,000
lb. A warning output is also given if the total tension
in the cables on each hoist exceeds 50,000 lb.

The transducers used to measure the load isolator forces
are strain gauge bridges. The bridges are excited with
10 V RMS and 400 Rz AC, and the bridge output is a 0 to
18 mW 400 Hz signal whose amplitude is directly propor-
tional to the load isolator force. This millivolt s~gnal
is amplified by a high gain AC amplifier and theu phase
sensitively demodulated to reject noise and produce a
DC signal proportional to the load isolator force.
This signal is then fed to a function generator which
approximates the load isolator force !ýo cable tension
transfer function, thus producing at its output a DC
signal which is proportional to the cable tension on
that drum. By summing this with the cable tension
signal from the second drum, the total cable tension on
that hoist is computed. This is then the forward or
aft hoist cable tension which is to be displayed on the
indicator. However, before sending these signals to
the cable tension indicator, they are shaped by a three-
segment function generator to provide break points at
30,000 and 40,000 lb tension to match the indicator
scale characteristics. As mentioned above, this allows
a inear feedback potentiometer to be used in the
inaicator servowhich results in the identical servo
ami'lifiers and servo mechanisms in both indicators. As
with cable length, the cable tension signal to the
indicator is a three-wire signal which represents cable
tension as the ratio between the characterized signal
and the reference voltage. The reference voltage excites
the servo follow-uip potentiometer in order +hat the
indicator will position the tape as a function of the input
voltage ratio.
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Load Weight. The total load weight is computed by
summing the load weights on the forward and aft hoists.
These are computed by multiplying the cable tension on
the appropriate hoist by the cosines of the angles of
the cable to the vertical in both the roll and pitch
axes.

The angle of the cable to the vertical in pitoh is
derived by adding or subtracting the helicopter pitch
angle (0) from the longitudinal angle of the cable to
the body axis of the helicopter (OC). Similarly, in
the roll axis, the cable angle to the vertical is
determined by adding or subtracting the helicopter roll
angle (0) from the lateral cable angle to the body axis
of the helicopter (B).

The pitch and roll signals are 400 Hz AC signals from
synchros in the vertical gyro,and the cable angle signals
are 400 Hz AC signals from linear transformers. By
using two of the three synchro wires,these signals are
AC summed in the appropriate phase to give AC signals
proportional to the cable angles to the vertical in both
roll and pitch. (Note that as the gyro pitch and roll
signalr come from synchros and only two wires are used,
their amplitudes are not linearly proportional to pitch
and roll angle but are a sinusoidal function.) For
small angles (less than 20 degrees), negligible error
(0.280 at 200) is introduced in the AC summation with
the cable angle linear transformer outputs, but this
increases to 1. 2 1' at 300 and 3.20 at 400.

The AC signals, proportional to the cable angle to the
vertical, are phase sensitively demodulated to produce
corresponding DC signals. These are fed to cosine
function generators whose outputs are then proportional
to the cosines of these angles and by multiplying
these by the cable tension signals result in DC voltages
directly proportional to the forward and aft load
weights. These are summed to produce a total load weight
signal which is sent to the indicator in the standard
three-wire format. In the indicator an analog-to-digital
convertor working on voltage ratio i6 used to driv- the
load weight digital display. The analog load wei .t
signal in the interface olectronics also feeds compara-
tori set to trip at 56,000 lb and 70,000 lb. These
provide the logic signals to drive the load weight
caution and warning flags on the load weight display.
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Hook Status Logic. The interface electronics also
contains two identical logic circuits which provide
signals to the cable tension indicator to drive the
hook status legend to either the locked, unlocked or
open position. A single input line from the hook
controls the locked/unlocked legend and a second line,
the open condition. However, the "open" signal is
momentary and, therefore, is used to trigger a one-shot
circuit which causes the "open" legend to be displayed
for a fixed period of time in order that the LCC should
not miss this information. The one-shot time period
was se, to 1-1/2 seconds in the development system.

Construction Details. An outline drawing of the inter-
face electronics unit is shown in Figure 148, while a
photograph showing internal construction details is
shown in Figure149.

The electr7onics is housed in an existing standard 1/2
ATR long case with all the circuitry on plug-in circuit
cards. No attempt was made to improve the volumetric
efficiency of the packaging design. However, the
system was designed to be flexible with trimpots pro-
vided for all gains, zero offset adjustments, function
generators characteristics and comparator trip points.
The trimpots were accessible without removing the cove,
to facilitate calibration to the system transducers
when installed in the test rig.

Printed circuit boards were used wherever more than
one of a given board configuration was required, e.g.,
for the multipliers, function generators and phase
sensitive demodulators.

Cable Tension Indicator

Theory of Operation. The block diagram of the cable
tension indicator is shown in the upper right-hand
portion of Figure 150. The forward and aft cable
tensions are displayed by two "thermometer" vertical
tape displays, while the load weight is presented as a
digital readout. The two tapes are driven by a di.rect
drive DC torque motor (no gears are use-) which provides
torque in the upscale direction. A spring return mech-
anism provides downscale torque, which also drives
the tape fully downscale and displays the word OFF
when power is turned off. A follow-up potentiometer is
attached coaxially with the torque motor and tape drive
drum to provide tape position information for closed
loop servo operation. A servo amplifier compares the
voltage from the feedback pot with the input signal and
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increases or decreases the signal to the torque motor
so that the motor turns and the pot wiper voltage becomes
equai to the input voltage. As the pct is excited with
the reference voltage and the input signal information
is represented as the r:atio between the signal and
reference voltage,the ýape is also positioned propor-
tional to this ratio. The servo follow-up pot is
linear, thus the tape position is linearly proportional
to the input signal volt.Aqe ratio. The scale breaks
are achieved by shaping the signal in the interface
electronics unit and this has the advantage of allowing
identical servomechanisms to be used in both of the
indicators.

As the torque motor is constantly exerting a torque to
overcome the spring return torquea switching mode
servo amplifier was used in order to minimize the servo
amplifier power dissipation. This is considerably more
efficient than a linear amplifier ( 90%). The total
power dissipation for each servo amplifier and DC torquer
at null is approximately one and a half watts.

In order to achieve cautionary condition on the cable
tension display, clear tapes were used. As the input
signal increases,the clear tapes are driven upscale,
uncovering more of the white background. This gives
the "thermometer" type display required. Above 42,000
lb the background changes to a black and amber chevron
to inidicate that the cable tension is in the caution
range. This is shown in Figure 151.

"Magwheels" (digital electromagnetic indicators) were
used for the load weight readout. These were driven by
an analog to digital converter which produced an output
directly proportional to the signal to reference voltage
radio at i s input. A magwheel with a dual drum was
also used for the least two significant digits of the
load weight display which are used to display the load
weight caution and warning flags.

For load weights up to 56,000 lb, two white zeros
on a black background are displayed; between 56,000 and
70,000 lb, a cauticn flag consisting of two white zerocj
on a black and amber diagonal stripped background is
displayed; and above 70,000 lb a diagonal red and white
stripped warning flag is displayed. The various flag
conditions are also shown in Figure 151.

The remaining feature i, the cable tension indicator is
the f'orward and aft hook status legends. Once again,
magu. ils were used for this function. The hook body
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mimic was screened onto the dial face and the three
different hook symbols were screened onto the magwheel.
By energizing the appropriate magwheel positiois, the
"open", "unlocked* and closed hook symbols are presented.
See Figure 151.

Display Figure 151 shows the dial presentation for
the cable tension indicator.

From left to right these pictures show the following
operating modes:

1. Power OFF condition -the OFF flags are visible
on each tape. The hook status legend is
shown in the "open" position.

2. Power ON condition, zero load weight- both
tapes indicate zero cable tension and the
hook status legend is shown in the "unlocked"
position.

3. Normal operation - less than 56,000 lb load
weight and less than 42,000 lb on each
cable; the load weight is snown at 50,000 lb
load, and each cable tension at 25,000 lb.
The hock status indicates a "locked" hook
condition.

4. Caution range -the load weight is between
56,000 and 70,000 ib; a black and amber
flag appears behind the two least significant
digits of the load weight display.

5. Overweight condition --the load weight is
greater than 70,000 lb; a red and white
striped flag is displayed in the load weight
readout to indicate this condition, also the
cable tensions are over 42,000 lb, exposing
a black and amber chevron which indicates
excessive cable tension.

(It is possible to have excessive cable tension 142,000
lb1 without being overweight or even in the cautionary
load weight range. This can happen for large cable
angles, which result in the sum of the cable tensions
being much greater than the load weight.)

The change in vertical "tape" color as the cable tension
increases is achieved by using a clear tapr, with the
upper portion black. The boundary between the clear and
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black portions becomes the tape reading line. By
screening the white normal region and black and amber
caution regions directly on t!ie dial face and by
uncovering them with the Alear tape as the cable tension
increases produces the v fect of change in the "tape"
color.

The design of the cable tension display was based on
the following criteria:

1. Make the tape displays (scale factor) as large
as possible. (Scale factor in terms of inches
or tape travel per unit of displayed
parameter.)

2. Use digital indicators (magwheels) for the
"total load weight" and "coupling device
status" indicators.

3. Have the largest possible reading angle with
the smallest possible reading ambiquity.
This turned out to be a 300 cone oL visibility.

4. Use the same bezel cover, or assembly, for

both indicators.

5. Red lighting was required.

The cable tension indicator (Figure ]2) is housed in
a 7.25-inch-high by 1.875-inch-wide, and approximately
9.00-inch-long metal case with a faceplate 2.00
inches wide, 8 inches high and 0.187 inch thick. The
total glass area visible to the operator when viewed
from the front is approximately 10 square inches. Both
the total load weight indicators and the coupling device
status indicators are made from 1-inch-diameter mag-
wheels that were placed as close to the top and bottom
of the instrument as possible.

Each movable tape consists of a strip of specially
treated mylar that is wide enough to cover the painted
tape strip on the scale face, thus when the tape moves,
the clear section will uncover the painted tape strip
below and appear as a two-color (white and amber/black)
line. Various tape widths were evaluated before
selecting one that was .125 inch wide. This width
gives the operator good readability while being
aesthetically appealing.

The original requirement for the caution region wzs that
it be amber; however, under red light conditions the
white tape region and amber tape region would both
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appear red and, thus, the caution band would not be
identifiable to the operator.

Therefore, various other approaches were considered for
identifying the caution region, with the requirement
that. it could be differentiated from the white region
under red light. This was achieved by using a black
and amber chevron pattern. When red lit, this appeared
as a black and red chevron pattern and preaented the
caution information to the operator by pattern recogni-
tion rather than by color recognition.

The total visible tape length of each tape is 4.11
inches. The scales are 3.85 inches long from the
center of tiLe major graduation opposite the zero to
the center of the majo- graduation opposite the fifty.
The two tapes are .9 : . h apart and are centered in
the instrument, each tape width being .125 inch. The
major graduations are .2 inch long and .030 inch
wide and are spaced opposite each scale number. The
sub-major graduations are .Z inch long and .015
inch wide and are spaced to indicate 2,000 pounds each
in the range of 0 to 30,000 pounds, 1,000 pounds each in
the range of 30,000 to 40,000 pounds, and 500 pounds
each in the range of 40,000 to 50,000 pounds.

The dial face was selected after evaluating many
different styles of graduations and numbers. Readability
is the prime concern when selecting the dial face
layout. It was felt that a simple, very clean, but
adequate (for the resolution reqiired), dial face
should be proposed. This type of dial display was
centered in the allowable space ensuring that it. was
readable within the 300 cone of visibility.

The total load weight presentation is a normal, five-
magwheel display with the exception of the last two
zeros. These zeros are silk-screened on a single, double
width magwheel that also serves in two of its other
positions as the caution flag and warning flag.

The magwheels are set back from the cover glass approxi-
mately .050 inch And framed in an aperture opening of
.30 inch by 1.5 inchas. In the selection of the mag-
wheel position and distance from the cover glass, the
viewing angle war always kept in mind. The dimension
selected ensures the maximum possible viewing angle
wl'ile not permitting the adjacent digits to be visible.

The caution flag associated with the load weight display
was originally required to change the last two digits
(fixed zeros) from white numerals on a black background
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to amber numerals on a black background for load
weights between 56,000 and 70,000 lb.

Under external ambient light and unfiltered white light,
the amber numbers would have been sufficient to alert
the operator to a caution condition. When the decision
was mado to adapt the instrument to red lighting, it
was determined that the small amount of amber in the two
zeros would not be readily discernable to the operator.
To ensure that the operator would be unambiguously
aware that a caution condition exists,many different
flag configurations were evaluated. As with the chevrons
on the cable tension tape display, it was determined
that some black region was required on the flag. This
resulted in the design with white zeroes on a black and
amber stripped background. This design is readily
visible under ambient white light, and under red light
the black cross lines behind the zeros serves to alert
the operator to a caution condition.

The overload condition flag (load greater than 70,000 ib)
is a red and white diagonal stripe. TUrier red light
both the white and red lines appear re' ,as contrasted to
the background, and alert the operator to an overload
condition. Under ambient white light the lines appear
white and red and offer more contrast to the background
than either a total white or a total red flag. The
important consideration in the human engineering of this
flag is the width of the white cross line. If the white
line becomes too thin, then from a reasonable viewing
distance the flag appears all red. An all red flag when
framed with black is not as discernable as a red and
white flag. If the white lines get too thick, then the
warning red becomes lost to the operator. A good com-
promise appears to be a white lirne that is approximately
one-half the width of the red line.

The hook status indication is presented as a mimic at
the bottom of each movable tape. The hook and legends
are silk-screened on a double-width magwheel,wh.1 .le the
upper portion of the coupling device is silk-screened
on a thin plastic pulley cover. Thus,when the miagwheel
is rotated, the hook and legends are changed. It should
be noted that a mechanically moving device such as a
magwheel (or flag) is the only technique that will not
suffer from fading under ambient white light.

Constructions The outline drawing for the cable tension
indicator is shown in Figure 145, and Figure 152 shows
the internal construction of the indicator. The forward
portion of the indicator contains the tape drive mechanism
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which consists of the direct drive DC torque motor and
the spring return mechanism.

The DC torque motor, follow-up potentiometer and tape
drive drum are coaxial]y mounted as a single assembly
which can be removed as a module.

The motors and spring returns are mounted on a T-shaped
center plate which is a'tached directly to the bezel
and also carries the scale face. The load weight mag-
wheels and hook status indicators are mounted on
brackets which also attach to the center plate.

The rear of the indicator houses the electronics, which
in this prototype consisted of an analog co digital
converter and two servo amplifiers (one for each servo
mechanism).

Cable Length Indicator

Theory of Operation. The block diagram of the cable
length indicatoar is shown in the lower right-hand portion
of Figure 150. The forward and aft cble lengths are
displayed by two "thermometer" vertical tape displays.

The mechanism for the tape drive and servo amplifiers
are identical to those used in the cable tension indica-
tor, with the exception that the tape is driven downward
for increasing cable length rather than upward as in the
cable tension indicator.

Display Design. The cable length indicator, see Figure
146, uses the same bezel assembly as the cable tension
indicator. This maintains similarity and display bilance
between the two instruments. The tape width of the
cable length indicatqr is the same as that of the cable
tension indicator; however, the scale length is
increased as much as practical. Increasing the length,
the tapes appear to the operator more like a cable and
at the same time increase the reading resolution. The
major and minor scale graduations are the same length
and width as those used on the cable tension indicator.
The scale is laid out in two steps: the first starts
at 10 feet and Is divided in linear steps to 60 feet,
with each minor graduation equal to 2 feet; t'he second
is from 60 feLt to 100 feet, with each minor graduation
equal to I foot. The two downward moving tapes are
situated below a helicopter legend and as close to it
as practical to give the impression of hanging b.elow
the helicopter. However, they are not shown attached
to the bottom of the helicopter since the
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addition of the requirement to light the helicopter
legend made it impractical to extend the tapes to
the very bottom of the legend.

The two sets of lights located on either side of the
top of the tapes are to indicate the fore and aft span
position of the hoists. When operating, the appropriate
hoist position lights illuminated red with the "F" or
"A" for fore and aft position appearing as a black
silhouette,

The tapes on the cable length indicator are driven in the
opposite direction to those in the cable tension indica-
tor, so that the scale indication increases in a downward
direction. Because the tape is driven downward by the
servo and returned upward by the spring return, the "off"
flag appears at the bottom of the scale as opposed to
the top of the scale as in the tension indicator.

Construction The outline drawing for the cable length
indicator is shown in Figure 146.

With the exception of the dial face tapes and nameplate,
the same parts used in the cable tension indicator were
used in the cable length indicator. It should be noted
that the same center T-shaped plate is used in each
indicator for mounting the servo mechanical components
even though the tapes on the cable length indicator are
driven in the opposite direction from those on the
cable tension indicator. This is achieved by inverting
the cen1:er plate in the cable length indicator such that
the motors are below the spring return mechanisms.

The plug-in circuit card, visible at the rear of the
indicator, contains the two switching mode servo
amplifiers which also are identical to those used in
the cable tension indicator.

Integrated Test Rig

The controls and displays procured for the ATC program (and
installed in the Integrated Tewt Rig) consist of:

1. LCC Hoist Controller (See Figures 153 and 154)

Measurements Systems Incorporated Dwg. S2309
(Figure 142) describes delivered hardware.
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Figure 154. Controls and Displays Components.

2. Cargo System Control Panel (See Figures 143, 144# 155)

Barber-Colman Company Dwgs. FYLZ and YL1601 (Figures
143 and 144) describe the delivered hardware and
circuitry of each of the two procured panels.

3. Cable Length and Cable Tension Indicators (See
Figures 151, 152 .ind154

Electro Development Corporation Dwgs. ID9-170,
ID9-171, ID9-172-03 and BD9-172 (Figures 145, 146,
148, 149 and 151) describe the delivered hardware
and the inter-connections. The items received
were:

a. Cable tension indicator (ID-170)
b. Cable length indicator (ID-171)
c. Interface electronics unit (ID-172)
d. Nonoperating models of ID-170 and ID-171

for use in cockpit mockup.

Because of the requirements established for opera-
tional instrumentation and auxiliary instrumenta-
tion outputs and to facilitate the development
circuitry fabrication, it was considered more
economical of both time and money to provide a
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third enclosure for the developmental processing
and computational function necessary to actuate
the tape servos in the respective displays, there-
fore the interface electronics unit was utilized
for this function. (See Figures 148 and 154). The
package size of the indicators themselves is suffi-
cient to include the necessary electronics functions,
when the ATC experience has refined the exact
requirements and when it is appropriate to expend
the nonrecurring funds for such packaging.

4. Signal Conditioning and Control Logic Unit

As the integrated test rig program developed and as the
procurement of the components had not permitted a
thorough system integration earlier, it was necessary to
design and fabricate hardware to marry the components
from the various vendors into an operating system in the
ITR.

The ITR installs a full complement of the Cargo Handling
ATC (except VAS) and in addition required auxiliary
equipment for instrumentation signal conditioning, and
control logic.

The Signal Conditioning Unit (Figures 154 and 156)
provides the functions of:

1) Amplitude scaling and cubic parabola shaping of
the SPEED COMMAND signals from the hoist control
grip into the Sundstrand ATM controller.

2) Amplitude scaling of the cable length sensor signals
between the EDC interface electronics unit and the
ATM controller.

3) Amplitude scaling of the cable tension signals from
the EDC interface electronics unit and the ATM
controller.

4) Amplitude scaling of the pitch angle signals from
the sensors and the ATM controller.

5) Amplitude scaling of the SPEED COMMAND, pitch angle,
and roll angle signals for instrumentation.

6) Timing circuit for the EMERG hook release circuit..

7) Power supplies for above functions plus the LED
"SYNCH" indicator in the control grip.
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The control logic unit (Figures 154,156) consists ofa relay test circuit and a duplicated set of relay
logic to permit the automatic operation of the hoist
traverse system and to integrate the cable length
limits and span position interlocks into a system which
allows winch operation only between upper and lower
cable length limits when the control panel is in the OPER
condition (hoist module in FWD or AFT positirn with pin
locks engaged) or from upper length limit to stow limit
after initiation of the STOW command.

This unit also serves as the power distribution unit
uf the ITR control system.

The control logic unit also contains the relay logic
for the NORMAL and EMERGENCY hook release functions.

The auxiliary control panel provides a means of
actuating the cable cutter and normal hook release
circuits (not necessarily representative of an aircraft
installation).
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VISUAL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM (VAS)

Design Requirements

Limitations and restrictions in current external cargo opera-
tion imposed by conditions of darkness, fog, smoke, or blowing
dust and snow established a mandatory goal for the HLH of
providing a means for accurately positioning and orienting
the aircraft and/or load when operating in a degraded visual
environment. Toward this goal, Boeing Vertol proposed
development and evaluation of a visual augmentation system to
complement the precision hover capability concurrently
developed under the flight control system ATC. Microwave,
infrared and low light level television (LLLTV) were identified
as pcssible sensor technologies which could be used. Since
it was estimated that a jingle sensor might enhance visual
acuity and range by a factor of three or four, it was not
inconceivable that a combination of sensors might be required
to accommodate the entire range and spectrum of obscurations
which the HLH might encounter. However, the existence of
developmental broad band sensor!;, coupled with state-of-the-
art advances in wide angle optics, cathode ray tube (CRT)
displays and symbology generation, indicated that a system to
achieve the goal of the VAS was tcchnically feasible and, if
successful, economically beneficial. The major benefits to
be derived were:

1. Increased productivity through conduct of operations
over a broader range of meteorological conditions.

2. Increased efficiency through providing the pilot/
copilot with a means of monitoring cargo operation
from a emote location.

3. Possible elimination of a load controlling crewman
(LCC's) glass cage by allowing cargo operations to
be conducted entirely by remote viewing from the
cockpit or an LCC station inside the fuselage.

Initially, it was rationalized that the VAS must have a field
of view (FOV) equal to or better than the human operator.
To provide such a FOV, use of an extremely wide angle lens
(commonly referred to as a "fisheye" lens by the optics
industry) was proposed.

Studies, Analyses and Procedures

Survey of Operational Experience and Technical Documenta-
tion

A survey was conducted of existing technical literature
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and on-going projects devoted to the following subjects:

1. Hover position sensors and systems
2. I1ove- position indicator and displays
3. Vision enhancement systems
4. Low light level television systems
5. infrared vision enhancement systems

The search identified two Army programs which might
have technology bordering that. associated with the VAS,~
These were:

1. Night vision surveillance system (NVASS)
2. Iriquois night fighter and night tracker

(INFANT).

A second search identified ten projects, primari,_
related to helicopter flying characteristics and st-.
ity in hover. The following projects were identified
to be of potential intorest:

-. 1. Helicopter-borne camera system for battle-
field surveillance (ECOM)

.. Precision hovering with heavy sling loads
(Princeton University for ECOM)

3. Overhead wide-field head-up display (ECOM)

4. Solid-state image motion sensor (Optonetics
for USAFFOL)

5. Optical landing systems for helicopters
(Naval Air Engineering Center).

From these searches, ECOM and Its gsoociated Nig'ht
Vision Laboratory (NVL) were recognized for its
technical expertise and active engagement in vision
enhancement systems. Technical contacts were made with
ECOK and NVL, as well as with interested parties in U.S.
Air Force AFFDL and Naval Air Systems Conmmand.

Definition of Visual Environment

To assist in arriving at the operational requirements
tor the VAS, a study was made of the worst case weather
conditions, airborne particle concentrations and ambi~ent
light conditions potentially existent during the HLP
cargo system operations. The Systems Evaluation Group
used computer analysis to predict the effect on the
LCC's visual capabilities over a range of conditions of
drizzle or snowfall. It was recognized that the
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theoretical worst case conditions are unlikely to occur
during any HLH operation; however, the study results
were useful in bracketing the sensor requirements for
use in vendor proposal preparation and evaluation of
submitted proposals.

Initial Concept Definition

At the initiation of the HLH ATC Program, it was notd that
several HLH characteristics and subsystem requirements which
could impact the design of the VAS had not been scheduled
for definition. These included such items as C.G. computation,
power/lift margin, navigation, collision avoidance, weather
avoidance, station keeping, radar maapping, etc. In order to
gelierate sysLet control docunmentation for the VAS in a timely
manner, certain ground rules were established pertinent to
the design criteria and objectives for the VAS to be demon-
strated during the ATC Program. These are summarized as
follows:

1. Recognizing the potential of the CRT display for
multi-mode operation, design effort will not be
expended configuring the VAS display for multi-
mode operation.

2. The VAS will not be designed for use as a naviga-
tion aid, and will be designed to provide enhanced
vision only within a slant range of 350 feet.

3. The VAS will be optimized for use by the I.CC. This
configuration may not represent the optimum
configuration for use by the pilot/copilot.

4. Presentation of master caution annunciation can be
incorporated into the design of the VAS in
accordance with the guidelines of MIL-STD-884.

5. Inputs of absolute altitude, pitch, roll and head-
ing are assumed available from other HLH subsystems.

6. Display and panel lighting must possess red light
capability to preserve night vision adaptation at
the operators location.

Design guidelines were established for the VAS by maintaina-
bility, reliability, safety and human factors engineering
personnel.
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Initial System Definition

The VAS comprises five subsystem elements (see Figure 157):

1. Visual augmentation display (VAD)
2. Electro-optical sensor (ECS) group
3. VAS illuminator group
4. Electronics interface unit (EIU)
5. VAS control.

Visual Augmentation Display

The VAD comprises a cathode ray tube (CRT) presentation
of the real-world load area with superimposed symbology,
positioned in a suitable location in the load controlling
crewman's (LCC) compartment.

Electro-Optical Sensor Group

The EOS group comprises a downward-looking, fixed mounted
imaging device with very wide FOV and a gimbal mounted
imaging device, stabilized arid servo driven, with a
narrow FOV and a range gating capability.

VAS Illumination Group

The VAS illumination group provides for both wide-angle
(flood) and narrow-angle (spot) illumination of specifi-
ed areas located in the hemisphere below the helicopter.
Flood and spot illumination are operable independently
of each other and may be used simultaneously. The V'AS
must not be dependent upon aircraft floodlights for
night operations, but is expected to be compatible with
their use in benign environments.

Electronics Interface Unit

The EIU contains the electronics interface between the
EOS group, the VAD, the illumination group, and other
helicopter systems, and includes low voltage power
supply, signal data conversion, display programming and
computation functions.

VAS Control

All controLs for the VAS, including controls for the VAD,
the EOS group, the illuminator group and the EIU are
included in a separate control panel designed for install-
ation in a standard 5.75-inch panel track.
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During the process of initial concept definition, it was
rationalized that two fields of view and perhaps two sensor
locations would be required to provide the high resolution
and see-around-the-load capabilities required. Viewing and
illumination schemes are depicted in Figure 158.

The initial system performance characteristics are sunmarized
below:

Systei ',solution - 3.75 TV lines/minute of viewing
angle (NFOV)

55 TV lines/degree of viewing
angle at center (WFOV)

5 TV lines/degree of viewing
angle at edges (NFOV)

Display Brightness - Adequate to permit operation
and Contrast between bright sunlight and

overcast starlight against
a target having 1% contrast

Environment - Sufficient atmospheric attenuation
to reduce transmittance to 1%

Range - 350-ft slant, 250-ft absolute
altitude

Display Size and - 10.5-in. round CRT with 9.5 in.
Format screen

Fields of View - 2200 WFOV
40 NFOV

Heading - Displayed around periphery of CRT

CRT Phosphor - P4 with detachable green and red
filters on display face

Raster - Adequate to provide resolution and
prevent flicker below 30 Hz

WFOV Lens Response - Orthographic (Sinusoidal)

NFOV Lens Response - Normal (tngetial)

Floodlight Spectra - Overt - .556 principal wavelength
Covert - .750 , gated a. required

to penetrate obscuration
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Technical Briefing and Vendor Symposium

A list of 530 companies claiming some degree of technical
expertise in electro-optical systems and components was
developed. From this list, 33 companies were identified as
having total system capability and recognized qualifications.
All of these were invited to attend a technical briefing on
VAS. The 22 which attended the symposium were further invited
to submit technical and planning proposals for implementation
of the VAS concept, including identification of concept
improvements or alternatives.

As a result of the vendor symposium, six proposals were
received, four for total systems and two for displays and
interface electronics only, as follows:

Concrac Corporation - Displays and electronics only
Martin-Marietta Corp. - LLLTV system
Kaiser Aerospace Co. - Display and electronics only
Dalmo Victor Co. - Stereo LLLTV
RCA/Honeywell - LLLTV system
Texas Instruments - FLIR.

The proposals were reviewed in-house, by the Army, and through
cooperative afrangement with the Army Program Manager, by the
Electro-Optical Department of NASA, Langley. A range-gated
video LLLTV system, as proposed by both Martin Marietta and
RCA/Honeywell appeared to show the greatest capability for
meeting the VAS requirements and the highest potential for
future technical growth. Both the Martin and RCA proposals
werp wrnl9 in the oltLicn aLid ai-.play areas. Since both systems
employed an RCA vidicon sensor, RCA's proposal was technically
very strong in the sensor area. Additionally, RCA provided
a selective list showing combinations of components which
enabled consideration of a broad spectrum of cost, complexity
auid capability. As a result of these anC other technical and
logistical consideratioxii, the f.CA/IIoncywell appuotuh Lo VAS
implementation was adjudged superior.

UH-I Flight Tests to Support Concept Development

The VAS concept was proposed on the basis of flight test
investigations conducted by Boeing Vertol under independent
research aAd development funds. Viewing of the test films
which resulted from this investigation resulted in a number
of :omments and questions concerning characteristics peculiar
to fisheye viewing systems. In addition, all of the ase,ýss-
ments had been based on the observation of color motion
picture film, The ne:rt most logical step in evaluating the
VAS concept was the assessment of an electro-optical system
with real-time monochromatic CRT display. Toward that end a
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cooperative flight test program was developed with USANVL to
enable exposure of operational personnel to a fisheye
viewing system and to accumulate subjective commentary which
could be used in defining those characteristics (perspective,
depth perception, color, resolution, range, field of view,
symbology, target designation, heading orientation, screen
size, magnification, distortion, disorientation, etc.) which
could impact the effectivity of VAS design and feasibility
demonstration.

The tests demonstrated sufficient potential of the VAS
concept to merit continued investigation and development.
Several other conclusions affecting the design of the VAS
are:

1. Resolution greater than that of conventional 525
line systems is required.

2. Automatic brightness control is required.

3. High brightness phosphors and glare protection are
required.

4. Apparent magnification must be increased.

5. Horizon information is of no value as a flight
control cue, but has value as an orientation or
comfort cue.

6. Care must be exercised in location of the sensor to
keep landing gear and other airframe features from
being a distraction in the presentation.

7. A compass heading indicator is of no apparent
value and should be eliminated from the design.

8. Spectral filtering would enhance tonal contrast.

Unfortunately, the tests did not provide conclusive results
pertinent to the optimum FOV. It was therefore mutually
agreed upon by the Arry and Boeing Vertol that the ATC demon-
stration program should examine bofl. fisheye and conventional
wide-angle optics applied in conjunction with a higher
resolution sensor and a more stable vehicle platform.

General Component Definition

The VAS concept proposed by RCA was studied to determine where
modifications could be made to simplify the concept, to con-
serve available resources, and to bring the concept for the
VAS demonstrator system more into alignment with the ATC
demonstration progri n in the Model 347. It was determined
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that the demonstrator VAS should be an 875 TV-line system
which would provide the next step of improvement over the
existing 525 line system, and yet be less costly than the
proposed 1500 line system. Analysis of the system alterna-
tives provided by RCA indicated the cost breakdown per system
element as shown n Table 19.

Electronics Interface Unit Selector

From the variances of the "% of system cost" data, it can be
seen that the electronics interface unit, which includes the
symbol generation, computation, display programming, and
input/output interface functions, is the most expensive
element. In addition, it can vary in cost by a factor of
three, depending on the sophistication required. Since most
of the sophistication required was associated with symbol
generation and display programming when both a wide and a
narrow field of view were displayed simultaneously, it
appeared that the first area of economization was in the
region of electronics interface. Simplification was accoin-
plished in several ways:

1. Narrow field-of-view LLLTV systems have been under
development for a number of years and have been
evaluated under several programs. Experience with
wide fit lds of view has been very limited and that
with fisheye field of view is almost nonexistent.
Therefore, a decision was made to display only
wide fields of view during the demonstration. This
automatically reduced the number of TV cameras
and illuminators from two to one. The symbol
generation was simplified, and electronic interface
became easier because there was no longer a require-
ment to interface two different fields of view.
In addition, the amount of optics and automatic
light control was halved.

At this point RCA elected to divorce itself from Honeywell
in this area, and proposed an EIU concept, built by RCA at
an estimated cost less than $50K. Selection of RCA to pro-
duce the EIU has since proven to be technically and logisti-
cally sound in light of their responsilbility for system
development.

Tracker Elimination

The second most expensive element, particularly for an austere
system, is the tracker. Trackers already have been developed
and demonstrated on a number of missile and space programs.
Since only one sensor was being considered, and since that
sensor required a field of view sufficiently wide to detect a
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TABLE 19. RCA ANALYSIS OF VAS ALTERNATIVES -

COST BREAKDOWN PER SYSTEM ELEMENT.

System Element [Min Cost (%) Max Cost (%)7 Average (%)

Electronics 19.1 58.0 38.6

Image Tracking 11.6 14.0 12.8

TV Cameras 3.4 19.1 11.3

Displays 6.8 14.0 10.4

Cables & Hardware 5.3 10.1 7.7

Illuminators 4.8 10.1 7.5

Optics 4.3 4.7 4.5

Stabilization 3.9 5.1 4.5

Gimballlng 1.9 3.8 2.9
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target from an altitude of 250 feet and slant range of 350
feet, it was rationalized that the sensor must have a field-
of-view capability of at least 113'. With such a field of
view, automatic optical tracking should not be required, and
the capability to steer the optical axis by manual methods
should be adequate. Thus the tracker requirement was elim-
inaited.

TV Cameras/Sensors Selection

The most variable element, as a function of sophistication, is
the TV camera. In order to conserve program resources, two
approaches were considered:

1. Modification of exi3ting commercial grade equip-
ment to meet operational and flight safety require-
ments of the demonstration program.

2. Bailment and modification of surplus Iroquois Night
Fighter and Night Tracker (INFANT) System or the
Cobra Night Fire Control System (CNFCS) to make
maximum use of hardwa3! already developed by the
U.S. Army.

The CNFCS, though a 525 line system, contained the
same silicon intensified target (SIT) camera tube
proposed for use by RCA in the VAS. In addition,
since its R&D phase had been terminated, several
systems were scheduled for moth-balling. The INFANT
system, on the other hand, was equipped with a
secondary emission conduction (SEC) camera tube,
and would require both a tube and sweep frequency
modification. Either system could br made to
operate with minimum modification of the existing
controls. Based on the technical factors above,
and the fact that RCA had developed the CNFCS
initially (thereby giving them access to technical
and test data on the system), CNFCS became the
prime candidate as a means for implementing the VAS.
The AVSCOM HLH Program Manager effected loan of one
CNFCS from Frankford Arsenal. In addition, use
and/or modification of existing CNFCS cables,
hardware, illuminator, and gimbals would result in
cost-effectiveness and good utilization of
technology and hardware already under development
by the Army.
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Display Section

Conrac suggested the use of a production model of their 10-
inch CRT monitor developed for the Boeing B-52 Electro-
Optical Viewing System (EVS). This offered the advantage of
an off-the-shelf, military-qualified 875 line TV display
which need only be modified to meet the specific requirements
of helicopter environments and the HLH application. In
addition, this display was already designed with the P-31
phosphor, which provided the higher brightness called for,
and did not require a detachable green filter.

Prime Optics Selection

RCA's original proposal was based on specifically designed
and fabricated optics to meet the VAS reciuirements. The one
remaining problem yet unresolved was the analysis and trade
of extremely wide angle optics with the horizon visible but
with attendant problems in magnification and linear distor-
tion, against conventional wide angle optics with suitable
magnification and distortion characteristics but lacking
horizon information and requiring at minimum the ability to
gimbal the sensor longitudinally in order to track the load
through its extreme travels in cable length. To provide
insight into this problem as well as to establish and/or
verify symbolic cueing r~quirements, additional flight inves-
tigation of the operational characteristics of a very wide
angle electro-optical viewing system was undertaken by Boeing
Vertol/U.S. Army Night Vision Laboratory. Unfortunately,
because of significant differences in test site, target,
test subjects, test aircraft and symbology, as well as limited
time for testirg, no conclusive results were achieved.
However, use of the CNFCS provided a solution to the FOV
problem. Since the CNFCS has an electronic zoom capability,
use of this feature in conjunction with two different lenses,
would permit examination of four fields of view during the
demonstration program, with attendant loss of resolution in
the zoomed condition due to the over-scanning techniques
employed. In order to select the best available off the-
shelf optics, representatives of RCA and Boeing Vertol
visited Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries and Karl Heitz,
Inc., both of New York, and U.S. Distributors of Nikkor and
Kinoptik lenses, respectively. At Ehrenreich the Fisheye-
Nikkor Auto 6MM f/2.8 (2200) and OP (Orthographic Projection)
Fisheye-Nikkor 10MM f/5.6 lenses were examined and discussed.
At Heitz, the Kinoptik Super-Tegea 1.9MM f/l.9 (1970), the
Kinoptik Tegea 9.8MM f/l.8 (1300), and Volpi Peri-Apollar
were examined. Linear distortion curves for these lenses are
compared with ideal fisheye and desired VAS curves in Figure
159. The response considered ideal for VAS application is
expressed by:
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180
x = kI sin (k2  0), k2 ;_ 180

Where:
x is the half-image diameter
kI is the image format radius
k 2 is the desired FOV, and
e is the half-field in degrees

For a 2200 FOV projected onto a 24MM diameter format, the
equation is:

x = 12 sin (.865 6)

It may be seen on Figure 159 that the ideal curve closely
approximates the tangential (Tegea) and orthographic (Nikkor
O) curves in the region 00 ! 0 ! 200. In the region 200 5.
9 ± 60°, the ideal curve closely follows the orthographic
curve. For 0 t 600 the ideal curve has the sinusoidal
response of the OP expanded to broaden the field of view from
1800 to 2080 and the image size from 22MM to 24MM. No ono
lens examined had all of the characteristics desirable in
the ideal lens. Therefore, RCA has elected to use three
prime lenses in the VAS demonstration program, the 1300 Tegea
for conventional tangential response, the 1800 Nikkor OP
because it most nearly approximates the ideal response, and
the 2200 Nikkor Fisheye because it most closely approximates
the desired FOV and has a light-gathering capability superior
to the OP lens (f/2.8 vs. f/5.6). All three lenses have
been procured by RCA from thier respective sources.

Minimum desired transmittance for an ideal lens would be as
follows:

On Axis: Blue (.420,•) 78.0%
Green (.5604) 93.3%
Red (.640 04c) 89.8%

Average 87.0%

300 Off-
Axis: Blue 78.0%

Green 92.1%
Red 88.2%

Average

900 Off-
Axis: Blue 75.9%

Green 88.8%
Red 83.7%

Average 82.8%
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Since this level of transmissivity already has been achieved
in 6MM Nikkor Fisheye f/2.8, it should pose no technical
problems in an orthographic lens. Minimum transmittance
curves for the ideal VAS lens are shown in Figure 160. It is
expected that for 100 lines/MM, an optical transfer function
of 30% on-axis and 20% 90* off-axis could be achieved. The
high resolution of this lens, combined with its orthographic
response, is expected to minimize the rlistortion and dis-
orientation effects usually associated with conventional
fisheye optics.

Detail Design

As a result of negotiations and technical discussions between
the vendor, Boeing Vertol, Army Program Management, and
Army R&D agencies, contracts were let with Conrac Corporation
for a modified off-the-shelf 10-inch CRT television aoun.itor,
and to RCA Advanced Technology Laboratories for the following:

1. Development of the VAS Electro-Optical Sensor.
2. Development of the VAS Electronict4 Interface Unit.
3. Development of the VAS Control Panel.
4. Development of the VAS Illuminator.
5. Modification of the CNFCS to meet the developmental

requirements of 1, 2, 3, and 4 above.
6. Integration of the modified CNFCS with new

developmental hardware, including the VAS display,
to produce a demonstratable VAS.

Simplified block diagrams of the CNFCS, with intended modifi-
cations are given in Figures 161 and 162. Preliminary
design details for each of the VAS components will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.

Visual Augmentation Display (VAD)

The VAS display is a 10-inch, 875-line, television monitor.
Design details are covered in the Critical Item Dev'elopment
Specification (CIDS) for the HLH Visual Augmentation System
10-inch, Solid-State Militarized Airborne Television Monitor.
The monitor shown in full-scale outline in Figure 163, and
Conrac Drawing E-72737-61001B, Outline and Mounting, 10-inch
Monitor, is identical to the B-52 EVS Monitor, with the
exception that :

1. The display has undergone expanded vibration testing
in the range of 0-1.50 Hz to assure compatibility
with helicopter operational environments.

2. The CRT tube has been hand-picked to assure that
maximuxr allowable beam spot size is not exceeded.
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3. The CRT tube face-plate has been gold-flashed to
reduce EMI/RFT from the front of the tube which
conceivably could interfere with low-frequency radio
aids to navigation.

The display is designed to meet ambient lighting conditions
of 5.83 x 10 foot-lamberts, compared with the 10 4 foot-
lamberts currently specified for m(?st Army aircraft. It is
rationalized that in a production configuration, the display
could be equipped with an ultra-high contrast filter to com-
plement the P-31 phosphor and meet the 104 foot-lambert
criterion.

Electro-Optical Sensor (EOS)

The Electro-Optical Sensor for VAS is a major modification of
the CNFCS sensor. RCA coupled each of the prime lenses to
its own ficll l.ns,which converges the image into the entrance
pupil of the zoom optics. Each prime optics assembly is
manually interchangeable at the front of the optical relay
assembly. In a production configuration, should more than
one prime lens be required by a single sensor, it is reasonable
to assume that multiple lenses could be provided on a motor-
driven turret.

The optical relay design is shown graphically in Figure 164
and pictorially in Figure 165. The 2:1 momentary zoom
feature of the CNFCS employed an overscanning technique which
resulted in loss of resolution in the zoomed condition. To
eliminate this problem, RCA elected to use infinitely variable,
motor-driven optical zoom. The Rank-Taylor-Hobson Zoom
Telecomuiande was selected as the best off-:he-shelf device
for this applicatinn. The Telecommande normally has a 20-100MM
(5:1) zoom capability. In order to make the one zoom compati-
ble with all three prime lens elements, RCA modified the
Teleconunande to 25-125MM, which results in an apparent
reduction of zoom capability of 3.5:1 in the worst case
(1300 lens). With the three prime lenses and the zoom optics,
a capability exists to permit assessment during the demonstra-
tion program of all FOV's between 370 and 2200 without loss
of optical resolution. The zoom optics is followed by a wide
band, hot mirror. The spectral response of this mirror
combined with those of the prime lens and the intensifier
photocathode will assure that VAS is not affected by radiation
from the Precision Hover Sensor (PHS) illuminator operating
in the .85 region. After passing through the hot mirror,
the image is deflected by the folding optic mirror onto the
original CNFCS prime lens (Aerojet Delft 150MM Deltamar)
which is used as a final imaging lens for the CNFCS intensifier
and TV camera. The CNFCS TV camera was modified by RCA's
Burlington Division to operate at 875 lines rather than 525
lintels.
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Electronic Interface Unit (EIU)

The EIU is the intelligence center fur the VAS. Relationship
of thie IU to other elements of the VAS/modified CNFCS is
shown in Figure 166. The primary functions of the ETE] are •li
follows:

1. Generates master clock signals for the sensor and

display units.

2. Generates cargo handling symboloqy.

3. Computes desired symbol positions with respect to
real-world video as a function of aircraft attitude,
altitude and cable extended Ltrigth.

4. Superimposes symbology on TV video.

Because the 347 will not have operable hoists, RCA has
elected to input extended cable length as a manually insertud
constant. In a production configuration, this parameter
would be an infinitely variable input from the cable length
sensors. once cable length, altitude, and attitude information
have been input to the EIU, desired symbol position is
computed by the circuitry shown in the block diagram of
Figure 1G7. Generated symbology is as shown (not to scale)
in Figure 168. It will be noted that two symbol sizes are
being offered for evaluation in the ATC demonstration program.
It is anticipated that a single symbol size would be adequate
tor1 a production configuration.

Also, as a result of the Critical Design Review, it was
proposed that the calibrated symbology be presented I-or both
the wide field of view and the narrow field of view of I80*
OP lcns instead of 'rnly the wide field of view for the 220'
fisheye lens. Subsiquunt negotiations between Boeing and the
Army resulted in approval of this proposal,and RCA was
authorized to provide two manually interchangeable sets of
symbology memory with the delivered hardware, programmed for
the wide and narrow fields of view for the 1800 lens.

Illuminator

The illuminator for VAS is the CNFCS illuminator, with its
optical modules modified to produce an overall illuminated
field of 50 degrees. In a production system the field could
be extended to 60 or more degrees, and the illuminator could
be range gated to reduce the effect of backscattering and
aid in the penetration of visual obscuration. The CNFCS
illuminator is shown in F.gure 169.
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Figure 166. EltI Interface Diagram.
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NOTES:

1 Tension Member Hook Position: Aft (Top), Forward (Bottom)

2 Tension ""ember Projection: Aft (Upper), Forward (Lower)

3 Single Tc,, .on Member Hook Position

4 Centurpoint Projection (Dual Members)
Tension Member Projection (Single Member)

V Verticai Dimension of Symbols (in terms of resolution elements)
will be preflight selectable to either 14 or 28

H Horizontal Dimension of Symbols (in terms of resolution
elements) will be preffight coselectable with V to either
14 or 28

L Line width of symbols will be 2 resolution elements

I riormation area of display face (800 elements diameter)

•> Rater scanned a- of display face (800 elements square)

D> Unscanned arm of display face

Figure 168. VAS Sy-nbology Characteristics.
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VAS Control Panel

The VAS control panel is shown in Figure 170. This panel
contains power and illuminator on/off switches as well as
brightness and blanking controls for the symbology. Any or
all hook symbology can be blanked to de-clutter the presenta-
tion. Camera elevation control is possible along with an
indicator to show when the camera is in transit to or from
its stowed position. Controls are provided for manual opera-
tion of the focus and zoom features of the camera, and for
selection of manual or automatic mode of sensor brightness
control. In the manual mode, the operator controls sensor
brightness by varying the intensifier gain, opening or
closing the iris, and if necessary, extending or retracting
the glare shield to prevent the illuminator or sun from
appearing in the field of view. When the self test function
is actuated, selected inputs are fed to the EIU which drive
the symbols to predetermined positions, thus indicating
proper operation of the system.

CNFCS Modification

Fabrication of a demonstratable VAS required a series of
modifications to the CNFCS system. The XM-28 Sighting Station,
Servo Amp, Sight Distribution Cables, Range Pot, Turret
Azimuth Control and TV Control Pqnel have been eliminated, as
shown in Figure 171. The existing gimbal system has been
modified to remove the trunnion (azimuth) axis, thus reducing
complexity and system weight by about 40 pounds. In addition,
CNFCS cables were acquired from an AH-lG undergoing refur-
bishing at ARADMAC. Modification and use of these cables
have facilitated CNFCS component checkout and reduced cable
costs in the demonstration system.

To better assure proper interface with the Model 347 helicop-
ter, RCA constructed the sensor mounting jig shown in Figure
172. Examination of the sensor/ginmal assembly in this jig
led to the selection of mounting locations for 374 demonstra-
tion shown in Figure 173. The line of sight of the camera
is such that it bisects the angle formed between the lens
and the two hooks over the full range of camera elevations.

Visual Augmentation System Hardware

The VAS is basically a closed circuit TV system with a very
wide field-of-view and dynamic range of scene illumination
characteristics. It consists of a modified Cobra Night Fire
Control System TV Sensor and a Conrac 875 line Display for
good resolution and a symbol generator to synthesize and
position symbols representing cable couplings and ground
intercept points of their vertical projections. A new control
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Figure 170. VAS Control Panel.
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VAS ILLUMINATOR

FWD A/C HOOK AFT A/C
HOO K

L•cS CAPSULE PROJECTION OF CONTAINER

VAS (50 NOSE UP HOVER)
CAMERA

(Plan View)

HLH/347 FLIGHT DEMONSTRATOR

(Side View)

Figure 173. VAS Equipment Location on Model 347 Helicopter.
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panel and an auxiliary semi-covert illuminator for extremely
low light level use are also provided.

Interconnection between the hardware is shown in Figure 174,
and outline drawings for the components are shown in Figures
175 through 100.
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STATIC ELECTRICITY DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Objective

During forward flight and hover a helicopter can acquire an
electrostatic potential, through several different mechanisms,
which ij different from that which exists on the ground. This
potential can range as high as 200,000 volts on an HLH sized
vehicle. When the helicopter lands, the electrostatic poten-
tial between itself and the ground is equalized either by a
spark discharge or by direct ground contact through a conductive
path.

When a helicopter acquires external cargo while in hover, with-
out landing first, no conductive discharge path exists for the
electrostatic potential equalization until the hookup man or a
conductive sling or both touch the helicopter. Such electrical
discharges through the human body are felt as shocks ranging
from mild discomfort through levels which under certain circum-
stances could be dangerous or even lethal.

The purpose of the static electricity discharge system is to
provide a safe wean$ to equalize the electrostatic potential
between a hovering helicopter and the ground, to protect ground
handlers from severe shock and to minimize sparking which can
alarm unsophisticated personnel and possibly ignite flammables
and explosives.

Background

Two basic concepts exist for solution of the large hovering
helicopter static electricity discharge problem:

1. Active Dissipation
2. Passive Dissipation

Active dissipation involves remote sensing of the potential
difference between the helicopter and the ground in terms of
magnitude and polarity of charge. This information is then
used to control a high voltage bi-polar power supply which
equalizes the potential by forcibly discharqinq proper polarity
ions into the air surrounding the helicopter via electrified
corona dischargers. When external cargo hookup operations
are being conducted in natural charging conditions, such as
blowing dust or snow, the active system must also be capable
of rapidly following changes in the polarity and level of
charging, which can vary from zero to maximum value in a
matter of seconds.
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Passive dissipation involves rotor blade mounted fully-passive
corona dischargers to limit the maximum potential which the
helicopter can attain before going into free body corona. In
addition, a resistive grounding link is suspended from one
cargo coupling to provide a low-spark conductive path to the
ground before the ground handler can reach and touch the
coupling or any other part of the helicopter.

The HLI! contract initially called for the development of an
active discharger gystem. Based on this stipulation, the
three-part program outlined below was performed.

1. Laboratory dissipator tests using a low-speed wind
tunnel and a full-scale mockup of an engine exhaust
and aft helicopter fuselage.

2. Helicopter ground tests of selected active dissipator
configurations to evaluate the thermal, acoustic, soot
and flow field effects of an actual engine exhaust
plume.

3. Full-scale flight tests on a CH-47 helicopter at the
U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground to evaluate active dis-
sipators and remote sensors under conditions of actual
helicopter trioelectric charging while hovering in a
dust cloud.

A summary of the program is provided in succeeding paragraphs.

Active System Elements

The design elements of the active system can be divided into:

1. Powered high voltage dissipating system capable of up
to +600 microamperee net current. (Net current equals
discharge element current minus recirculation current.)

2. Aemote sensing system capable of establishing the
magnitude and polarity of charge on the helicopter
with an accuracy such that an indicated potential
equalization would allow no more than 14,000 volts
residual helicopter voltage (200mJoule discharge
energy).

3. Electronic feedback control loop system connecting the
sensing and t..±ssipating elements into an automatic
discharge system. Design of a stable control loop
depends on the accuracy of sensing and response speed
of the system.

6. Solak, B.J. and Wilson, G.J.; TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REPORT
- RESULTS OF STATIC ELECTRICITY DISCHARGE SYSTEM TESTS
(ACTIVE AND PASSIVE) HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER; Boeing Vertol
Company; USAAMRDL Technical Report 74-22, U.S. Army Air
Mobility Research & Developmunt Laboratory, Ft. Eustis, Va.;
1974. 433



Dissipating Systems

The following dissiptaing methods were tested and found
feasible:

1. Dissipation into the turbine exhaust; three corona rings
located 5 turbine exhaust orifice diameters aft, fed
by 200 to 250 KVolts.

2. Dissipation into the helicopter downwash, eight corona
points located approximately 6 feet away from the
fuselage, fed by 200 to 250 KVolts.

In order to reduce the recirculation to the fuselage, two
additional dissipation methods were investigated, namely;

1. Aerosol Discharge System developed by the U.S. Army
Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth. This method uses
a relatively low voltage (6 to 8 KV) but requires a
supply of compressed air and of conductive liquid
(water with NaCi added).

2. Repetitive puxse technique (100 KVolt pulse voltage)
investigated for Boeing Vertol by ION Physics
Corporation.

Both methods show relatively minor improvements in the dissi-
pation efficiency at a considerable expense in design penal-
ties. They were not pursued further, especially in view of a
fundamental difficulty in sensing which is described next.

Sensing System

The only known method to remotely sense the voltage between
two objects is to infer it from the measurement of the electric
stress (field) between them. As long as the intervening space
is free of electric charges, voltage can be uniquely reluted
to the electric field. This is, however, not the case with
electrostatic charging. Flight test experience indicatod the
presence of charges between the helicopter and the ground
which falsify the voltage sensing. Since the intervening
charges produce an error signal in the voltage sensing scheme, 4
it was decided that a measurement of this error would be
decisive in determining the lowest possible residual helicopter
voltage achievable with a "perfect" servo loop controlling the
discharge apparatus.

Prior to the active discharge program the generally accepted
schematic of charging of the helicopter was an shown in
Figure 181and was based on the experience and measurements
conducted on fixed-wing aircraft. It was reasoned that
lowering the sensor some distance away from the negative ion
cloud generated by collisions of dust with the blades, would
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eliminate or significantly reduce the sensing error and would
allow a stable closing of the control loop for the dissipating
system. The conditions measured during the active discharge
showed a radically different structure of the dust cloud as
shown in Figure 181. The dust cloud surrounding the helicopter
is of the same sign (positive) as the charge deposited on the
helicopter. In the positively charged dust cloud the nega-
tively charged particles bouncing away from the blades are
barely detectable. The question arose, where were the negative
charges which neutralize the positive helicopter charge when
contacting the hovering helicopter? ThL only plausible expla-
nation is that the negative charges are in the conductive
substratum of the desert and come to the surface as the alti-
tude of the helicopter or cargo hook over the desert is
decreased as depicted in Figure 181.

To measure the voltage sensing error, the hovering helicopter
was grounded directly to a stake. Under such conditions any
electric field measured by helicopter-borne field mills is an
erroj due to the surrounding ion cloud. When the field mill
indications are driven to zero by an active discharge appara-
tus, the required power supply voltage is a measure of the
potential error (since the helicopter is grounded). Con-
versely, a measure of the error can also be obtained by infer-
ring the helicopter potential from .ýhe measured electric field
with the helicopter grounded and the power supply set to zero.
The HLH discharge energy, which would be encountered with this
"residual" potential (under actual operational circumstances),
can then be calculated from the residual potential and the
estimated HLH capacity of 2000 pF.

Since the residual potential error was random in nature,
varying widely in polarity and magnitude, statistical analysis
was the only suitable method of interpreting the experimental
results.

In Figilre 182 a statistical summary of the probability of a
shock ' ýen touching a helicopter using field mills and hover-
ing in a dust cloud is presented in terms of precentage of
time that the discharge energy will exceed the energy on the
ordinate axis. The acceptable shock level, based on experiments
conducted during the passive static electricity flight tests,
was shown to be 200 millijoules. As can be seen, the 200-
millijoule level will not be exceeded 3% of the time for Field
Mill #3, 14% for Field Mill #2, 25% of time for Field Mill #1
when suspended half way between the helicopter and the ground
and 50% of time when it is suspended 5 feet over the desert.
Following the probability curve of Field Mill #1 suspended
5 feet over the desert, we find that a 500-millijoule level
will be exceeded 26% of time and a 1-joule level may be
exceeded a small percent of time in hover in the dust. It
can be estimated that to increase the sensing accuracy to
ensure that 200 millijoule will not be exceeded while
hovering in dust, the sensor would have to be placed 2 to 3
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feet above the gxound surface or from the extended hand of the
cacgo handler. Such placement accuracy of a freely suspended
sensor under a hovering helicopter was considered to bea un-
acceptable, and the static electricity program was redirectcd
toward the dissipation of static charge by dropping a ground-
ing electrode 2 to 3 additicnal feet, i.e., resting it on the ground
surface.

Physiological Response to Static Electricity Discharge

Defining the levels of impulse shock (up to the lethal level)
is difficult due to the complex way in which electrical shock
affects the body. A case is described in the literature
(Dalziel) in which a young man was killed by an impulse
estimated to be 24 joules. The same source quotes cases in
which people received comparable or higher shocks and sur-
vived with burns, unconciousness or severe headache. In the
U.S.A., the reported injuries Cue to static electricity dis-
charge from a hovering helicopter are limited to minor injuries
such as small burns, split fingernails or backing off into some
dangerous object. Experiments conducted by Dalziel indicate
that a 0.1-second current pulse of 0.2 ampere will start
fibrillation of the heart, and that the fibrillating current
value is inversely proportional to time constant. The time
constant of the HLH through the same 5000 ohms is 10-5 secs,
giving 20 amperes as the fibrillating current. This corres-
ponds to 100 KV potential difference between the HLH and the
cargo handler on a good grounC. Assuming that the maximum HLH
voltage will not exceed 200 KV, calculations indicate that the
minimum series resistance required to prevent fibrillation is
of the order of 3 megohms.

Figure 183 shows the shock tests conducted with humans
during the passive flight tests. The tabulation shows t ist
results for 0 series resistance. An acceptable shock level
was found to be 200 millijoules, which compares well with the
250-millijoule level established by Dalziel on animals.

When a 10-Mohm series resistance was inserted the maximum
acceptable discomfort level of 200 millijoules was established
at 100 KVolt helicopter voltage. It was concluded that a 10-
Mohm series resistance is a suitable design compromise between
the lowest shock from the residual helicopter voltage after
grounding and the highest helicopter voltage against which the
cargo handler inadvertently touching the grounding electrode
prior to grounding will be protected.
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F- 1000
Mohm

Rseries 0 Ohm or
10 Mohm

He licopter' s (s..
Capacity to

Ground

Concrete

Rgnd = Few Kohms

c~dutiveSubsttu
Atrcraft CH-47 Equivalent

Volt•ge Dischargo Enu.y HLH Voltage
(kV) (MI) (kV) Comments

2.5 3 1.8

5.0 12.5 3.5

6.0 20 4.5 (Dalziel threshold)

7.5 28 5.2 "Slight shock"

10.0 50 7.0 "Shock in fingers"

12.5 78 8.8

15.0 112 10.2 "Sensible shock"

17.3 152 12.5 "Shock felt in wrist"

20.0 200 14.0 "Distinct shock felt in

wrist and ankles"

23.7 250 16.0 "(Dalziel: Strong shock,
not dangerous)"

Note: Assumed capacities CH47 1000 pF; HLH 2000 pF. Rajries 0 Ohms

Figure 183. Physiological Response of Subject Evaluating
Anticipated Electric Shock.
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Limiting the Maximui Voltage Level

The maximum voltage which a helicopter acquires when hovering
under triboelectric charging conditions is reached when the
charging current equals the corona current leaving the
helicopter from points of high electric stress. Maximum
voltages recorded were 200 KVolt for small helicopters
hovering in snow or tropical rain and 120 KVolt for CH-47
helicopters hovering in severe dust (300 microamperes
charging current).

By providing points of high electri., stress in the form of
passive dischargers, insLalled on the blade tips, the maximum
voltage for a proven charging current can be lowered substan-
tially as the experiments by ECOM and Princeton University
have shown. However, the aesidual voltage is much too high
to prevent severe shock to the man touching the helicopter.

It was reasoned that placing a corona discharger on the line
suspended from a hovering helicopter may lower the residual
voltage to an acceptable level.

T assess the contribution of a corona point suýpunnded under
t~te helicopter, controlled experiments were run at the
General Electric Company, High Voltage Laboratory in Pitts-
field, Maos~uhusetts. Several corona point configurations
were tested with voltages up to 500 KV. Typical results for
a single corona brush are shown in Figure 184. It can be
observed that in order to be effective and dissipate a
substantial part of 600 microamperes charging current, the
brush must be lowered very close to the ground. For example, at
100 KVolt, the corona point lowered within 3 feet off the
ground will dissipate only 50 microamperes. Considering
that the CH-47 was charged to 120 KVolt by 300 microamperes,
it is obvious that a corona point suspended under the heli-
copter can alleviate the problem somewhat, but cannmt
discharge the helicopter to the desired level of 10 to 20
KVolt.
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Passive Static Electricity Program

Background

Based on the findings of the active dissipation program, the
static dissipation program was redirected to a passive system.
The passive system was developed and subsequently demonstra-
ted at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground. USAAMRDL TR74-22,
Test Development Report - static Electricity, contains a full
description of the tests and demonstration. Subsequent
paragraphs summarize the passive static electricity system
development program.

Objective

The primary objective of the passive system is the protection
of the cargo handler duxing cargo hookup operations. This
objective presents a design compromise:

1. A highly conductive grounding link (such as a low-
resistance wire) between the helicopter and the ground
surface will leave the minimum residual voltage on the
helicopter. However, in case of inadvertent contact
with the cargo handler (prior to contact with the
ground surface), it will expose the cargo handler to
the full discharge energy stored by the helicopter.

2. if a resistor of several megohms is inserted in the
grounding line, it will protect the cargo handler
against very hiqh voltages on the helicopter (e.g.,
10 megohms will allow a contact up to 120,000 volts,
20 megohms over 200,000 volts, etc.), but will leave a
residual voltage under heavy charging conditions due
to the ohmic voltage drop. At the HLH design maximum
charging current of 600 microamperes, a total resist-
ance between the helicopter and ground of 10 megohms
will leave a residual voltage of 6,000 volts on the
helicopter, and 20 megohms will leave a residual
voltage of 12,000 volts.

Design Approach

Two pieces of grounding hardware were considered for the HLH.
The first is a resistive grounding link, commonly called a
grounding line, which is attached to one cargo coupling and
dangles approximately 7 feet below it. As the HLH winches
are used to lower the cargo coupling for load hookup, the
grounding line contacts the cargo or the ground and thereby
discharges the helicopter prior to any handling of the cargo
coupling by ground hookup personnel. The second hardware
item is a resistive grounding pole intended to be used under
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the special circumstances of a depot location and a require-
ment to handle or guide cargo before it touches the ground.
In this situatl.on, the grounding pole, which is a loose piece
of ground handling equipment, is used to contact the cargo
and to thereby discharge the cargo and the helicopter, making
it safe for ground handler manipulation.

Passive Method

The success of passive dissipation depends on the resistance
between the grounding electrode) and the conducting layer of
the ground. Previous measuremants have quoted resistances as
high as 1010 ohms. Even a resistance of 2 X 108 ohms would
keep the helicopter at 120 KV level when the charging current
reaches the 600 microampere level, precluding passive dissi-
pation. However, the resistance measurements conducted
during the p•sive flight test program have shown that the
contact resistance decreases dramatically with increasing
voltage and never exceeds l07 ohms. In Figure 185 the
resistance between the grounding electrode (2 feet of commer-
cial chain) and the desert is plotted as a function of
applied voltage, for various contact surfaces. The line
drawn for 600 microamperes charging conditions cuts the
resistance curves well below the 14 aVolt limit, except for
the conditions shown for the chain rest-ng on dry rocks when
the voltage is of the order of 16 KVolt. If both the carqo
handler and the chain rest on the same rocks, the cargo
handler is tapping the charges through 30 megohm resistor in
series. As discussed in the preceding praragraph, shock
experiments on humans have shown that when 10 megohm resistor
is placed in series with the cargo handler, he is able to
touch the helicopter with up to 120 KVolt potentials. It
is concluded that in the worst case of dry rocks he will feel
no sensations if standing on the same rocks and only slightly
higher than acceptable shock (260 millijoules) if he is
grounded to the conductive substratum while the chain rests
on the dry rocks. Such a circumstance may be considered an
improper grounding procedure, similar to dropping the ground-
ing chain on a fiberglass container, then touching the heli-
copter while standing on a good ground.

Protect:ion Against Inadvertent Contact with the Grounding
Line Prior to Its Contact with the Ground

There is a possibility that the cargo handler may accidentally
touch the grounding line prior to the groundinq electrode
(chain)touching the ground. He would then receive thp full
discharge energy from the helicopter, if some additional
protection ic not provided. lo guard against this possi-
bility, a 10 megohm resistor is incorporated between the
grounding electrode and the helicopter. The cargo handler
will be protected, but the residual voltage on the grounded
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helicopter is increased by 6 KVolt maximum under maximal charg-
ing conditiDns (see Figure 4), even then the voltage remains
below 14 KVolt for concrete macad-m or desert, and rises to
20 KVolt when the grounding electcode is resting on rocks.
The handler standing on good ground would receive a 400-milli-
joule shock, admittedly severe, but considered to be much less
severe than 14 joules discharge when accidentally touching a
good conducting grounding line.

Passive Dissýi2_ttion Hardware

Two types of dissipation hazdware were tested:

1. Grounding Pole
2. Grounding Line

Grounding Pole - The grounding pole consists of the following
elements:

1. Conductive Contact Element
2. One Megohm Resistive Element (Optional)
3. Lead Wire
4. Ground Contact Element
5. Insulating Rod

Conductive Contact Element - This item consists of a 1/4-inch-
diameter anodized aluminum rod threaded at one end and bent
into the shape of a shepherd's crook. Its purpose is to
contact the cargo and to accept direct spark discharges which
are then carried to the ground. It also provides a means for
gripping or hooking onto most types of external cargo.

One Megohm Resistive Element - This item consists of a 12-inch-
long rigid tubular fiberglass center body overcoated with
polurethane doped with a carbon dust content sufficient to
provide the required resistance. Attachments are provided at
each end to maintain electrical conductivity with the conduc-
tive contact element and the lead wire. This element may be
omitted. It was originally intended for allocation of shock
or sparking under compounded circumstances, e.g.,contact
resting on spilled fuel, intermittent contact with cargo
hook, severe charging.

Lead Wire - This item consists of a 120-inch piece of No. 6
AWG copper braid inside an equal length of heat shrinkable
Teflon tubing. Disconnect couplings of the MS electrical
type are provided at each end to permit field replacement if
the lead wire becomes damaged. The purpose of this element
is to carry the static discharge from the conductive contact
element to the ground and also to serve as a drain for a
lightning strike to the helicopter after the grounding pole
has been attached to the cargo.
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Ground Contact Element - This item consists of a 2-foot
length of cadmium plated steel chain. Welded tabs are
provided on each end link for compatibility with forked
bolts,which in turn are attached to disconnect couplings.
A feed-through wire is provided to ensure end-to-end
electrical conductivity. The purpose of this element is to
provide a reasonable contact electrical path to ground under
widely varying terrain conditions in the presence of hovering
helicopter rotor downwash.

Insulating Rod - This item consists of a hollow insulating
fiberglass pole 6 feet in length covered with heat shrinkable
Teflon tubing for water repellency. Its resistance exceeds
100 megohms. A series of polypropylene water droplet
collars is provided to prevent rain from forming a continuous
conductive path down the length of the pole. A rubber hand-
grip is provided at the lower end to facilitate one-hand
usage. The purpose of the insulating rod is to protect the
ground handler from the shock energy levels of helicopter
discharging.

Grounding poles are in a wide use by the British Navy and by
the U.S. Coast Guards. The operational problem they present
is as follows: If the contact is accidentally broken, the
helicopter regains full voltage in a matter of seconds. For
this reason, one ground handler must be exclusively allotted
the task of maintaining the contact.

Since it was found that the grounding line has worked
satisfactorily, the grounding pole is not recommended for
use with the HLH, but is useful optional equipment for such
applications as discharging hovering helicopters in fixed
bases and onboard ships.

Grounding Line - In order to meet the normal service abu'se
(stepping, flexing), the original design called for a flexible
resistive element of 10 Mohms. It was found that the flexible
resistive element, supplied for the flight tests, changed
resistance by a factor of 3 to 4 under normal mechanical
strain, such as whipping in the helicopter downwash, deploy-
ment, etc. A subsequent search for a flexible 10 Mohm
resistor, which would not change more than + 10% under full
voltage and temperature range, established that none was
available commercially. It was decided to take the following
approach on the design of the grounding line:

1. Long Term Solution - Flexible resistor, fully tested
for environmental conditions, will be adopted when it
is offered by the resistor industry.
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2. Short Term Solution - Fixed resistive elements of
suitable stability properly protected from service
abuse, will be used to form a flexible grounding line.

Proposed Design for HLH Resistive Grounding Line

Basic Design - The resistive line will consist of three
elments: 3.3 Mohm, 70 KVolt resistor, and 7 inches long, as
shown in Figure 186. Each resistor will be encased I.n a
strong protective tubing for mechanirial protection, and
potted on ends to exclude water ingress and corrosion.

Resistance Stability Requirements - The resistor must hold
its resistance within +10% from -65-F to 160IF under maximum
voltage of 200 KVolt (120 KVolt for dry desert climate,
200 KVolt anticipated for the Arctic).
Industry Standards - The resistor industry uses definitions

given below:

1. Temperature Stability - Percentage per *C.

2. Voltage Stability - Resistance is measured at 1/10
voltage, then at full voltage. The resistance change
per volt is defined as:

R at 0.1 volt - R full volts
volts - 1/10 Volts

Types of Resistors Available - Two resistor types are avail-
able from the resistor industry, namely:

1. Carbon film deposited on fiberglass. This type of
resistor ha.- the advantage of some flexibility from
the fiberglass rod,but the carbon coating exhibits
large temperature and voltage coefiicients.

2. Metal oxide film deposited on ceramic. This resistor
type has the disadvantage of a rather brittle rod
(aluminum oxide), but the oxide deposit has superior
temperature and voltage characteristics.
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The metal oxide type resistor was selected based on the
following calculations:

1. Carbon Deposited on Fiberglass - 3.3 Mohm, 70 KVolt,

126*C Temperature Range.

2. Resistance change with temperature

10-3 per *C

10-3 X 126 = 12.6% = 1.26 Mohm for 10 Mohm

3. Resistance change with voltage

3 X 10-l per Volt

Change: 3 X 10-6 X 21 X 104 Volt X 3.3 Mohms 2.1
Mohms

Total Change = Change with temperature + change
with voltage - 3.36 Mohm

4. Metal Oxide (Resistor Products Co. Type X7071) on
Ceramic (aluminum oxide).

Resistance change with temperature

200 X 10 6 per C - 2 X 10- 4 per *C
for 1261C and 10 Mohms - 0.25 Mohms

Resistance change due to voltage

10-6 per Volt 3
10 Mohms X 10 X 189 X 10 - 1.8 Mohms

Total Ctiange - Change with temperature + change
with voltage = 2.05 Mohms

Resistor Data - The 7.0 inches length was selected based on
a voltage drop of 10 Volt/mil, which is customary in resistor
design.

Continuous current carrying capability - 1 mA, maximum 1.6mA
surge capability - 1.4 A for 1 microsecond.
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Thermal Expansion and Potting Considerations - The aluminum
oxide is not flexible, hence it must be protected from
mechanical abuse. Enclosing the resistor inside a Teflon
cylinder provides good water repellency and a strong case.
Potting is used as the solution against water ingress and
dielectric strength. The difference in thermal expansion of
the materials used excludes potting of the whole resistor
length as shown in Table 20.

TABLE 20. THEIMMAL EXPANSIONS OF GROUNDING LTNE MATERIALS.

Total Expansion
Linear Thermal on 7" Length Expansion

Material Expansion Coeff. for 1261C for 126 0 C

Alum.Oxide 7 X 10~ per OC 6.3 mil E
6~

Fiberglass 8 X 106 per OC 8.0 mil '. •

Teflon 95 X 10 6 per 0C 84 mil ,*1

Potting 160 to 230 X 142 to 205 mil
Compound 10:6 per -C
BAC 5550

It is obvious that potting the whole length of 7 inches would
present very difficult packaging. The 40 mil expansion
difference between the Teflon and aluminum oxide presents
a problem, which would require some flexible bellows on
both sides of the resistor. A suitable compromise was a
fiberglass case, covered with heat shrinkable Teflon tubing.
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PART 2. STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND WEIGHTS ANALYSIS

"F

GENERAL

The following is a summary of the structural capabilities of
the major components of the cargo handling system, including:

1. Coupling device
2. Tension member
3. Hoist (with load isolator)
4. Hoist drive.

Each of the components listed above is presented with asketch of the basic critical static loads, followed by a
listing of the margins of safety. These static loads are
derived from the requirements presented in Part 3 of this
report.

Coupling Device

Design Condition - Single-point pickup
28 ton load
nz = 2.5 limit

•Pc 1 Pc

17106 Pulley Assy.

14271 Quick-Release Pin

17111 Upper Housing

17109 Housing Assy.- 14269 Nut

+ 17122-3 Load Beam

Ir Pz - 28 x 2000 x 2.5 x 1.5

m 210,000 # Ultimate
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17122-3 Load Beam
Ni

From test results of Ref. B:
Failure load (Pz) = 243,500 lb

K -

M.s. = 243,500 -1 , .16
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Tension Member

Ult. Desin_ Condition - Dual-point pickup
28 ton load
nz = 2.5 limit

Pc=750001b ult. Pc=740001b ult.

SK301-10253-1 (-2)
-- ,nsion Member Assy.

-14268 Equalizer Bar

171904 Coupling Device

PTM = 100,000 x 1.5
- 150,0001b ult.

Design Development Test Results on SK301-10253-1(-2) Tension
Member Assy. (With 0.70 Invh 36x7 Cable):

. MMin. Ult. Strength Before 10,800 Load Cycle Fatigue -
75,100 lb ult.

M.S. = 75,100 -1 - 0.0
ON00

2. Min. Ult. Strength After 10,800 Load Cycle Fatigue -
69,900 lb ult.

M.S. - 69 900 -1 - -0.07
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3. Min. Ult. Strength After 10,800 Load Cycle Fatigue
Plus Corrosive Atmosphere = 62,100 Ult.

M.S. = 62 100 -1 = -0.17
Yrtw

This analysis, which is based on the results of development
testing of the 0.70-inch-diameter cable, indicated negative
margins of safety. A 0.72-inch-diameter 36x7 cable has,
therefore, been selected for the HLH/ATC tension member
design.

'4
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Hoist Assembly

U.It. Design Load Conditions - Dual-point pickup
28 ton load
nz 2.5 limit

Cond. 1 Cond. 2
Load Vertical Load 300 Fwd.

75K
75K7

/30'

Cond. 3 Cond. 4
Load 400 Aft Load 300 Lateral

iV

% 75K K

ý40 5K 75K
U-

300
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TABLE 23. CARGO SYSTEM AIR TURBINE MOTOR -

SUMMARY OF MARGINS OF SAFETY.

Part No. Description M.S.

EP6003-76 Housing Mounting Flange .24

EP6003-4518 Turbine Spline Shaft .11

EP6003-80 Brake Shaft 1.0

EP6003-86 Brake Plate Ram 1.0

EP6003-89 Seal Plate .44

EP6003-86 Piston .68

Turbine Blade .17
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Weight Analysis

A weight comparison of the cargo handling system is presented
in Table 24. Listed are the major component target weights,
the comparable ATC actual weights,and the potential weight
reductions that can be visualized in future redesign efforts.

The potential weight reductions are shown below as negative
numbers in parentheses followed by a detailed breakdown of
the affected hardware and the proposed method of attaining
each weight saving.

Hoist Assembly (-150 lb)

-34 lb drum - reduce length due to dead wrap reduction
from 4.5 to 3.

-12 lb drum end plate - change from steel to titanium.

-40 lb frame - improve design and reduce moment due to
shorter drum.

-24 lb side load beams - revise criteria to delete 2.5g
@ 300.

-20 lb drum support structure - refine design.

-10 lb roller assemblies - refine design.

-10 lb miscellaneous details - refine design.

Hoist Drive System (-14 lb)

-3.0 lb ATM/brake - material removal.

-11.0 lb ATM/brake - material change, alwninum to mag-
nesium.

Cable Cutters (-4 lb)

Change end t ips from steel to aluminum.

Tension Member Assembly (-28 lb)

Reduce 15 feet per hoist.
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TABLE 24. CARGO HANDLING SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY.

Spec. ATC Potential
Target Actual Wt.Reduction

Weights Weights To ATC

Hoist Assembly (2) 1,996 2,456 -150

Hoist Drive System (2) 116 143 - 14

Load Isolators (4) 180 194

Cable Cutters (4) 27 18 - 4

Tension Member Assy.(4) 454 483 - 28

Coupling Assy.& Equalizer
Beams (2) 178 289 - 38

Reel and Conductor Instl. (2) 65 106 - 21

Hoist Positioning System (2) 48 65

Hoist Position Locking Sys. 44

Roller & Fitting Instl. 125 65

Supports - Structural *

Tracks 43 *

Misc. Hardware 30 0

Controls 40 38

Single-Point Adapter Assy. 87 100 - 3

Controllers 40 76 - 4

*Not aircraft component - used only with integrated test
rig.
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Coupling Assembly (-38 Ib)

-28 lb change housing material from 7075 aluminum to
6.4 titanium (high tool cost) and refine
design.

-10 lb remove remote mechanical rslease.

Reel and Conductors (-21 ib)

-. 8 lb material removal.

-1.2 lb material change from steel to aluminum.

-4.5 lb material change from aluminum to magnesium.

-10.0 lb eliminate override control valves.

Controllers (-4 lb)

Refine design.

Single-Point Adapter (-3 ib)

Reduce sheave assembly weight due to cable diameter
reduction.

Extension Pendant Design

The estimated weight of the 150-foot extension pendant
design shown in Figure 114 is 502 pounds excluding the
coupling. Use of a coupling similar to the ATC design
will result in a total pendant and-coupling weight of
623 pounds.
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PART 3. STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOAD ANALYSIS

The ATC Contract ASRD dictated a system capacity of 28 tons
with a 2.5 inertia factor to limit load and a 1.5 factor to
ultimate. The ASRD also specified the requirement to accommo-
date a + 10% longitudinal shift in the c.g. location of a
loaded MILVAN. The system life was defined as 3,600 flying
hours with three hoist cycles per flight hour. Time between
overhaul was specified as 3600 hoist cycles. A fatigue spec-
trum was defined as follows:

10% of fatigue life cycles at 125% design load
75% of fatigue life cycles at 100% design load
10% of fatigue life cycles at 50% design load

5% of fatigue life cycles at 25% design load

From the above requirements, together with the specified
speeds and lengths, the following analysis was made to deter-
mine the system and component design criteria.

Hoist Design Capacity

In order to determine the design load, limit load, and
ultimate load requirements for each hoist in the dual hoist
system, the following parameters were reviewed:

1. Effect of asymmetric loads
2. Effect of cable departure angle
3. Effect of aerodynamic forces on the payload
4. Effect of coupling and tension member weight.

In addition, the specification requirement for a 2.5 inertia
factor waa reviewed using available analytical and flight test
data. This review is summarized on the two curves in
Figure 189. Note that the "hook acceleration" on the lower
curve refers to an aircraft mounted hook. The upper curve
illustrates that, as the load mass approaches that of the
aircraft, the maximum acceleration at the load decreases.
From this plot, the contract requiremant for a 2.5g inertia
factor would ý..ipear to be conservative.
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Effect of Asymmetric Loads

The ASRD requires the system design be capable of accepting a
± 10% shift in the longitudinal c.g. of a loaded MILVAN. From
the specification, MIL-C-52661, the maximum gross weight for a
MILVAN is 20 long tons (44,800 ib). The container length is
20 feet, therefore the most off-center cg will be 8 feet from
one end. In the dual-point mode with a hoist separation of
18 feet, hoist reaction will be: 44,800 x 11 = 27,380 lb for

18
the hoist closest to the cg, and 17,420 pounds for the other
hoist. In order to accommodate cg variations in longer coin-
mercial containers loaded to 28 tons, and cg variations in
non-containerized loads, the individual hoist capacity was
selected as 60%/ of the system capacity, i.e.,
56,000 x .6 = 33,600 lb. Using this value for each hoist
design load, Table 25 provides a summary of the cg variations
that can be accommodated.

TABLE 25. LOAD ASYMMETRY ACCOMMODATION
(18-FOOT HOIST SEPARATION)

Load
Length Load Weight Permissible CG CG Shift

(ft) (lb) Shift (ft) % of Length

20 44,800 * 4.5 22.5

20 56,000 1.8 9.0

30 45,000 * 4.44 14.8

30 56,000 1.8 6.0

40 45,000 * 4.44 11.1

40 56,000 1.8 4.5

*Rotary-Wing Mode Operating Gross Weights for
Containers per MHS.l-1970 (Container Standard)

The design of the single-point adapter ensures a 50/50 load
split in the single-point mode.
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Effect of Cable Departure Angle

The contract ASRD required that the hoist tension member exit
be designed to permit the tension member to swing through a
300 cone. A review of the possible cable angles resulting
from static suspension geometry, aerodynamic drag, aircraft
attitude, and longittdi-ial pendulum motion indicated that the
desiqn should consider the following:

The maximum tension member inclination angles, measured from
true vertical at which the maximum load can be applied is as
defined below.

1. For the design of the hoist drive torque, the cargo hook
(coupling) assemblies and the tension members, the maximum
inclination is described by an irregular cone. A s. tion
through this cone, perpendicular to true vertical, is
shown below.

"Fwd 330

300

Design inclination angles for tho couplings and tension
members consider static displacements caused by a dual
to single-point suspension and drag forces, and dynamic
displacements caused by external load oscillations and
helicopter maneuvering.
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2. For the hoist assemblies and the hoist supporting struc-
ture, the maximum inclination is described by an irregular
cone. A section through this cone, perpendicular to true
vertical, is shown below.

Fwd

ý--30U 4 0°--

Design inclination angles for the hoists and supporting
structure consider static displacements caused by a dual-
to single-point suspension and drag forces, dynamic dis-
placements caused by external load oscillations in heli-
copter pitch attitude prior to external load response.

As a result of this review, a factor of 1.15 is used in the
design of the hoiut, tension member and c~oupling to account
for the 300 angle. The hoist frame and supporting structure
also consider the increased angle 40 degrees in the aft
direction.

Effect of Aerodynamic Forces on the Payload

Aerodynamic forces acting on a container in forward flight
can contribute to the load in the tension member. From wind
tunnel tests conducted at the University of Maryland in 1969,
a plot of lift/pitch angle for various yaw angles was estab-
lished. Assuming a maximum nose-down pitch angle on a 20-
foot container of 150 and a maximum yaw angle of 60, then the
negative Zorce on the container would be 2700 lb. This force
would ne additive to the limit load and is spread between the
two hoist tension members. Assuming a 60/40 split, the addi-
tive load is 2780 x .6 - 1668 lb.
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Effect of Coupling and Tension Member Weight

The total load on the hoist will include the weight of the
coupling, equalizing bar and deployed tension member. The
maximum load will be representative of lC0 feet of deployed
cable and equal to 140 lb + 194 lb = 334 lb.

From the preceding considerations, the hoist design load may
be determined:

Hoist design load = (max. asymmetric load + coupling & T.M.
weight) x cable angle factor

- (33,600 + 334) x 1.15
I 33,934 x 1.15
-39,024

Using the 2.5 inertia factor and aerodynamic down load, hoist
limit load will be:

Hoist limit load = Hoist design load x 2.5 + 1670
- 39,024 x 2.5 + 1670
- 97,560 + 1670 - 99,230 lb

This value was rounded out to 100,000 pounds.

The hoist ultimate load will be:

Ultimate load - hoist limit load x 1.5
1 00,000 x 1.5

- 150,000 lb

This value was also used for the design of the dual cable
tension member resulting in each cable requiring a minimum
breaking strength of 75,000 lb with a minimum yield strength
of 50,000 lb.

Single-Point Mode

The geometry of the single-point adapter ensures equal loading
on each hoist. The coupling would not be influenced by cable
geometry angles, and as single-point loads are generally irregu-
lar high d:nsity pieces of equipment, there is no significant
aerodynamic down load.
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The coupling design, limit and ultimate load values will bo:

Coupling design load = 56,000 lb
Coupling limit load M 56,000 x 2.5 = 140,000 lb
Coupling ultimate load - 140,000 x 1.5 = 210,000 lb

The tension members of the single-point adapter consist of
dual cables attached to each hoist tension member termination
with the single-point coupling attached to a sheave supported
by the adapter cables. Individual ultimate cable loads will
be:

Coupling ultimate load/4 x cable angle factor
- 210,000/4 x 1.15
- 60,400 lb

As the cable for the single-point adapter is identical to the
hoist tension member cable, the latter requirements will
design the cable.

System Design Life

The system life is predicated on an aircraft life of 3600
hours. using the estimate of three complete hoist cycles in
each flying hour, the required system life is 10,800 hoist
cycles.

A hoist cycle is defined as:

Deploy unloaded coupling 100 feet
Hoist load 100 feet
Lower load 100 feet
Hoist unloaded coupling 100 feet.

The design time between overhauls is 3600 hoist cycles.

The fatigue load spectrum is defined as follows:

10% of hoist cycles will be at 125% of design load
75% of hoist cycles will be at 100% of design load
10% of hoist cycles will be at 50% of design load

5% of hoist cycles will be at 25% of design load
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The HLH helicopter cargo handling sy-te~r developed under this
program is viable for future HLH s~ytem ROTF, and production
programs.

As a result of the testing, the folluwing recotmendations are
made ýo improve the effectiveriess of the various elements of
the system.

Hoist Drive - An additional iteration of the design of
tU hist drive nozzle and turbine wheel should be
performed tc. optimize the efficiency of this power unit.
The hoist drive gear ratio should be modified to
provide increased hoisting and lowering speeds at
design load, above those specified for the ATC design,
to further reduce operptional cycle time.

* Hoist - A detail design iteration of the major
structural elements of the hoist should be performed
for weight reduction and to reduce production fabrica-
tion costs.

* Cargo Coupling - The release criteria for the cargo
coupling should be reevaluated to justify the
necessity for the mechanical release mode. A modifi-
cation should be incurporated to provide additional
protection against entry of water.

a Signal Conductor Reeling Mechanism - The level wind
deployment mechanism he conductor cable should be
modified to provide a more wear-:esistant deployment
exit. A design iteration should be performed to
provide a more reliable system for electrical signal
tranLfer.

* Tension Member - The configuration of the tension
member should be a .72-inch-diameter 36x7 construction
mill run tire cable, in order to eliminate the
reduction in ultimate tensile strength after exposure
to a fatigue life cycle.

Load Isolator - The envelope constraints relative to
the configuration of the load isolator should be
reviewed so that a larger dynamic seal can be incor-
porated to increase the seal life.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

ABS Aggregate Breaking Strength

AC Alternating Current

Ae Effective Nozzle Area

APU Auxiliary Power Unit

ARADMAC Atmy Aeronautical Depot Maintenance Center

ASRD Aircraft Systems Requirements Document

ATC Advanced Technology Component

ATM Air Turbine Motor

BOD Bending Over Drum

BTU British Thermal Unit

"0C Degrees CebAtigrade

Cc Flow Coefficient

CG Center of Gravity

CNFCS Cobra Night Fire Control System

COZID Cable Operated Zero Impedance Device

CRT Cahtode Ray Tube

cu-in Cubic Inch

Cv Velocity Coefficient

D, d, dia Diameter

D/d Ratio Drum Diameter to Cable Diameter

DBS Design Breaking Strength

DC Direct Current

ECOM United States Army Electronics Coxmand

EGCS Electrogalvanized Carbon Steel

EIU Electronic Interface Unit
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EMI Electro Magnetic Interference

EOS Electro Optical Sensor

EVS Electro Optical Viewing System

OF Degrees Fahrenheit

FLIR Forward Looking Infr Red

Ft, ft Feet

ft-lb Foot-pound

FOV Field of View

ft/min. Feet per Minute

g Acceleration of Gravity

gal Gallon

GPM Gallons per Minute

HLH Heavy Lift Helicopter

HP, hp Horsepower

HV High Voltage

HVE Hoist Valve Enable

HZ, Hz Hertz, cycles per second

in Inch

INFANT Iriquois Night Fighter and Night Tracker

IR Infra Red

IWRC Independent Wire Rope Core

ksi. kips per mquare inch

KVolt Kilovolt

LB, lb pound

lb/min pounds per minute -
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lb/sec pounds per second

LCC Load Controlling Crewman

LED Light Emitting Diode

L/d Ratio Lay Length to Diameter

LH Left Hand

LL Lang Lay

LLLTV Low Light Level Television

LW Level Wind

M Maintainability

mA Milliampere

MBS Minimum Breaking Strength

MDE Malfunction Detection System

Mil. One thousandth of an inch

Min Minute

mJ Millijoule

MM Millimeter

Mohm, MQ Megohm

HP Multipoint

4IPU Magnetic Pick-up

MTBF Mean Time Between Failures

ntV Millivolts

MVD Modulating Valve Disable

NFOV Narrow Field of View

NVASS Night Vision Surveillance System

NVL Night Vision Laboratory

OD Outside Diameter
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OP Orthographic Projection

pF Pico farad

PHS Precision Hover Sensor

P/M Powdered Metal

P/N Part Number

psi Pounds per square inch

psia Pounds per square inch absolute

psig Pounds per square inch gage

R Peliability

O R Degrees Rankin

RB Rockwell Hardness, B scale

Rc Rockwell Hardness, C Scale

R, r, rad Radius

Rev Revolution

RFI Radio Frequency Interference

RH Right Hand

RL Regular Lay

RMS Root Mean Square

rpm xevolutions per Minute

Sec Second

SIT Silicon Intansified Larget

SL Sea Level

SPP Single Point Payout

Sq-in Sqaare Inch

T Torqui

TOD Tension Over Drum
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U/Co Velocity Ratio

USAFFDL United States Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratry

UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength

VAD Visual Augmentation Display

VAS Visual Augmentation System

VDC Volts Direct Current

W Weight

WFOU Wide Field of Viow

AT Delta Temperature

nA Microampere

# Pounds

11 Coefficient of Friction
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